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Abstract 

This thesis investigates the changing campaign coverage from 1946 to 2002, in The New 

Zealand Herald (The Herald), New Zealand's most-read newspaper. From tracking the 

percentage of news coverage devoted to parties and leaders, it is evident that campaign 

coverage in The Herald has changed significantly since 1946, with coverage concentrating on 

leadership and national issues over local candidates and local campaign meetings. Combined, 

these trends toward presidentialisation and nationalisation reflect changing campaigning 

styles from word-of-mouth, meeting-based campaigns in electorates to televised, national 

campaigns where the focus is on policies of national rather than local interest. 

There is evidence of political partisanship in The Herald in favour of the National party, in 

both the amount of coverage and the editorials. However, any imbalance in volume of 

coverage towards the National party gradually decreased over time. There has also been a 

presidentialisation of coverage, with election coverage now focusing more on leaders of 

parties, rather than party candidates. This trend towards presidentialisation has been 

accompanied by an increase in 'hoopla' and 'horse-race' news over politically substantive 

news. Television may be one reason behind increased focus on leaders, and also serves to 

explain why the decline in coverage of local candidate meetings and local issues in contrast to 

an increase of coverage in national issues. Thus, final conclusions drawn from this thesis 

conclude that nationalisation of campaign coverage has occurred and the newspaper coverage 

is now more about the horse race than the political substance of the issues. 
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Introduction 

"New Zealand newspapers claim generally to present fair, balanced and impartial 

treatment of the news ... "1 

In this ·study, I will test the veracity of this statement by quantitatively and qualitatively 

evaluating The New Zealand Herald's (The Herald) post war election campaign coverage. 

I will complete a detailed analysis of how The Herald has covered election campaigns and 

these results can thus help determine if The Herald has been 'fair, balanced and impartial' 

in its treatment of election news. 

Discussing New Zealand media bias in 1958, Cunningham commented that, 

The city press in New Zealand tends to think of itself in the light of a second 
chamber, whose purpose is to serve as a break in radical legislation. In its self
appointed role as guardian of the private enterprise system, the press tends to be 
more conservative than the country's conservative political party.2 

It is not uncommon for newspapers to align themselves with a particular political party. 

The British press are most famous for their political allegiances. However, it is possible 

for newspapers to change their political partisanship over time. During the 1987 British 

election campaign, "twelve of the daily and Sunday papers supported the Conservatives, 

five endorsed Labour and one - the Alliance".3 However, by the 2001 election, nine of 

these declared support for Labour. 4 Even newspapers which had never aligned explicitly 

with any party, offered suggestions. The Independent remarked: 

We do not presume to recommend to our readers a vote for a particular party. 
But. .. we conclude with regret that the Conservative Party on this occasion does 
not deserve to be elected. 5 

1 Campbell, R.J., and L. Cleveland. 1972. Daily newspaper journalists in New Zealand. 
Wellington: Victoria University of New Zealand, The School of Political Science and Public Administration. 
2 Cunningham, J.K. 1958. Editorial Opinion and the 1957 election. Landfall 12 (2): 169-174. p173 
3 MacArthur, B. 1989. The National Press. In Political Communications: The General Election Campaign of 
1987, edited by Crewe, I. and M . Harrop. Cambridge. Cambridge University Press. 
4 Ibid., MacArthur lists the 1987 newspaper political preference for the Conservative party as, The Times*, 
Telegraph, Mail, Express*, Sun*, Star*, Sunday Times*, Sunday Telegraph, Sunday Express*, Mail on 
Sunday, News of the World* Deacon, D., P. Golding, and M. Billing. 2001. Press and broadcasting: real 
issues and real coverage. Parliamentary Affairs 54:666-678. Deacon et.al 2001 lists all those with star* as 
now being Labour supporters. 
5 Deacon et al. 2001. pp. 666-678. 
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It is no secret that New Zealand newspapers were once very supportive of the National 

party. So much so in fact, that a pro Labour newspaper, The Southern Cross was started 

up, in opposition to the conservative major dailies. 

At one time the daily press offered almost unanimous editorial support to the 
National party, and there was more than a dark suspicion that this allegiance 
sometimes insinuated itself into the news columns. However, in the 1970s, 
impartiality in the treatment of election news became much more evident. The 
newspapers have always relied on a fundamental distinction between editorial 
opinion and objective, impartial reporting of the news.6 

ii 

There is a diversity of literature on the topics of both election coverage in the media and 

the influence of the media in elections. Patterson notes that the media's important role in 

the campaign is not new, but has changed and is now especially prominent. 7 He continues 

by saying that these "changes in newspaper reporting have contributed to the making of 

media based campaigns." Other studies show that it is not unusual for newspapers to have 

an allegiance with certain political parties. Seymour-Ure states, "because newspapers can 

decide what to print and omit they are in a position of political power."8 Semetko et al. 

note that British "political parties could often count on certain newspapers for support."9 

This recognition of the political clout of the media has stimulated research on the influence 

media can exert and how voters are affected by media partisanship. 

The most effective way to measure newspaper partisanship is during election campaigns, 

when partisanship is likely to be strongest. 10 Thus, this study investigates the changes in 

campaign coverage that have taken place in The Herald, New Zealand's largest daily 

newspaper, through a content analysis of reporting on general election campaigns from 

1946 to 2002. It does not assess the effects media has on election campaigns, nor does it 

aim to establish any links between voter behaviour and media coverage. Instead, it 

examines New Zealand's election campaigns as they were reported in The Herald, for 

partisanship, and identifies other trends (e.g. presidentialisation, discussed in chapter three) 

revealed by this content analysis. 

6 Cleveland, L. 1980. The Mass Media. In New Zealand at the Polls, edited by H.R. Penniman. Washington: 
American Enterprise Institute. 
7 Patterson, T.E. 1980. The Mass Media election. New York: Praeger. p 5. 
8 Seymour-Ure, C. 1968. The Press, Politics and the public. London: Methuen & Co Ltd . p 301. 
9 Semetko, H.A., J.G. Blumler, M. Gurevitch, D.H. Waever, S. Barkin, and G.C Wilhoit. 1991. The 
formation of campaign agendas: a comparative analysis of party and media roles in recent American and 
British elections. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. 
10 Seymour-Ure, C. 1991. The British Press and Broadcasting since 1945. Oxford: Blackwell. p 198. 
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Berg argues that, to be used effectively, content analysis should be a blend of both 

qualitative and quantitative analysis. 11 Cleveland notes that content analysis is a tedious, 

expensive labour which media managements have shown little interest in carrying out, and 

those who may show some curiosity (social scientists, teachers etc.) seldom have the funds 

or inclination to attempt it. 12 However, a content analysis of the type outlined by Berg is 

an essential tool towards understanding the media campaign coverage, even though it may 

be an arduous task. 13 This thesis has striven to achieve a blend of both qualitative and 

quantitative analysis. 

I have chosen to look at The Herald newspaper, which is the local morning paper of 

Auckland and the most-read paper in the country. The Herald has a current circulation of 

more than 230,000 copies being distributed throughout most of the North Island. 14 

Overseas studies have been carried out on papers with a similar circulation number, 

helping to make this study comparable with other studies mentioned in this thesis. 15 

Previous studies of campaign elections in the media 

There have been a number of studies examining the political content of newspapers during 

election campaigns, but few detailed analyses have been done in New Zealand. 

Cunningham, who investigated the 1957 elections in eight major dailies of the four main 

centres, completed the earliest content analysis of New Zealand newspapers. 16 Milne 

investigated the influence of Wellington newspapers on voters during the same election. 17 

However, it was Cleveland who completed the first in-depth content analysis of the eight 

major New Zealand dailies from 1965 to 1970. He claims, "criticism of the news media in 

New Zealand has been based on mere impressionistic, unsystematic observation rather 

11 Berg, B. 1998. Qualitative research methods for the social sciences. Boston: Allyn and Bacon. p 225. 
12 Cleveland, L. 1971. The subject of the New Zealand daily press. Political Science 23 (2):9-21. p 9. 
13 The content analysis undertaken in this project amounted to approximately twelve hours of detailed work, 
per election campaign year, per newspaper, and this does not include a full qualitative report on each article. 
For example, coding each article as negative or positive would have taken a much longer period of time. 
About eight weeks were spent on The Herald analysis described here, however, data was also collected at the 
same time, on The Dominion (Wellington) and The Press (Christchurch) also amounting to approximately 
eight weeks each. The data from The Dominion and The Press are not included here due to the excessive 
amount of data obtained. A further three weeks were spent designing and entering collected data from The 
Herald into a management programme, 
14 The New Zealand Herald, http//www.nzherald.co.nz (accessed 21 March 2003) 
15 Semetko et al., 1991. The two US papers in their studies had circulations of228,000 (The Indianapolis 
Star) and 178,000 (The Louisville Courier-Journal). 
16 Cunningham, J.K. 1958. pp169-174. 
Cunningham, J.K. 1959. City newspapers and the 1957 election. Political Science 11 (2):22-31. The four 
main centres are Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin. 
17 Milne, R.S. 1958. Political Science 10 (2):41-42. 
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than on any attempt at accurate quantitative measurement."18 His study went on to 

compare the amount and subject matter of articles presented in the papers. In a 1980 report 

he gives a broader account of the relationship between the media and politics in the 1970s 

in New Zealand. These have both proved helpful in my own study. 

Hayward and Rudd provide the most recent comprehensive content analysis of election 

campaign coverage in New Zealand. Their 2001 paper investigates political partisanship 

in the Otago Daily Times (the fourth largest metropolitan daily) during the campaigns from 

1946 to 1999. A companion paper studies the 2002 election campaign coverage in three of 

the four largest dailies. 19 They conclude that there has been a greater focus on leaders and 

a decline in the relative amount of politically substantial news since 1946. 

Studies in Britain are extensive, with Seymour-Ure writing several books and journal 

articles on the British press and its political power, influence, and alignment.20 Deacon et 

al. conducted an extensive content analysis of the 2001 election campaign coverage in 

eleven British newspapers and tabloids. 21 These studies conclude that "the British press is 

both highly partisan and predominantly pro-Conservative ... [but] suggest that partisan 

newspapers have only a marginal influence on voting."22 

Similar studies have been carried out in the United States, including one undertaken by 

Patterson, who investigated campaign coverage in the mass media during the 1976 

Presidential election.23 Patterson claimed that a decline in partisanship of party voters has 

led to an increase in the importance of the media during election campaigns because voters 

depend on the media's version of the campaign for information and access to candidates.24 

Semetko et al.' s massive cross-national study of US and British papers and TV 

demonstrates that content analysis provides robust, reproducible results across a range of 

18 Cleveland, L. 1971. p 9. 
19 Hayward, J. and C. Rudd (2003) '"Read All About It!": Newspaper Coverage of the Election', in J. 
Boston et al. (eds.), New Zealand Votes. The General Election of 2002 VUW Press, Wellington; 
Hayward, J. and C. Rudd (2002) 'The Coverage of Post-War Election Campaigns: The Otago Daily 
Times', Political Science vol. 54, no . 2, pp. 3-19 
20 Seymour-Ure, C. 1968. For more on UK studies see, Curtice, 1997; Harris, 1997; Norris, 2001; Seaton, 
1987; Seymour-Ure,1998; Seymour-Ure, 1974; Seymour-Ure, 1986. 
21 Deacon et al. 2001. pp. 666-678. 
22 Curtice, J. 1997. Is the Sun shining on Tony Blair?: The electoral influence of British newspapers. Harvard 
International Journal of Press/Politics2 (2):9-26. 
23 Patterson, T.E. 1980. The Mass Media election. New York: Praeger. For more on US studies see, Graber, 
1976; Graber, 1972; McCombs, 1972; Mccombs, 1977. 
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media and political systems.25 In this study of The Herald, content analysis is employed 

because it is provides results which can be usefully compared with other election campaign 

investigations (such as The Otago Daily Times study by Rudd and Hayward). Results are 

collected using a method proven to be successful in a range of media studies, and are 

described in detail in Chapter 1. 

Other content analyses worth noting are Harris et al.' s investigation of the Greek 1999 

election, which looked at agenda-setting in the media, whilst completing an overview of 

agenda setting literature to date. 26 Bjorklund's study of Norway's elections from 1945-

1989 is one of the few which looks at changes in election coverage by the media over time. 

He claims that there has been a "move from party-controlled to media-driven election 

campaigns."27 The 1994 election of the Netherlands was analysed by Van Praag and Van 

der Eijk who specifically focused on 'game' and 'substance' content in the media, while 

McCombs et al. studied the Spanish voters' images of political candidates in the 1995 

election.28 These studies were useful in helping to define categories which may be relevant 

in cross-national studies. For example, Van Praag and Van de Eijk's definitions are used 

when describing 'game' and 'substance'. 

This study summarises a large volume of data that spans five decades of New Zealand's 

most recent political history. In contrast to other content analysis in the literature which 

typically span one or a few election campaigns, the length of this study period allow us 

insights into long term changes and trends in type and volume of election coverage. 

Content analysis is a good way of measuring the media's political leanings. However, 

McGregor et al. state "content analysis has strengths in describing news content, but it has 

24 Ibid., 
25 Semetko et al. 1991. 
26 Harris, P., and A. Lock. 2001. Who sets the agenda? An analysis of agenda setting and press coverage in 
the 1999 Greek European elections. European Journal of Marketing 9 (10):1117-1135. I found this 
overview very informing as it compares other content analyses in some detail. 
27 Bj¢rklund, T. 1991. Election Campaigns in Post-war Norway (1945-1989): from party
controlled to media driven campaigns. Scandinavian Political Science 14 (3):279-302. 
28 McCombs, M.E., J.P. Llamas, E. Lopez-Escobar, and F. Rey. 1997. Candidates images in Spanish 
elections: second-level agenda-setting effects. Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly 74 
(4):703-717. 
Van Praag, P., and C. Van der Eijk. 1998. News content and effects in historic campaign. Political 
Communication 15:165-183. 
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well identified limitations when it is confined to merely counting topical categories".29 I 

will briefly discuss the limitations that were encountered here. 

In this study I have not qualitatively categorised articles, with the exception of editorials. 

Instead, the conclusions of this study concerning partisanship are based on quantitative 

analysis of the volume of coverage. This has limited my study in some regards. For 

example, I am unable to say whether the articles coded are pro or anti any particular party. 

As bias is in the eye of the beholder and "partisans on some issue, for instance, may 

perceive bias in the news whatever its content" ,30 coding the subjective qualities of articles 

would have been an enormous and problematic job. This approach might give a more 

accurate picture of news content, but it is also far more subjective. Thus, although unable 

to establish negative or positive bias, my analysis assigns partisanship on the basis of 

volume of coverage rather than tone of the articles. 

Editorials were examined for tone, and the perceived bias of these editorials, (plus the 

inferred partisanship as established above) is inferred to reflect the political leanings of the 

newspaper overall. However, this qualitative work remains of limited value unless it can be 

matched to reliable information about what people actually read and digest. 31 Also, what I 

code as bias editorial support for one party may not be construed as such by a supporter of 

that party.32 For example, Waldman and Devitt state that, "individuals tend to see bias in 

any coverage that presents a picture of the political world at odds with their own". 33 

This thesis does not examine the influence of newspaper partisan on voting outcomes. It 

focuses on The Herald, and thus, does not summarise the opinion of all New Zealand 

newspapers nor do the election results reflect only the readers of this paper. However, The 

Herald is available as the major daily paper for almost one third of the country's total 

population (the greater Auckland metropolis and its surrounding regions). As such, for the 

29 McGregor, J., M. Comrie, and S. Fountaine. 1999. Beyond the feel-good factor: Measuring public 
journalism in the 1996 New Zealand election campaign. Harvard International Journal of 
Press/Politics 4(1):66-77. 
3° Carter, S., F. Fico, and J.A. McCabe. 2002. Partisan and structural balance in local television election 
coverage. Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly 79 (1):41-53. 
31 Seymour-Ure, 1991. 
32 Vallone, R., L. Ross, and M . Lepper. 1985. The hostile media phenomenon: Biased 
perception and perceptions of media bias in coverage of the Beirut Masacre. Journal of Personality and 
Social Psychology 49:577-585. This article found that pro-Palestinian and pro-Israeli students both rated TV 
coverage of Lebanon as biased against their causes, cited in, Carter 2002. pp. 41-53. 
33 Waldman, P., and J. Devitt. 1998. Newspaper photographs and the 1996 presidential election: the question 
of bias. Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly 75 (2): p 302. 
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purpose of drawing conclusions about newspaper balance and any subsequent advantage to 

party and leadership election outcomes (see chapters 2 and 3), it is used here to represent, 

on two occasions, the possible newspaper influence across the entire country (as the 

election outcome results from the entire country and not just the greater Auckland area). 

For instance, when referring to possible partisan advantages The Herald may have had on 

the election outcomes, it sugg~sts that The Herald is representative of New Zealand voters 

in all regions . However, I appreciate that the statistics here have been derived from one 

newspaper, and do not represent possible influence on voters across the country. 

Questions and Hypotheses 

Is election campaign coverage as reported in The New Zealand Herald impartial? 

This thesis reports my findings on election campaigns in The Herald from 1946 -2002 as 

follows. Chapter one provides a synopsis of the methods I used in this study to gather and 

compile data, accompanied with a brief overview of previous work on content analysis of 

political coverage in the media. Chapter two discusses the amount of newspaper campaign 

coverage devoted to parties. Following this is a chapter on 'presidentialisation' and the 

media's growing focus on 'leadership'. Chapter four reports on the nationalisation of 

coverage and issues, 'trivialisation' and the 'game vs. substance' of issues.34 Bias of 

editorials is examined in Chapter five followed by a summary of the results of the entire 

study in the conclusion chapter. 

There are a variety of methods designed to evaluate partisanship of election news in the 

media. The approach taken in this thesis has been to analyse content with a view to 

answering the following key questions. 

Question 1. Is there any evidence of party imbalance in The Herald campaign coverage? 

Many content analyses have been undertaken in Britain where papers have never been shy 

of exposing their political alignments. However, newspaper bias 

declined in Britain for 30 years after 1945, and by 1990 the press had become more 

detached from the party system in a variety of ways.35 Until recently, the extent of political 

partisanship presented in New Zealand newspapers has been based largely on speculation, 

as there have been few in-depth studies on election campaigns in the media. To calculate 

34 These terms 'presidentialisation', 'trivialisation', 'nationalisation' etc. are explained in full in the following 
methodology chapter. 
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the extent of, and changes in, partisanship, it is necessary to first identify it and thus, that is 

the basis for this study. The best way to evaluate partisanship (without looking at the tone 

of every article) is to measure the amount of coverage there is on each party and note any 

imbalance in coverage. I believe that a heavy imbalance of coverage in favour of one party 

in The Herald represents some political partisanship towards that party. However, this will 

be tested in the following hypotheses: 

(i) Parties are receiving greater campaign coverage . 

(ii) The coverage of parties became more balanced with time. 

(iii) The change in party balance can be attributed to a change in the number and 

popularity of smaller parties competing in the political arena. 

(iv) A greater amount of party coverage was not always an advantage to the party. 

New Zealand until the 1990s was a two party system with government office alternating 

between Labour and National. There is a certain assumption that newspaper coverage 

would be fairly split between the two parties; Cleveland however, argues that this was not 

so, because the National party policies has favoured business, free-market and private 

enterprise, and was thus preferred by privately owned newspapers, like The Herald. 

Hypothesis (i) is based on the perception that Labour (considered as 'Socialist' in the 

1940s - 1960s) became less state regulatory in the 1980s under David Lange and Roger 

Douglas, than the Robert Muldoon-led National government was during the 1970s and 

early 80s. 

Question 2. Has campaign coverage become more 'presidentialised'? 

"It is often said that mass media have transformed the way citizens relate to 

political leaders, weakening such traditional bases of power as political parties or 

ideology and increasing the importance of the leader's personality or style."36 

"In the absence of an array of talent or distinction, the parties lend themselves to 

capture by few dominating personalities and become one-man bands by default."37 

35 Seymour-Ure, 1991. 
36 Masters, R.D., S. Frey, and G. Bente. 1991. Dominance & Attention: images of leaders in German, French, 
& American TV news. Polity 23 (3): p 374. 
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These two quotes suggest that personality politics are becoming more important, especially 

during election campaigns and that this is either because mass media demand it or because 

parties lack sufficient talent and therefore focus attention on a ringleader. It is likely to be 

a combination of the two. 

Hypotheses to investigate this are: 

(i) Leaders are receiving more media attention than they have in the past. 

(ii) The coverage of party leaders is becoming more balanced with time. 

(iii) The change in leadership coverage can be attributed to a shift in the number of leaders 

now competing in the political arena. 

(iv) A greater amount of leadership coverage does not always advantage a party. 

Question 3. Was the political bias of the editor, as reflected by the editorials, reflected in 

the campaign coverage? 

In order to establish the legitimacy of the above innuendo, I will test two hypotheses 

related to editorial partisanship: 

(i) Bias in editorials mirrors the partisanship of the newspaper. 

(ii) Bias in editorials changes as editors changed. 

Question 4. Has there been a 'nationalisation' of campaign coverage? 

As political coverage is believed to be changing in focus from parties to leaders, this 

change is also thought to affect local and regional coverage. For example, leaders tend to 

focus on national issues rather than local ones, and greater coverage of leaders suggests a 

decline in coverage of other candidates, such as local candidates and their local issues. 

(i) There has been an increase in coverage of national issues, and an increase in coverage 

of party leaders at national meetings, at the expense of local meetings and local issues. 

37 Cleveland, 1980. p 195. 
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Question 5. Has campaign coverage become more preoccupied with game, the horse race 

and hoopla of the election, rather than politically substantive news? 

Patterson claims that there were more articles of greater political 'substance' in 1940 (in 

the US) than in elections of later years. 38 Van Praag and Van der Eijk's study of the 1994 

election in the Netherlands presented a clear and concise definition of 'game' and 

'substance'. 'Substance' is coded (by Van Praag and Van der Eijk) following this 

definition, that is, politically substantive news comprising (a) items about the political 

stands of the parties and reactions to them, (b) items about the various parties' election 

platforms and (c) items about present or future government policy. 39 'Game' comprises 

election news coded in some studies, including this one, as 'hoopla' and 'horse-race' .40 In 

this study 'game' is coded as any article which was not substantive news, for example, 

attacks by one party on another, commentary on the election in general, opinion polls, 

scandals or personal traits concerning candidates. 

In evaluating The Herald's post war election coverage I will test the following hypothesis: 

(i) Over time there has been an increase in proportion of horse race and hoopla coverage 

versus substantive news. 

38 Patterson, 1980. p 28. 
39 Van Praag and Van der Eijk. 1998. 165-183. 
40 For more on this see, Graber, 1983; Van Praag, 1998; Hayward and Rudd 2002; Hayward and Rudd 2003 
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Methodology 

The campaign is a media circus where the 'political animals' bring much needed 

attention from the jeering crowd. Although the fickle press can feed party ambitions, 

it can also starve them of desired media attention if the 'animal' on show proves 

unpalatable. 

The content analysis in this study covers the period beginning from the 'official' 

opening date of the campaign, as stated by the governing party, through to the day 

before the election. The election day was not been included as the articles refer less to 

actual policies and candidates, and are aimed more towards telling the public where, 

when, and how to go about placing a vote. It is also illegal for newspapers to carry 

stories about parties and candidates on the election day itself. Although there was 

often material relating parties' campaigns before the official campaign start date, in 

order to remain consistent, the 'official' date was chosen. Duration of the campaigns 

ranged between 19 and 43 days, but most were 26 days. 1 (See Table 1.1) 

I followed a coding system developed by Hayward and Rudd.2 More than 150 

research days were spent in libraries across the country (Dunedin, Christchurch, 

Wellington and Auckland) during this study.3 Every article in every New Zealand 

Herald newspaper during the campaign 'month' was coded. Thus, 20 election months 

covering 20 New Zealand general election campaigns were examined. Articles were 

coded by date; size; game or substance; issue; geographic focus; party, leader, 

minister, interest group, or newspaper commentary; inside, page one or lead story; 

editorial; background article or opinion poll. An example of a coding sheet is 

illustrated in Fig. 1.1. These criteria are explained in greater detail below. 

Problems existed which sometimes made coding complicated. Sometimes a page, or 

less often, an entire day of the election coverage was missing from the available 

newspaper archive. However, considering that many studies have coded only a 

1 I refer to this time as the 'campaign month', although it was not always an exact month. Newspaper 
coding began the day after the campaign opening, as that was the first reporting of the 'official' 
campaign. 
2 Hayward, J. and C. Rudd (2002) 'The Coverage of Post-War Election Campaigns: The Otago Daily 
Times', Political Science vol. 54, no. 2, pp. 3-19 
3 Some of this time was also spent coding Christchurch 'Press' and Wellington 'Dominion' from 1946-
1972. To draw conclusions using all of the data would have been an overwhelming amount of 
information for this thesis and so these two papers are not included in these results. 

1-1 
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random 'sample' of articles, and that the missing pages and/or days were so few and 

far apart, I feel that their absence had no significant effect on the overall result. As 

The Herald does not publish a Sunday paper, Sundays were also excluded from this 

study. Unclear or ambiguous reporting occasionally demanded some interpretation of 

exactly what an article was about but I believe that articles tricky to code were done 

so consistently and had no real affect on party or leadership coverage analyses. 

The size of articles excludes graphs, maps, cartoons, sketches and photographs, 

although these were noted beside each article and counted in number (for future 

reference if needed). In contrast to other studies, these graphics were not measured 

because this study is primarily about party coverage and its partisanship, rather than 

election coverage in general; for example, photographs were often very large and 

would give an inflated impression of the amount of information provided in the 

article.4 Although Smetko et.al. found while studying British tabloids that headings 

gave a grossly inflated impression of article size and excluded them from their 

measurements, I found that headlines in broadsheet newspapers are proportional to 

the size of articles and thus headings were included in the measurement of each 

article. 

Advertisements were included in this study because they represent a significant 

proportion of campaign coverage and do have some influence on campaign results. 

They do not count towards the total column space dedicated to parties, because they 

do not reflect newspaper opinion, being instead paid 'product' endorsements of the 

party by the party. However, they were measured and categorised by themselves, as 

advertisements inform the reader of party's policies and thus have some impact on 

voter behaviour. Although these results are not discussed in this paper, I hope that the 

inclusion of the results in the appendix will be useful for similar studies in the future. 

4 Although photographs do reflect partisanship Waldman et.al completed a content analysis of 5 US 
major dailies focusing on photos and concluded that, partisan does exist, however, with the exception 
of one of the papers (Chicago Tribune), the differences were small. Waldman, P., and J. Devitt. 1998. 
Newspaper photographs and the 1996 presidential election: the question of bias. Journalism and Mass 
Communication Quarterly 75 (2):302-311. 
However Harris et al. (2001) did include photos, claiming that they reflect the impact of an article on 
the reader. See, Harris, P., and A. Lock. 2001. Who sets the agenda? An analysis of agenda setting and 
press coverage in the 1999 Greek European elections. European Journal of Marketing 9 (10):1117-
1135. 
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Election Date Campaign Campaign Total election Election News 
begins length1 coverage2 Coverage3 

1946 
27 November 15 October 43 days 55, 773 cm 47,338 cm 
1949 
30 November 25 October 36 days 44,938 cm 39, 747 cm 
1951 
1 September 13 August 19 days 28,400 cm 22,568 cm 
1954 
13 November 18 October 26 days 39,223 cm 27,497 cm 
1957 
30 November 4 November 26 days 26, 760 cm 21,693 cm 
1960 
26 November 31 October 26 days 23,849 cm 18,878 cm 
1963 
30 November 4 November 26 days 27,284 cm 23,236 cm 
1966 
26 November 31 October 26 days 34, 733 cm 29,590 cm 
1969 
29 November 3 November 26 days 43, 786 cm 36, 109 cm 
1972 
25 November 30 October 26 days 47,626 cm 36,683 cm 
1975 
29 November 30 October 26 days 60,657 cm 52,252 cm 
1978 
25 November 30 October 26 days 61, 776 cm 52,434 cm 
1981 
28 November 2 November 26 days 71,985 cm 52,347 cm 
1984 
14 July 25 June 19 days 76, 105 cm 59,079 cm 
1987 
15 Auqust 20 July 26 days 135,219cm 110,942cm 
1990 
27 October 30 September 27 days 72,354 cm 62,387 cm 
1993 
6 November 9 October 28 days 60,662 cm 50,396 cm 
1996 
12 October 8 September 34 days 70,529 cm 56,277 cm 
1999 
27 November 31 October 27 days 78, 410 cm 68,050 cm 
2002 
28 July 1 July 27 days 84,090 cm 75,285 cm 
Table 1.1. Election Dates, Lengths and Size of Coverage. 

1 Campaign length includes Sundays and the day the campaign was launched 
but does not include the election day. 
2 Total election coverage refers to the size of all campaign news in The 
Herald including editorials, opinion polls, and background articles. 
3 Election news coverage refers to the size of campaign news in The Herald, 
excluding editorial, opinion polls and background article, and focussing 
instead on election news involving either parties, interest groups or 
newspaper commentaries. 
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The layout of The Herald over the last 60 years has changed immensely. From 1946 

to 1951, news items and headline news including election news, appeared on page six, 

or eight. Classified advertisements ran on the first few pages up until 1952 when 

headline news changed to appear on the front page of the paper instead. As the years 

progressed, election news changed from being scattered on a page containing all 

news, including sports news, regional and local news, to having one, or in some of the 

later elections, two pages dedicated to campaign coverage. 

The number of pages in the newspaper increased over time, and thus, so to did the 

amount of election campaign coverage. In 1946 there was an average number of ten 

pages in The Herald. This increased to 80 pages in 2002. The huge increase not only 

reflected more substantial news coverage, but also shows higher use of features, and a 

greater amount of business, world, and sports news. Another factor which needed to 

be taken into consideration was the fact that the size of the font also increased and 

many more photos and advertisements were included in the paper. 

Measuring The Herald's campaign coverage in the elections of 1946 to 2002. 

When coding the newspaper articles on election campaign coverage, the date of each 

paper was recorded, including the number of pages in the paper, and the size of the 

paper. 5 The size of each article was then recorded. Articles were measured in column 

centimetres and also by number of articles.6 Some studies have measured either the 

total number of stories,7 or the total size in column centimetres.8 While other studies 

5 This was helpful in case I wanted to go back and check an article, or to see what proportion of the 
newspaper amounted to election news. The size of the paper was measured to include only the area 
written text, including headlines, were printed on. This was only done once, at the beginning of every 
campaign. Paper sizes varied only occasionally from year to year, but remained constant throughout 
the campaign month. 
6 Articles were sometimes split up if they could be categorized differently, for example, the manifesto 
having a number of parts to it, is coded as a number of different topics (e.g. health, education etc.) and 
is therefore counted as more than one article. This was infrequent, and I do not believe that the number 
of articles was altered too drastically to make a difference. In any case, the number of articles coded is 
never really used for quantitative analysis, but is merely included for anybody wishing to use the 
information in the future. 
7 Graber, D.A. 1972. Personality qualities in presidential images: the contribution of the press. Midwest 
Journal of Political Science 16:46-76. McCombs, M.E., J.P. Llamas, E. Lopez-Escobar, and F. Rey. 
1997. Candidates images in Spanish elections: second-level agenda-setting effects. Journalism and 
Mass Communication Quarterly 7 4 ( 4 ):703-717. 
8 Deacon, D., P. Golding, and M. Billing. 2001. Press and broadcasting: real issues and real coverage. 
Parliamentary Affairs 54:666-678. 
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are measured in both size and number.9 However, Stone and Mccombs quote, "It is 

interesting to note in passing that a simple count of stories would be sufficient for 

measuring the media agenda. Comparison of the number of stories and number of 

column inches devoted to the topics on the agendas yielded an r of +90 across all 

topics" .10 

Both the number of stories and column centimetres were measured here to make use 

of analysis developed for number of stories, column centimetres or both. Collecting 

both sets of data also allows comparison between the results of this study and of 

earlier studies. 

Game/Substance/Background 

Articles were classified as to whether they were horse-race, hoopla coverage 'game', 

or substantive reporting, 'substance'. Those articles coded as 'game' had no 

substance to them (see above). For example, reporting which evaded mention of any 

particular parties' issues and platforms, thus failing to inform the reader of anything 

more than 'gossip', was categorised as 'game'. 

If an article could not be categorised as either 'game' or 'substance' it was coded as a 

'background' story. 'Background' stories comprised those which primarily aim to 

inform voters of electoral conduct, such as how and where to enrol or vote; or list 

. candidates, electorates etc. However, they do not qualify as 'news items' (see below) 

as their purpose to notify voters was merely procedural. 

Issues 

Issues were coded as either health, education, defence etc. and also whether they were 

game or substance. For example, if the article was about the Labour party's education 

policy and actually informed the voter as what this policy was about, then it was 

coded as 'substance' and 'education'. However, if it was a comment by a Labour 

9 Harris, P., and A. Lock. 2001. Who sets the agenda? An analysis of agenda setting and press coverage 
in the 1999 Greek European elections. European Journal of Marketing 9 (10):1117-1135. Semetko, 
H.A., J.G. Blumler, M. Gurevitch, D.H. Waever, S. Barkin, and G.C Wilhoit. 1991. The formation of 
campaign agendas: a comparative analysis of party and media roles in recent American and British 
elections. Hillsdale, NJ.: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. Stone, G.C., and M.E. McCombs. 1981. 
Tracing the time lag in agenda-setting. Journalism Quarterly 58:51-55. 
10 Stone, G.C., and M.E. McCombs. 1981. Tracing the time lag in agenda-setting. Journalism 
Quarterly 58:51-55. 
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candidate, claiming that Labour's education policy was better than National's, but did 

not actually state what the Labour or National party policy was, the article was coded 

as 'game' and 'education'. 

Geographic focus 

Every article, besides editorials and background stories, was coded with a geographic 

reference of either local, regional or national. Was the story about a 'local', 'regional' 

or 'national' issue, candidate or place? For example, if the story was about a minister 

visiting a local school, then the article was coded as 'local', as was a story reporting 

on a local campaign meeting. However, if the article was commenting on a local 

(Auckland) candidate's meeting in Wellington, then it was coded as 'national', 

because the article was on something happening outside the local region. 

The coding of 'regional' stories was the most difficult. Deciding on an area to 

encompass and define as 'regional' was necessary to gauge change in geographic 

focus over time. The Herald, like some other newspapers in New Zealand enjoys a 

regional monopoly, with little competition from other newspapers in the greater 

Auckland area. 11 Therefore, a large number of people outside the city limits consider 

The Herald their daily paper. One problem was the fact that as time passed the city 

grew and expanded far outside its old boundaries. For example I regarded parts of the 

Waikato or Northland as 'Regional' (e.g. Matamata, Piako, Wellsford and Warkworth 

were considered regional). I did this because The Herald seemed to cover this area in 

its reporting and advertising and there were many articles on Northland and Waikato 

issues. Another problem was that in the 1950s and 1960s, the electorate of Drury 

would have been 'regional', although it would now be considered 'local' due to the 

expansion of Auckland city. Some discretion was used here, and thus, the boundaries 

of what was once 'regional' and what was 'local', changed a little overtime. 

Party/Leader/Interest Group IN ewspaper comment 

If an article was about a leader, minister, or just about a party in general, then it was 

coded accordingly along with the name of the party to which it referred. Party 

coverage thus refers to all coverage on parties, including leadership coverage, but 

11 Hayward, J. and C. Rudd (2003) "'Read All About It!": Newspaper Coverage of the Election', in J. 
Boston et al (eds.) New Zealand Votes. The General Election of 2002 VUW Press, Wellington. 
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excluding editorials, opinion polls and stories on interest groups. Leadership 

coverage refers only to coverage on leaders, and does not include coverage of 

ministers or other prominent MPs who may have featured highly during the 

campaign. However, stories about interest groups or commentaries by newspapers 

were coded as such. Often I recorded the name of the interest group, as in some 

years, a particular interest group or groups featured highly in the media and this added 

to the coding for importance of issues in chapter four. For example, in 1946, 

Federated Farmers, New Zealand Employers Federation, New Zealand Manufactures 

Federation, Chamber of Commerce and the International Labour Organisation were 

all featured a couple of times and were highly critical of the Labour government. 

However, some interest groups did show support for Labour that year, including the 

United Mine Workers and the Combined State Services. 12 Coverage of interest 

groups was included because it was often a significant part of the campaign coverage 

not on parties, and it was interesting to see whether, when some campaigns were 

dominated by specific issues, interest groups of that issue were also reported on more 

or not. 

Inside/Lead story 

Articles were coded as to their placement in the newspaper, either front page, lead or 

inside story. The leading headline story of the day, on the front page was referred to 

as the 'lead' story, and 'inside story', was anything not on the front page. All pages 

were coded, including the features, sports, entertainment and business sections. If 

there was an extra supplement, it was recorded in the data as such. 

Editorials 

All editorials relating to the election, either by mentioning parties, campaign issues, or 

the campaign in general were both quantitatively and qualitatively analysed. 

Editorials were not coded as 'game, substance or background', or included in the 

general coding of 'party, leader, interest group' etc. They were coded independently, 

so to speak, of the general coding. For example, editorials were read in greater detail 

and coded instead as being either anti, pro or non-biased toward some party, leader or 

Hayward and Rudd state here that The Otago Daily Times, Christchurch Press, and Wellington 
Dominion (only since July 2002) also have a regional monopoly in their areas. 
12 The New Zealand Herald, 16 and 30 October, 11 15, 16, 21 and 22 November, 1946. 
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issue. Tables were drawn up to list the title and/or topic of the editorial and its bias 

towards or against any party, leader, candidate or interest group. 

Opinion Polls 

Although articles on opinion polls were measured, their corresponding graphs, photos 

and other graphics were not. Polls were coded like other 'game' articles, and were all 

coded as 'national' issues, unless an opinion poll was specific to the Auckland area. 

Coverage Size 

There are a variety of methods for calculating the size of election campaign coverage 

in newspapers. Two methods are appropriate for evaluating party coverage here: 

(1) includes all campaign coverage except for advertisements and paid endorsements; 

and (2) excludes advertisements, paid endorsements or notices, editorials and 

background articles and is made up only of news items on parties (including leaders), 

interest groups and newspaper commentaries. In this thesis, the latter method is 

preferred and referred to in general as 'election campaign coverage' because it 

includes all categories of newspaper reporting relevant to party coverage yet excludes 

categories like background articles that add little to this analysis or, as for editorials, 

are looked at in more detail elsewhere (see chapter four). 
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Chapter Two Party Balance 

2. Introduction 

If speakers cover the same ground at successive meetings, they are likely to go 

unreported; otherwise readers would be bored to tears. No matter how hard a 

newspaper tried to be fair and balanced, it is unlikely to satisfy everyone. 1 

2-1 

It would be difficult for a newspaper to be entirely 'fair and balanced', showing no bias 

towards one particular political party, especially during the course of an election campaign. 

Many papers try to be as impartial as possible, however, the amount of news coverage they 

allocate to each party can assume otherwise. For instance, if a newspaper prints a greater 

amount of news on the National party, it can be assumed that they are partial towards the 

National party. This is based on the concept (used in this thesis) that any newspaper 

coverage is essentially good coverage and although not always true (see hypothesis four 

later in this chapter), it is generally the case. 

In this chapter I track the amount of newspaper space in The Herald devoted to New 

Zealand election campaigns, looking specifically at the allocated party coverage and how 

that coverage has changed with time. The aim is to analyse the amount of coverage 

devoted to parties (particularly the major parties of the time) over the past twenty election 

campaigns (1946 through 2002).with particular emphasis on changes and trends of party 

balance. 

This chapter is divided into four sections each based on one of the following hypotheses: 

1. Parties are receiving greater campaign coverage 

2. The coverage of parties became more balanced with time 

3. The change in party balance can be attributed to a change in the number and popularity 

of smaller parties competing in the political arena. 

4. A greater amount of party coverage was not always an advantage to the party. 

The proportion of party coverage in The Herald devoted to parties or groups of parties is 

summarised in Fig. 2.1 (1946-1972 election campaigns) and Fig. 2.2 (1975-2002 election 

campaigns). Figures 2.3 and 2.4 however, show the proportion of campaign meeting 

coverage devoted to parties or groups of parties. The percentage of coverage each party 

received from 1946 to 2002 is summarised in Figure 2.5. Campaign meetings are included 

1 Editorial, Bias in the Newspaper, The New Zealand Herald, July 4, 1984, p 6. 
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in this chapter because they often represent a significant amount of the party coverage and 

thus, are important in any discussion of party coverage. For example, in the election of 

1957, 70 percent of the party coverage comprised of campaign meetings. 
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2.1 Parties are receiving greater campaign coverage 

Are parties receiving a greater volume of campaign coverage now than ever before? 

Figure 2.6a illustrates the volume of election news coverage from 1946 through to 2002 . 

Election news coverage includes all campaign news coverage on parties (including leaders) 

and interest groups and also covers newspaper commentaries. However it excludes 

background articles (those discussing electoral information and procedure) because this 

thesis does not consider them as news items or items which express any newspaper opinion 

or partisan. The figure shows that there has been a steady increase in the volume of 

election news coverage in The Herald. In fact, coverage was 60 percent higher in 2002 

than it was in 1946. 
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Figure 2.6b represents the amount of election news coverage devoted to parties during the 

last twenty election campaigns. Growth of election news coverage has grown more than 

party coverage although both have increased in volume. This decline in percentage of 

election news devoted to parties has occurred as a result of a gradual increase in newspaper 

commentaries. 
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Figure 2.6b 

Are parties receiving a greater volume of front page and headline news coverage than in 

the past? 

The 1960 election was the first to follow the change when The Herald began printing news 

on the front page (up until 1958 the first five pages of The Herald had been turned over to 

advertising, with the first news stories featuring on page six). The percentage of election 

news coverage devoted to page one, as illustrated in Figure 2.7a has fluctuated by only five 

percent over the years (with the exception of a spike in 1960). Thus, page one news has 

increased with the increase in election news coverage, but remained fairly static in its 

proportion of election news. 
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Of the 15 elections since 1960, National has received the majority of front page coverage 

eight times and Labour seven (see Fig. 2.7b). Coverage of parties receiving page one or 

headline (lead) status, more often than not, reflected their incumbency. For example, if a 

party was incumbent it tended to receive the majority of page one and headline news 

coverage dedicated to election news coverage. Since 1960, in all but two elections (1963 

and 1981) the incumbent party received more page one and headline news coverage than 

the opposition party, and in both of these instances, it was Labour who received more page 

one coverage than the incumbent National party. 
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If a party had the majority of party coverage in The Herald it did not mean that it was also 

deemed to have more page one coverage. In eight elections, the party who received the 

majority of news coverage also received the majority of page one coverage.2 Also, the 

party to win at the polls, received the majority of page one coverage eight times.3 

The results of this study reflect similar findings in The Otago Daily Times. In their study 

of party coverage in The Otago Daily Times, Hayward and Rudd found that, "National 

tended to consistently capture more page one and headline stories than Labour. Even 

though Labour's share of prominent stories increases during the campaigns for elections 

2 Parties who received the majority of both news coverage and front page and headline news coverage were; 
Labour 1975, 1987 and 2002; National 1966, 1978, 1993, 1996, and 1999. 
3 Parties who received the majority of front page and headline news and also win were; Labour 1984, 1987 
and 2002; National 1966, 1969, 1978, 1993 and 1996. 
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which it wins as the opposition or incumbent, the gap at other times is much more 

pronounced than for inside stories."4 

In conclusion, incumbent parties were likely to receive the majority of page one and 

headline election news coverage. However, there is no obvious correlation between 

receiving the most page one coverage and winning the forthcoming election. 

There has been a decline in campaign meeting coverage 

2-5 

Although there has been an increase in campaign coverage generally, there appears to have 

been a decline in campaign meeting coverage. Figure 2.8 illustrates the percentage of 

party coverage devoted to Labour and National campaign meetings whilst also showing the 

percentage of party coverage devoted to campaign meetings (see also Figs. 3.3 and 3.4). 
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The percentage of party coverage devoted to campaign meetings has declined significantly . 

The most notable change occurred when campaign meeting coverage fell from 58 percent 

in 1966 to just 17 percent of party coverage in 1969. Campaign meeting coverage 

gradually increased to 27 percent in 1981, but in subsequent elections it never made up 

more than six percent of the coverage on parties. During the first eight elections in this 

study, 1946 to 1966, coverage ranged between 72 percent and 58 percent. This is a huge 

proportion of party news devoted to candidate meetings alone. However, after 1969, the 

newspaper reporting of candidate meetings declined so markedly that in 1999 less than one 

4 Hayward, J. and C. Rudd (2002) 'The Coverage of Post-War Election Campaigns: The Otago Daily 
Times', Political Science vol. 54, no. 2, pp. 3-19. 
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percent was the coverage on parties was on campaign meetings. I can find no connection 

between the decline in 1969 and other party coverage trends. The decline in 1984 from 17 

percent to three percent could have some bearing on the fact that the 1984 election was a 

snap election and there may have been little time for candidates to organise meetings. But 

this does not explain why the following elections were never more than 6 percent. Perhaps 

there were fewer meetings for The Herald to report on as the years went by, but the case 

remains, reporting of meetings was simply abandoned over time. The decline of campaign 

meetings as reflecting the decline in local and regional news coverage is discussed in 

Chapter Four. 

Another trend is that the party to receive the majority of campaign meeting coverage also 

received the majority of party coverage (1987 and 1999 are the only two exceptions to this 

rule). However, in the three elections (1960, 1969 and 1987) when party coverage was 

divided equally between the two main parties, the majority of campaign meetings were 

devoted to National, and campaign coverage was also almost equal in the 1987 election. 

The data shows no other simple correlation between the party to receive the majority of 

campaign meeting coverage and the incumbent or winning party. 

2.2 The coverage of parties became more balanced with time 
Is party coverage between parties becoming more balanced? 
Cleveland comments that, 

In earlier years, extraordinary steps were taken to see that this ( election campaign) 
publicity was distributed as equitably as possible. Editors were sometimes seen 
measuring the column inches devoted to a particular party's campaign to make sure 
its share had not been exceeded and accusations of calculated bias could not be 
substantiated. 5 

Whether or not physical measuring of column inches by editors was adhered to very often, 

The Herald's election coverage has in fact become far more balanced in many regards. 

Firstly, although National was in government for almost twice as long as Labour in the 

post-war period, and received the majority of news coverage more frequently, by 1969 

party coverage had become more equal. For example, from 1946 to 1966, the difference 

between National and Labour party coverage varied from -5 percent (Labour received 

more coverage than incumbent National) to +25 percent (incumbent National received 

more coverage than Labour). Of these elections, Labour received a majority of party news 
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coverage only once, while National received the majority of party coverage six times, and 

coverage was equal once. However, party coverage was more balanced from the 1969 

election through to 2002, which instead show a variance of -7 percent to + 7 percent. 

During these later elections, Labour received the majority of party coverage five times, 

National four, New Zealand First once, and party coverage was equal twice. 

Another example of party coverage becoming more balanced over time is the fact that, 

instead of coverage focussing on two main parties, party coverage has diversified and 

smaller parties are now receiving a more equal share of the coverage. Thus, coverage is 

balanced more equally between the number of parties in the election race and the size and 

popularity of the party. This partly reflects the introduction of Mixed Member 

Proportional (MMP ), as smaller parties now have more political access to parliament, so 

have they gained more political attention in the media. For example, in the elections from 

1993 to 2002, smaller parties made up between 20 and 33 percent of the party coverage. 6 

The last example of coverage being more balanced now than it was in 1946, is mirrored in 

the coverage of combined parties (discussed in detail below). Coverage of combined 

parties has increased, thus coverage on articles on more than one party are more common 

and make up around 50 percent of party coverage, compared to about 20 percent in the 

elections before 1969 (Fig. 2.9). Therefore coverage is significantly more balanced with 

The Herald now focussing on articles of many parties instead of just one or two. 

2.3 The change in party balance can be attributed to a change in the number and 

popularity of smaller parties competing in the political arena. 

There has been a shift from a two party to a multi-party political scene 

As seen in Figs. 2.1, 2.2 and 2.5, party coverage has changed significantly from coverage 

featuring two parties (Labour and National), to election news covering multiple parties. 

This change in party coverage only partly reflects the number of political parties at the 

time; it best reflects more media attention being devoted to small parties than in the past. 

5 Cleveland, L. 1980. The Mass Media. In New Zealand at the Polls, edited by H.R. Penniman. Washington: 
American Enterprise Institute. 
6 In 1993 Alliance received 8%, New Zealand First 9% and other minor parties 3%. 1996 saw Alliance drop 
to 4%, New Zealand First increase to 20%, Act enter the arena with 2% and other minor parties 7%. In 1999 
Alliance remained the same on 4%, New Zealand First decreased to 10%, Act picked up 5%, the Green Party 
and other minor parties both 4%. The 2002 election saw the number of parties represented in the media 
increase, Alliance now only received 1 %, New Zealand First 6%, Act 2%, Greens 6%, United 2%, 
Progressive 2% and other minor parties 6%. 
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The introduction of Social Credit in the election of 1954 signalled a turning point in New 

Zealand election campaigns. A small percentage of campaign news now focused on a third 

party. However, contemporary assumptions that a new liberal party would split the Labour 

vote were proved wrong. Instead, it was (the more conservative) National party coverage 

that suffered the most as a result of Social Credit entering the race in 1954, with National 

coverage declining by 20 percent. Because National dominated newspaper coverage any 

change in coverage is likely to have been at their expense rather than Labour's (who 

generally had less newspaper coverage). After 1954, coverage of the National and Labour 

parties fluctuated as often and to a similar degree (Figs. 2.1, 2.2 and 2.5). 

With the exception of Social Credit, no minor party had a significant impact on media 

coverage until 1975, when the Values party received almost as much coverage as Social 

Credit. The following two elections returned to a tripartite race in the media, between 

Labour, National and Social Credit, until 1984, when the New Zealand party received the 

same volume of coverage as Social Credit. These parties did little to affect the overall 

amount of coverage received by the two dominating parties. Small parties discovered their 

media potential with the advent of MMP in 1996. However, even before MMP, a multi

party situation had developed.7 New Zealand First and Alliance entered the political arena 

in 1993 and together received 17 percent of the news coverage on parties. MMP saw an 

increase of news coverage dedicated to smaller 'third' parties whose combined coverage 

totalled 26 percent, two percent more than National and Labour received together. In 

2002, the number of minor parties each receiving more than one percent of news coverage 

increased to six percent. 

There has been an increase in combined party coverage as the number of parties has 

increased. 

Although party coverage of the Labour and National parties declined from 1969 to 2002, it 

was not simply at the hands of third parties. The style in newspaper reporting also 

changed. As newspapers began to combine coverage of two or more p'arties to form what I 

call combined party coverage. Initially these composite articles only featured Labour and 

National but with the entrance of a significant third party (Social Credit) in 1954, 

combined party coverage began to accelerate. For example, in 1954, while National and 
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Labour still receive the majority of coverage, The Herald began to lump reporting of 

parties together. Articles on Laoour, National and Social Credit together make up three 

percent of the party coverage (Figs: 2J and 2'.5). Although this is a minor amount, it is the 

beginning of a new trend which becomes more significant as the years go on. 

Figure 2.9 summarise-s-the increase in combined party coverage: ft is clear that this type of 

reporting has increased significantly. fa 1946, just 19 percent of news coverage devoted to 

parties was combined coverage. However, combined coverage doubled to 47 -percent in 

1969, and has continued to remain about that mark ever since, with only three elections 

dropping below 40 percent (1972, 1975 and 1993). The most notable increase in combined 

coverage was in 1987, where it reached 59 percent The reason thatthe 1987 election 

received more combined party coverage than any ·other year; may also have to do with the 

factthatnol a single party, othe:r than Labour or National received a significant percentage 

of coverage. For example; that year, the only parties to receive any major coverage were 

Labour and National. 
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The only time any 'third' parties were reported on, was in conjunction with articles on 

Lahour and/orNational : Most of this composite party coverag~ formed part of a ney,,spaper 

s-eries focusing on cc).ndidates for local and regional electorates. 8 Social Credit and 

7 Mixed Member Proportional(MMP) was voted on in a · 1993 election-referendum. It won and was 
introdi1ced .in the 1996 election: -
8 Se1ies on electorates first featured in 1946 an:d· 1949 but repmted on only Labour and National candidates. 
In 1954 there was also an electorate series; but only a few electorates were represented by Social Credit. Not 
untill 957 and thereafter; did these -electorate features fully _include Social Credit. · · 
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Democratic party candidates featured in these electorate summary articles, but the parties 

themselves rarely featured independently. 

The increase on combined reporting of parties is due to the growing number of article 

series featuring local and regional (and sometimes National) electorates. For instance, in 

1969 when combined party coverage increased dramatically from the previous elections, 

42 percent of election news coverage was comprised of combined party coverage. Of this 

composite coverage, 61 percent was made up of the "Around the Constituencies" series. 

Thus, 25 percent of the total election news coverage comprised of articles on the series 

featuring electorates. Similarly, in 1987 when combined party coverage was at its peak, 31 

percent of the total election news coverage was devoted to a series of articles on marginal, 

local, regional and national electorates. 

Coverage of the Labour and National parties decreased to less than half of the total party 

coverage in the elections of 1969 and 1978 through to 2002. This reflects exactly the years 

when combined party coverage made up a majority of election news. This increase in 

combined party coverage is the most significant factor relating to the decline of individual 

reporting on the Labour and National parties. 

2.4 A greater amount of party coverage was not always an advantage 

How did incumbency affect the party coverage? 

The incumbent party succeeded in winning thirteen out of the twenty elections. However, 

in only nine of these thirteen elections did the incumbent party receive the majority of 

coverage and win. 

Between 1946 and 2002, the National party (with 13 election wins) won almost twice as 

many elections as Labour (who won only seven). Therefore, we can expect news coverage 

to reflect this, and show National receiving the majority of news coverage more frequently. 

Table 2.1 shows that National did indeed receive more coverage than Labour for eleven 

elections, but not necessarily in the years in which the party won, or was incumbent. 

National won nine elections as the incumbent party and Labour three. Of National's nine 

election wins, they received the majority of news coverage in 6 elections (1951, 1954, 
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1963, 1966, 1978, and 1993), while in two elections (1969 and 1981), news coverage was 

equal to that of Labour and in one election (1996) New Zealand First received more 

coverage. In two of the three elections where Labour won and were incumbent, they also 

received the majority of news coverage (1987 and 2002).9 

Thus, although National won 13 elections and received the majority of news coverage in 

11 elections, only in eight elections the party received greater coverage and also win. 

National was incumbent for seven of these eight. Labour on the other hand, won seven 

elections and received the majority of news coverage in six elections (not the same 

elections that they won). In only four elections did Labour receive the majority of coverage 

and also win the election, and from these four, only two were as the incumbent party. 

Hayward and Rudd established with regard to the Otago Daily Times that, "When Labour 

won an election or was incumbent, its share of coverage converges with or overtakes that 

of National (although 1999 was an exception to this trend)." 10 In this study of The Herald, 

I discovered that when Labour was incumbent, they received more party coverage in all 

but one election (1990). 

Therefore, although the incumbent party did receive the majority of news coverage more 

frequently, this was not enough to guarantee a win at the polls. On the basis of the data 

presented here, the incumbent party is often advantaged by the amount of media coverage 

during the lead-up to the election, but there remains no consistent link between volume of 

campaign coverage and election success. This shows that the volume of newspaper 

coverage alone is not enough to give a clear election advantage to any party, however it 

should be noted that this does not include newspaper opinion (see tone of editorials in 

Chapter Five). 

9 Only in 1946, did Labour while it was incumbent, win and not receive the majority of coverage. 
10 Hayward, J. and C. Rudd (2002) 'The Coverage of Post-War Election Campaigns: The Otago 
Daily Times', Political Science vol. 54, no. 2, pp. 3-19 
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Election Incumbent Party lncumbent's Election Win 

Year Party Majority Advantage 

1946 Labour National -5% Labour 

1949 Labour Labour +6% National 

1951 National National +25% National 

1954 National National +6% National 

1957 National National +20% Labour 

1960 Labour Equal 0% National 

1963 National National +4% National 

1966 National National +10% National 

1969 National Equal 0% National 

1972 National Labour -2% Labour 

1975 Labour Labour +7% National 

1978 National National +4% National 

1981 National Equal 0% National 

1984 National Labour -3% Labour 

1987 Labour Labour +3% Labour 

1990 Labour National -5% National 

1993 National National +7% National 

1996 National New Zealand -7% National 

First 

1999 National National +5% Labour 

2002 Labour Labour +7% Labour 

Table 2.1 Incumbent party, party coverage majorities, incumbent's advantage and 
election victories through 1946- 2002 
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Did receiving the majority of party coverage ensure electoral success? 
National received the majority of coverage and won the 1951, 1954, 1963, 1966, 1978, 

1990 and 1993 elections, while Labour succeeded in gaining the majority in 1972, 1984, 

1987 and 2002. In the remaining nine elections, greater balance of coverage was not 

necessary in order to win. For example, in 1957 National received 20 percent coverage 

majority advantage over Labour, yet Labour won at the polls. (However, excluding the 

1957 election, the advantage was never more than seven percent). Thus, of the 13 

elections National won, National received the majority of party coverage in only four. In 

summary, a majority of party coverage proved to be of an advantage about 50 percent of 

the time. 

It is often suggested that incumbency is politically advantageous, a point borne out by the 

results of this study (see above). However, exactly how much of an advantage does 

incumbency give? Table 2.1 lists the incumbents advantage in percent relative to their 

nearest political rival, which was either Labour or National except in two elections (1996 

and 1999) where New Zealand First received more coverage than Labour against the 

incumbent National party. 

For only three of the past twenty elections (1951, 1957 and 1966) incumbency has 

advantaged 10 percent or more in terms of party coverage. For each of these three 

elections, National was the incumbent party. For the remaining 17 elections, in nine 

elections the incumbent party received between three percent and seven percent more party 

coverage than their nearest rival. 11 In three elections (1960, 1969 and 1981) there was no 

advantage and in four elections (1946, 1972, 1984 and 1996) the incumbent party garnered 

less party coverage than its nearest rival. For the elections where the incumbent party 

received between three percent and seven percent, four were Labour governments and five 

were National. 

Being incumbent is advantageous in terms of party coverage in the media, but this 

advantage is both declining and becoming more complicated by the greater number of 

parties in the political arena. For example, the greatest advantage an incumbent party has 

received was in 1951 and not since 1966 has an incumbent party received more than an 

extra 10 percent of party coverage. The best example of the complications introduced by 

11 I refer to this as the incumbent's nearest rival and not Labour and National, because in the elections of 
1996 and 1999, New Zealand First received the most party coverage and the second most party coverage 
respectively. 
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small parties who prove media favourites were the elections of 1996 and 1999. In the 1996 

election New Zealand First, largely due to its leader's media savvy (see Chapter Three) 

eclipsed the second placed incumbent National party to receive seven percent more party 

coverage. In the 1999 election campaign, the incumbent National party only just managed 

to receive the majority of coverage, five percent ahead of New Zealand First. 

However, being incumbent was definitely an advantage in terms of receiving the majority 

of headline and page one election news coverage, as described above. 

Conclusion 

The data presented in this chapter illustrates evidence of partisanship in The Herald's 

coverage of election campaigns from 1946 - 2002. For example, although National was 

incumbent for 13 elections and received the same amount or majority of party coverage in 

13 elections The Herald favoured articles on National even in an election where they were 

neither incumbent nor victorious (e.g., 1946). The amount of coverage devoted to the 

National party was far more disproportionate, whether they were incumbent or not, but this 

has become increasingly balanced over time. 

Coverage of parties has over time, become more balanced and in proportion between the 

number of parties in the election race and the size and popularity of those parties. The 

hypothesis asks whether campaign coverage is less disproportionate since the fourth 

Labour government was elected in 1984, but the data here suggests that it has become 

proportionately more balanced from as early as 1969. This decline of partisanship is also 

seen in a number of other studies. 12 

Party coverage has changed from coverage featuring two parties (Labour and National) to 

election news covering multiple parties and thus reflects more media attention being 

devoted to small parties than has been the case in the past. An increase in combined party 

coverage has the largest effect on the decline of National and Labour reporting. Thus, 

National and Labour coverage became lumped together with coverage on other smaller 

parties over time. 

12 see Lazarsfeld, Paul, B. Berelson, and H. Gaudet. 1968. The People's Choice: Columbia University Press 
and Beck, P.A. 1991. Voters' intermediation environments in the 1988 Presidential contest. Public Opinion 
Quarterly 55 :371-394. 
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Coverage of campaign meetings declined steadily over time, but especially in 1969 when 

combined party reporting increased. Whether there were fewer meetings as the years 

passed, or The Herald simply choose not to cover them, is impossible to conclude. 

However, the party to receive the majority of campaign meetings coverage tended to 

receive the majority of party coverage and it was National who received the majority of 

campaign meeting coverage in 15 of the 20 elections surveyed here. 

The incumbent party received the majority of newspaper coverage more frequently, but 

this is not enough to guarantee a win at the polls. Therefore, because National were 

incumbent more frequently, they received a greater proportion of election news coverage 

over the years. However, the incumbent party tended to receive the majority of page one 

and headline news coverage, although there was no obvious correlation between receiving 

the majority of page one news and winning the election. Being the incumbent party was 

also advantageous in terms of party coverage in the newspaper, but this advantage has both 

declined and has been made more complicated by the greater number of political parties 

entering the political arena since the introduction of MMP. 
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3. Introduction 

Personality is an inescapable ingredient of politics. Long before structured parties 

emerged in our Parliament, members grouped around those with leadership 

qualities, and it can hardly be denied that before the advent of television voters 

were encouraged to see policies and issues in terms of personal attributes. The 

image of the leader is often the image of the party. 1 

This chapter discusses the leadership coverage of political parties in The New Zealand 

Herald during the elections of 1946 to 2002. The question addressed throughout this 

chapter is, "Has campaign coverage in The Herald become more 'presidentialised', and if 

so, what might be the forces driving the trend toward presidentialisation?" 

Presidentialisation is defined in this thesis as an increasing focus on party leaders. This 

usually happens at the expense of media coverage of local or regional candidates and/or 

party issues, a pattern only partly offset by the fact that there is a greater volume of 

coverage now than ever before. Recognition of presidentialisation is not new and 

personality politics is the topic of much research worldwide, especially the USA. For 

example, Glass concludes that voters in the USA now focus more attention on the personal 

attributes of the candidates than ever before. 2 

This trend has been recognised in New Zealand by Cleveland, who claims that: 

Since the advent of television in the 1960s [elections] have increasingly taken on 
the style of American presidential campaigns in which rival leaders and their teams 
tour the country and vie for maximum mass media exposure. 3 

Hayward and Rudd's study of The Otago Daily Times also shows an increase in 

presidentialisation, with data from the elections previous to 1969 showing 20 percent of the 

news focussed on the leaders, while post-1969 this focus increased to an average of 37 

percent.4 

1 Editorial, Personality Cult in Politics, The New Zealand Herald, November 18, 1978, p 6. 
2 Glass, D.P. 1985. Evaluating presidential candidates: Who focuses on their personal attributes. Public 
Opinion Quarterly 49:517-534. 
3 Cleveland, L. 1980. The Mass Media. In New Zealand at the Polls, edited by H.R. Penniman. Washington: 
American Enterprise Institute. 
4 Hayward, J. and C. Rudd (2002) 'The Coverage of Post-War Election Campaigns: The Otago Daily 
Times', Political Science vol. 54, no. 2, pp. 3-19 
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Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show theproportionofnews.coverage devotedtoeach leaderin The 

Herald during election campaigns from 1946 to 2002. The percentage of leadership 

coverage devoted to leaders of different parties during the post-war election campaigns are 

summarised in Fig. 3.3. 

Leadership .Coverage·. 
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Figure 3.3 

These figures clearly show that there have been some· significant changes in the volume of 

coverage that leaders receive relative to their parties and to each other over the study 

period. In addition to discussing the trends·in leadership ·coverage revealed by this data I 

will evaluate some of the factors that combine to focus public attention on leaders at the 

expense of parties and other candidates. · 

I employ a multi-pronged approach to decide-if, and how much, The Herald's election 

campaign coverage is becoming presidentialised. First, what trends appear in the 

newspaper that point to a leader focussed campaign? Secondly, has leadership coverage 

simply increased in tandem with increased party coverage? Third, I question why · 

leadership coverage has come to dominate New Zealand political reporting since ·1945. 

Has the number of leaders and resulting composite leader coverage simply increased, as is 

the case with party coverage, to draw media focus away from both the two main leaders 

and individual leaders, or are there other reasons? Finally, does a greater volume of · 

leadership coverage necessarily result in that party winning the election? For example, 

was it an advantage to the winning party to have a greater volume of leadership coverage 

in The Herald during the election build up? To answer this, I will look at the general 

election results, and determine whether there were any coincidences between a party's 

greater volume of leadership and their election win; Thus, this chapter is divided into four 
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sections, each addressing the hypothesis set out in the Introduction. Overall, this will 

indicate exactly how presidentialised election campaigns are becoming and if this is 

significant to either the leader and/or party outcomes. 

Hypotheses regarding Presidentialisation . 

3-3 

In order to answer the above questions, I will address the following hypotheses; 

Hypothesis 1. Leaders are receiving more media attention than they have in the past. 

Hypothesis 2. The coverage of party leaders is becoming more balanced with time. 

Hypothesis 3. The change in leadership coverage can be attributed to a shift in the number 

of leaders now competing in the political arena. 

Hypothesis 4. A greater amount of leadership coverage does not always advantage a party. 

3.1 Are leaders receiving a greater proportion of party coverag~ than ever before? 

There has been a substantial increase in the volume and proportion of leadership coverage 

since 1945. Fig. 3.4 shows the relative proportion of leadership coverage to party coverage 

while Fig. 3.5 illustrates more clearly the percentage of party coverage devoted to 

leadership (and the percentage dedicated to the two main leaders) . 

Leadership vs.Party Coverage · 
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o.oo . I 
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Figure 3.4 

The volume of coverage devoted to leaders increased dramatically relative to the increase 

in volume of election coverage in The Herald from 1946 to 2002. This increase in 

leadership coverage is out of proportion to the increase of other types of coverage (e.g. 

party coverage and campaign meeting coverage). 
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L,eade,rship coveragr between-1946: and I9o9· ranged' from t6 percent to 34' percent · (about 

2'5percent-on:average)-ofthe·efectionnewscoveragedevoted'toparties··(Figs:3':~and'3'5). 
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However; in 1972', coverage·of leaders.increased tO' 36-percentof party electionnews. This 

coverage ofleaders .contirnied to increase gradually reaching_ 45-percent in 1984-but then 

dropping sharply to 20 percent in-198'!\ It increased to 40 percent-again -in 1990, but 

declihedover tfienext-three,eiections to 30:pernentfo.f999'. However; the 2002 election 

saw· The Hetafif devote::.45 percentof-efection news :coverage to leadership - the greatest 

proportionrecorded'ihThe'Herctld'·spost-'warhistory. 
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The,volume of leadership coverage.in The ·Herald·has also ·increasedovertime(Fig., 3.6a). 

How.ever, .the: volume: ofLabour·amf Nati:orraJ- leader-coverage has dedfoed·over alt (Fig; -· · 
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Chapter Three Presidentialisation 3-5 

3.6b), decreasing from 10,000cm in 1946 to 3000cm in 1960. Coverage of the leaders of 

the two main parties increased in the 1970s (11,483cm in 1975) and the 1980s (15,635cm 

in 1987) but declined after 1990 (15,394cm) to as low as 4,774cm in 1996 and had not 

recovered by 2002. In the two latest elections, coverage of the Labour and National 

leaders has decreased to less than half the average volume since 1972. Thus, the proportion 

of Labour and National leadership has declined relative to opposing parties. This can partly 

be explained by the increase of coverage devoted to other leaders (see Fig.3.3;This is 

discussed in greater detail in section 3.3, multi-leader coverage) and partly because 

composite leader coverage has increased and therefore a large percentage of Labour and 

National leaders are reported on in conjunction with other leaders (see composite leader 

coverage, section 3.3) . 

Volume of Labour and National Leadership Coverage 
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Figure 3.6b 

So how does this compare with other studies of the New Zealand media? Hayward and 

Rudd found that in The Otago Daily Times "from 1946 to 1966, leaders featured on 

average in 20 percent of the news, while from 1969, leaders occupied 37 percent of the 

news, on average".5 Their study found that in the elections of 1969, 1978, 1981, 1984 and 

1996, leadership coverage comprised more than 40 percent of election news. This is 

similar to The Herald up until 1969, when The Herald's coverage of leaders declined 

abruptly to 23 percent, while The Otago Daily Time's increased to 37 percent. The only 

elections where coverage of leaders in The Herald was greater than 40 percent were those 
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of 1981, 1984;.1990and.2()02: . The.elec.tions.-of198-1 and' l984.arethe:onlytwoelections 

where. both newspapers:(Thec:Herald and'.The · Ota go Dairy Times) devoted ·more than 40 

perc.entof,the. election,news.coverageto leaders .(see Ffg;, 3~4): Therefore; The. OtagQ 

Daily· Times.more: ffeqµently: allocated a ·greater-proportion ofeleotion news coverage ta. . 

leaders ,than.TheHerald. This-can either be·explaineclby The Otago Daily Times·reporting 

more: leadership· stories tb:an:· The Herald; or.-The.Herald\eportin.g:.a:.greater amountof · 

electii:m,newsih .generat:andtherefore a smallerproportion on ,leadership/ · 

Aredeµders:: receiving::,a.,g,:eater·proportion,ofjfont.page-and:headlfiie news?'· 

figure 3.7a shows thatth:e; volume-.ofpage one:and headline news .for both: the Labour,and 

Nati.onaU~aders has fluctuat~d ovectlle,years . with;both'party leaders receiving the .. 

majority of front pag~ . coveragy .at ·some time. Tfie · National leader has -received:the 

maj_ority ofJrontpage.coverage:eig~ttimes .and.the.Labour leader, seven times: 

%.' of'Lead~rs . .ih· PagE!,;Qhe.'a.nd-'F:le.adline .neVJs,receivedJ:iy,.the. L_at>our and . 
Nationall:eaders:., 
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However., altheughthere-has been ·a relatively equaLshare of front page .. coverage,. 

maJoritie$ fo:t:tlie· two·leaders, iirthe·years iirwhich the· Labour leader received a. greater 

share:of pag~.:one.news,.its:-majorfty·sfiare·of'coverag~ was' s:inair (e;g, f 960, 1978; 1'990). · 

The.Labour leader. received"; .on-averagy; .4(Jpercent more ·coverag~tharr the N'ationalparty . · 

le.a:derintlie·:years.:when-'.she/he foceivect·: a greater: amount·ofcoverage. Ih contrast, in the 

5 Hayward;}: and;C. Rudd' (2002)"The Coyerage.' of Post-War Election Campaigns: The Otago Daily · 
Times\ .Political'SciencecVoL 54, no, 2, PP: 3.:,..19 -
6 fo order tctanswer this.in .more .. detail it would be necessa1y to compare. the figures .of volume of.leadership 
coverage_relati ye ;to.party-coverage in: each newspaper. 
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years in which the National leader received the greater proportion of coverage, they did so 

by an average of just over 60 percent. 

% of Page One-Election News·dedicated to ·Leaders 
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Figure 3.7b 

Figure 3.7b illustrates the actual percentage of page one election news dedicated to leaders. 

This graph includes the page one and headline news coverage of all leaders, including 

composite leader coverage. Although page one coverage of leaders fluctuated, the range 

from one year to the next are less extreme than those between leaders (Fig 3.7a). In 1969, 

page one election news coverage devoted to leaders peaked at 73 percent, a huge rise from 

previous years and the highest recorded in the post-war history of The Herald (Fig 3.7b). 

Despite a small decline in page one leadership coverage after this peak in 1969, the longer 

term trend shows a gradual rise in page one news averaging 40 percent in the last ten 

elections, with the 2002 election breaking the 50 percent mark. 

Therefore, as the volume of leadership coverage has increased, so too has the proportion of 

page one and headline news received by the leaders. Articles considered to be higher 

profile or more news worthy appear on page one; thus stories pertaining to the party 

leaders are becoming more significant. As headline leadership coverage increases, 

newspapers seem to have decided that leaders are becoming the focus of more attention 

and therefore allocate their news accordingly. This shows that presidentialisation is 

manifest not only in an increase in volume of leadership news reportedi but also in an 

increase in the highest profile election news. 
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Are leaders becoming the dominant personalities in the campaign at the expense of 

other party members? 

Has presidentialisation occurred at the expense of other candidates, or has The Herald 

placed a greater importance on the party leaders, over party issues? Figure 3.8 shows that, 

as coverage of leaders has increased, ministerial coverage has declined. During the 

elections of 1946 to 1972, ministerial coverage averaged 9 percent of party coverage while 

in the elections since 1975, coverage of ministers averaged only 3 percent. In these early 

campaigns, ministers enjoyed a higher profile and were able to publicise election issues 

such as public works or housing. For example, in 1951 National ministers received 33 

percent of the National party coverage (while Prime Minister Holyoake received 29 

percent of the National party coverage) and 19 percent of the total election news coverage. 

Of this, the Minister of Labour, Sullivan, received lOpercent of the National party 

coverage, a third of that received by the leader. This has become far more unusual in more 

modem elections. For example, since 1966 ministers have only received more than 5 

percent of party coverage in two elections (1972 and 1993). 

Leader vs. Minister Coverage 
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Figure 3.8 

As combined coverage (news stories combining more than one party) now comprises a 

large amount of party news, it is much more difficult to assess the percentage of party 

coverage dedicated to any particular minister ( as coverage is not necessarily focussed on 

any particular minister, but a combination of different party candidates). However, as an 

example, I have quantified the 2002 election news articles on Finance Minister Cullen (the 

most popular in terms of ministerial media attention received by The Herald in 2002) and 
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compared that figure to all of those relating to the Labour party (including all composite 

Labour party stories, such as stories featuring both the Labour and National parties) with 

the result that only 3 percent of all Labour party election news items were devoted to the 

minister.7 

This evidence shows that leaders have gradually come to dominate campaign coverage at 

the expense of ministers (the effect on local candidates and campaign meeting is discussed 

in chapter five - 'Nationalisation'). This suggests that ministerial coverage appears to be 

less importance in the reporting of election news and that their role within the public 

sphere has diminished. Leadership is now no longer shared (at least in the media) between 

the prime minister and deputy ministers, giving the impression that leaders make all 

decisions etc., thus essentially presidential in style as well as name. This represents an 

important change in post-war politics, with party fortunes becoming increasingly tied to 

the public image of the leader. 

Are leaders gaining more of their party's coverage with time? 

So far, data collected from The Herald has shown that leaders are gaining a higher 

proportion of leadership coverage at the expense of ministerial coverage. This section 

aims to answer exactly how much of the party coverage each leader obtains, and how this 

has changed over the years. 

Figure 3.9 illustrates the percentage of that party's coverage focussed on by the leader 

during the elections of 1946 to 2002. In 1946, the National leader received 33 percent of 

his party's campaign coverage, while the Labour leader gained 26 percent of the Labour 

coverage. This percentage fell occasionally, but in general, the percentage of a party's 

coverage devoted to leadership rose steadily over the years. The proportion of National 

party coverage devoted to its leader grew from 53 percent in 1969 to peak in 1984, with 

Muldoon gaining 70 percent, but leadership coverage has been in an overall decline since 

then. However, the National leader, more often than not, continued to receive a greater 

share of her/his party's coverage, than the Labour leader did. 8 

7 However, Cullen received 16 percent of coverage devoted to the Labour party alone. 
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Leadership:as.a %' of each partys• coverag~ 
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The. proportion of party coverag_e received by the Labour leader fluctuated between 14 

percent (1960) and68percent (1990)averaging 32 percent in the first ten elections (1946 

to 1972) and 49 ·percent in later elections (1975 to 2002). In contrast, the National leader 

averaged 38 percent of his party's coverage in the elections of 1948 to 1972 and 50 percent 

during_ the campaigns of 1975 to 2002. 

This section and its corresponding fig?res illustrate that, although there are short term (year 

to year) leadership covetag~ changes, these are dominated by fong~r term trends toward ( 1) 

a greater volume of'coverage with tiine, (2) greater front page coverage ofleaderswith 

time, (3) an increase in- leadership coverage at the expense of ministerial and candidate 

coverage'.over time, and ·(4) leaders receiving a larger share of their party's coverage 

overall: Thus, media coverage of elections is becoming increasingly leader focussed, or 

'presidentialised' across a range of election news reporting. 

3'~2 The coverage of party leaders is becoming more balanced · 

Has le,adership coverage become more balanced with time T Traditionally, newspapers 

have been; orliave oeen seen to be, conservative fu their outlook. reflected in a 

conservative tone to .their. articles. However, as the tone ofartfcles is notrecorded here, I 

will test this by looking .at the volume of news relating to one party leader: in comparison to 

s.onlyihtheelectfons of. 1954 {Nash). 1966and 1972-{Kirk). 1990 and 1993 (Moore). 1999 and 2002 · 
(Clark) did the 'Labour leader receive the same amount. or a higher proportion ofber/his party's coverage, 
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other parties (similar to the discussion in chapter two on the balance of party coverage).9 

Therefore, by 'has leadership become more balanced with time', I mean, has the coverage 

of stories relating to party leaders become more balanced in terms of receiving a share of 

news coverage equal to other party leaders? This will take into consideration the change 

from a two-party, two-leader system to one that involves many parties and leaders. 

Balance can mean a number of things, such as, is an increase in leadership coverage in 

balance with an increase in party coverage? Presidentialisation has certainly increased 

markedly over the years, but is it in proportion to any increasing party coverage? In terms 

of this study, 'balance' seeks to establish whether an increase in leadership coverage 

simply reflects an increase of election news coverage in general. 

Is leadership coverage between leaders becoming more balanced? 

Figure 3 .10 illustrates the percentage of leadership coverage dedicated to the Labour and 

National leaders.10 Overall, the graph shows a trend towards less coverage in general 

which is discussed in section 3.3. Despite the relative decline in amount of coverage of the 

two main leaders, this figure clearly illustrates the fluctuations in receipt of the lion's share 

of coverage between the leaders. 

Leadership Coverage 
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Figure 3.10 

than the National leader . 
9 This discussion of balance in coverage does not evaluate the tone of articles; tone will be discussed in the 
editorials chapter, where editorials were coded specifically for their tone towards parties' and their leaders. 
10 Here I focus specifically on the Labour and National leaders, as unlike any other party and leader, they 
have been around for the past fifty years, making it possible to note the changes over a long period. 
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Over the twenty post-war election campaigns in the study period, the Labour leader 

received more coverage than the National leader in only six elections (1954, 1972, 1975, 

1990 and 2002). Nevertheless, the gap between them has declined significantly over the 

years and, as Table 3.1 notes, the percentage difference between the two leaders has 

decreased from a maximum of 41 percent in 1957 with an average difference of 18 percent 

in the first ten elections ( 1946 to 1972) to an average difference of just 6 percent in the last 

ten elections (1975 to 2002). (For more on the leadership coverage advantage, see section 

3.4) 

In summary, no one leader has received a majority of leadership coverage of more than 10 

percent since 1978. Compared to the difference of up to 20 percent since 1969 or 40 

percent since 1957, this shows that leadership coverage is becoming more balanced 

between the two main leaders in terms of volume. 
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Election Incumbent Leadership lncumbent's Election Win 

Year Party Majority Advantage 

1946 Labour National -14% Labour 

1949 Labour National -17% National 

1951 National National +28% National 

1954 National Labour -10% National 

1957 National National +41% Labour 

1960 Labour National -23% National 

1963 National National +17% National 

1966 National National +12% National 

1969 National National +20% National 

1972 National Labour -2% Labour 

1975 Labour Labour +3% National 

1978 National National +11% National 

1981 National National +2% National 

1984 National National +8% Labour 

1987 Labour Labour -2% Labour 

1990 Labour Labour +7% National 

1993 National National +2% National 

1996 National NZ First -10% National 

1999 National National +2% Labour 

2002 Labour Labour +10% Labour 

Table 3.1 Incumbent party, leadership coverage majority, incumbent advantage and 

election victory in The Herald from 1946 to 2002. 

Incumbent parties often enjoyed a healthy advantage in level of leadership coverage 

relative to their opponents, but note that New Zealand First, a "minor" party commanded 

by the charismatic Winston Peters, captured the leadership spotlight from the National 

incumbent in 1996 in the biggest leadership coverage reversal suffered by an incumbent 

party since 1960. 
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Is the coverage of party leaders increasing vis-a-vis party coverage? 

Has coverage of party leaders increased vis-a-vis party coverage? Here, I will look at the 

volume of party coverage and the volume of leadership coverage and whether they 

fluctuated in relative proportion to each another. Did leadership coverage and party 

coverage increase in proportionately to one another, or has leadership coverage increased 

relative to the amount of party coverage? 

Figure 3.6a illustrates the trend in volume of leadership coverage relative to the volume of 

party coverage over the years. Although some fluctuations occur, the long term trend 

shows that the volume of leadership and party coverage, with a few exceptions (e.g. 1987) 

has increased over the years. 

The exact difference between the percentage of party and leadership coverage over time is 

shown in Fig. 3.11. The percentage of party coverage devoted to leadership has fluctuated 

over time, with an overall trend towards a greater proportion of leadership coverage in later 

years. Leadership coverage has never exceeded more than 38 percent of party coverage. 

In the early elections of 1946 to 1960, leadership coverage averaged 23 percent of the 

election news coverage on parties. During the elections of 1963 to 2002, the proportion of 

party coverage devoted to leadership averaged 31 percent. This adds to data pointing 

towards greater presidentialisation of election campaigns in the media from the 1960s, 

although the results show that leadership coverage is now spread more proportionately 

between parties and more closely reflects their popularity. 
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3.3 The increase in leadership coverage can be attributed to an increase in the 

number of leaders in the political arena. 

3-15 

The number of parties has risen over the years, so the number of leaders competing for 

media attention is now greater than ever before. Has this contributed to the rise in 

leadership coverage, or has leadership coverage grown irrespective of the number of 

leaders competing for space in the political arena? 

There has been a significant change in New Zealand's political arena since 1946. As 

discussed in chapter two, the Labour and National parties had little competition from any 

third parties until the entrance of Social Credit in 1954. The referendum of 1993 and 

subsequent introduction of MMP in 1996 resulted in an increase in the popularity of 

smaller parties and their leaders. This section aims to investigate the effect of third party 

leaders on the changing volume in leadership coverage in The Herald from 1946 to 2002. 

There are a number of reasons why an increase in the proportion of leadership coverage 

has taken place. Although this section emphasises the effects of a multi-party political 

realm, there are other obvious avenues we can explore to ascertain plausible causes of 

'presidentialisation', such as the introduction of television as a means of communicating 

political party agendas and increasing candidate exposure to the public, or the personalities 

of the leaders themselves and their ability to maximise media coverage of themselves and 

their parties. It is important to mention television, as it has certainly been responsible for 

some enormous changes in election campaigns. However, the effect of television on 

election campaigns is a huge topic in itself. Because the results of this study point more 

towards an increasing concentration on multi-leader and composite leader coverage, I will 

focus on their importance regarding the change in leadership coverage. Therefore, I will 

only briefly mention the results this study has established relevant to the introduction of 

television in the late 1950 and 1960s. 

Two leader to multi-leader coverage 

Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 show that leadership coverage between 1946 and 2002 shifted 

from coverage centred on two leaders to coverage in which many leaders feature. This 

change in leadership coverage reflects the change in party coverage over time from articles 

featuring only two parties early in the post-war period, to more diverse coverage 
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that featured a multitude of parties from the mid-1950s onward. Reporting on a greater 

number of political parties ran in tandem with reporting on more party leaders, and as 

smaller parties began to receive a more proportionate share of party coverage in the media, 

small parties also received more leadership coverage. 

Up until 1954, the number of articles featuring the leaders of the two largest parties 

together or combined with coverage of other leaders were negligible. 11 The change can be 

explained with the entrance of Social Credit to the political arena in 1954. However, 

assumptions that a new leader on the political left would divide coverage of Labour's 

leader to Labour's detriment are not borne out. Nash, the man at the helm of the Labour 

party, proved a media favourite during the 1954 election, receiving 53 percent of the 

coverage on leaders, while Holland (National) trailed on 38 percent and the Social Credit 

leader, Owen entered the race with 7 percent. 12 In fact, 43 percent of Social Credit's party 

coverage was specific to the leader, compared to 39 percent of Labour's party coverage 

and 24 percent of National's party coverage (see Fig. 3.9). 

Between 1954 and 1993, the only other leaders whose appearance in the media was 

significant was Kunowski, leader of the Values party in 197 5 and Bob Jones, New Zealand 

party leader, in 1984. Kunowski and Jones combined gained 11 percent of the total 

leadership coverage in their respective election campaigns; both parties contested other 

elections but failed to register any significant proportion of media coverage. 13 

The advent of MMP opened the door to the emergence of new leaders. Although MMP 

was not brought in until the 1996 election, parties began to organise themselves and 

campaign effectively in the 1993 election. Winston Peters (New Zealand First) was 

awarded 18 percent of leadership coverage in 1993, while Jim Anderton (Alliance) 

achieved 12 percent. As the number of smaller parties increased in subsequent elections, 

so too did the number of leaders who received a share of the leadership coverage. In 1996, 

Richard Prebble (Act) gained five percent of the coverage on leaders, while Anderton' s 

11 Combined coverage of leaders was 5% in 1946, less than 1 % in 1949, and only6% in 1951 while coverage 
of "other" leaders was just 1 % in 1946 and 1949 (and absent in 1951). 
12 However this peak in leadership coverage for Labour did not last and National's Holyoake went on to 
receive the majority of leadership coverage in the following five elections. 
13 Both parties actually campaigned in other years, but did not receive any media coverage worth noting. The 
Values party leader campaigned and received a tiny amount of media coverage in 1972 and the New Zealand 
party campaigned again in 1987, but the leader failed to gain any coverage at all. 
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coverage fell to just three percent and Peters eclipsed all other leaders to receive an 

incredible 27 percent. 
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The 1999 election saw Green co-leaders Jeanette Fitzsimmons and Rod Donald gain two 

percent of the coverage, while Anderton maintained his three percent and Peters fell to 15 

percent (still the second most popular leader in the media after Prime Minister Jenny 

Shipley). The leadership pie was sliced into even more pieces in 2002, as coverage of new 

leaders increased; Laila Harre took over Anderton's place as leader of Alliance, while 

Anderton gained three percent as leader of the new Progressive party. Peter Dunne also 

managed to secure three percent of the coverage devoted to leaders for the United party. 

In summary, leadership coverage has diversified over time to include leaders of smaller 

parties. However, the number of leaders covered in The Herald, more often than not, 

mirrors the number of parties covered, and the percentage of coverage each party receives 

tends to roughly reflect the amount of leadership coverage that party will receive (Figs. 

2.1, 2.2, 3.1 and 3.2). Sometimes however, smaller parties received a level of leadership 

coverage out of proportion to the popularity of their party (e.g., Peters in 1996), and/or the 

leader captured all or most of the coverage devoted to their party ( e.g., Jones in 1984 ). 14 

Increase in combined leader coverage 

Due to the increase in the number of leaders in recent election campaigns, newspapers are 

under pressure to find more ways in which to best present the campaign news. The 

newspaper began lumping coverage of parties together, and as this happened coverage of 

leaders was also lumped together. As leaders battle against each other, newspapers have 

responded by reporting on an issue from all leaders viewpoints collectively, resulting in 

more composite leadership coverage. 

Combined leadership coverage has increased because there are now more parties 

participating in the political race. MMP encourages a multi-party system because it offers 

small parties better opportunities to gain parliamentary representation. Thus, more parties 

are taking the chance to test their political mettle. 

14 By popularity, I mean that as illustrated in chapter two on Party Balance, New Zealand First and The New 
Zealand party both received only a small amount of party coverage, however, these two leaders received an 
enormous amount of leadership coverage. Figure 3.9 illustrates that the leaders of these two 
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Figure 3.5 illustrates the percentage of party coverage devoted to leadership and the trend 

toward increasing combined leadership coverage over the years. Composite coverage of 

leaders increased significantly during the 1980s and 1990s, and in the years where 

composite coverage its highest volume, coverage of the Labour and National leaders 

declined. 

Figure 3.10 shows that coverage of Labour and National leaders declined significantly over 

time. In 1946, Prime Minister Fraser and leader of the National opposition party, Holland, 

enjoyed 40 percent and 55 percent of the leadership coverage respectively. The remaining 

five percent comprised composite leader coverage. This composite coverage of the two 

main leaders remained at six percent or less until 1960 when it suddenly leapt to 21 

percent. However it dropped to two percent the following election and remained at less 

than 13 percent until 1990, when it rose again to 25 percent. 

The effect of a third party on combined Labour and National leadership coverage was 

minimal early in the period studied. Although reporting of combined coverage of more 

than two parties began in 1954, the Social Credit leader was rarely mentioned in 

conjunction with the Labour and/or National leaders until 1960 and 1963, when combined 

party coverage received just over one percent of leadership coverage. Combined coverage 

remained less than three percent until 1978, when it reached 20 percent of election news 

coverage. It remained at 20 percent in 1981, but in 1984 combined coverage overtook 

coverage of both the Labour and National leaders to receive 30 percent. Combined 

leadership coverage declined to about five percent for the next three elections but increased 

to 32 percent in 1996, 25 percent in 1999 and 24 percent in 2002. Thus, the reporting of 

combined leader coverage has increased significantly, mirroring the combined party 

coverage increase. 

In later elections (1975 to 2002) articles on the two main leaders and a third leader 

increased to match the number and popularity of small parties. For example, in 1984 the 

entry of the New Zealand Party on the political scene prompted an increase in the 

proportion of composite leadership coverage to 29 percent. Likewise, in 1996 the 

proliferation of small parties such as Act, Alliance and New Zealand First encouraged 

newspapers to report on leaders of more than two parties, with composite leadership 

coverage making up 32 percent of the total in that year. 
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The steady decline in coverage of the Labour and National leaders individually, reflects the 

steady increase in the amount of combined leader coverage. Figure 3.3a shows the 

percentage of leadership coverage and increase in the number of leaders. 

The increase in number of parties and their leaders has led to a greater proportion of 

combined leadership news overall. For example, the first time coverage of the two main 

leaders dropped below 75 percent, combined leadership coverage gained 21 percent (1960) 

(Fig. 3.12a). As exclusive coverage of the Labour and National leaders respectively 

decreased, combined leader coverage increased so that in the years where combined 

coverage was greatest, coverage of the two 'main' leaders was the least. This is best 

illustrated in the elections of 1984, 1996, 1999 and 2002 where coverage of the Labour and 

National leaders comprised less than 40 percent while composite leader coverage made up 

more than 30 percent of total leadership coverage. 
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Figure 3.12a 

If we combine the articles comprising both Labour and National leaders with articles 

including a third leader, composite coverage of leaders reached its peak ( 41 percent of 

leadership coverage) in 1984 (Fig. 3.12b). Otherwise, the only other elections in which 

composite leader coverage received more than 30 percent were 1990, 1996, 1999 and 

2002. This points to a trend toward increasing composite coverage of leaders with time 

that, based on the results of recent elections, can be expected to continue into the future. 
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Increase in Composite Leader Coverage 
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Figure 3.12b 

The impact of television on the political soapbox 

(In the television age) what presidential candidates say is less important than how 
they look. 15 

Affluence and TV have robbed the hustings of almost all the colour and vigour 
which used to characterise election campaigns. 16 

Television became an important medium in communicating New Zealand politics to the 

public after its introduction in 1960. Indeed, it has become the "central medium of 

communication in modem politics" throughout the world. 17 The frrst televised election 

campaign occurred in 1963 when both leaders, Holyoake and Nordmeyer, gave television 

speeches and, although Nordmeyer challenged Holyoake to a televised debate, these did 

not eventuate until 1978. During the election of 1963, The Herald often commented on 

these television shows with headlines such as, "Leaders impact on TV" (with 

accompanying photographs of Holyoake and Nordmeyer on television screens), 

"Politicians face TV lens for the frrst time", ''TV holds hidden traps for hopeful 

politicians" ( on the experience of television electioneering overseas) and even commented 

on such things as, "NZBC offers to double TV time available to leaders". 18 

15 Former US President Nixon cited in, The New Zealand Herald, June 26, 1984. 
16 The New Zealand Herald, November 11, 1966. 
17 Masters, R.D., S. Frey, and G. Bente. 1991. Dominance & Attention: images ofleaders in German, French, 
and American TV news. Polity 23 (3):373-394. 
18 The New Zealand Herald, October 5 and October 9, 1963. 
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There is little doubt that television did play a huge part in the increasing importance of the 

role of leadership in election campaigns and drove many changes in electioneering styles 

and campaigning. This new way of communicating political agendas meant that party 

personalities sometimes became as important in election campaigns as the actual party 

policies. As more people turned to television as their primary source of news and 

information, leaders were often put on display to represent the overall image of a party. 

Swanson and Mancini state that, as individual candidates have become more important, the 

party is weakened as a symbolic aggregation. 19 They believe that this is due to 

"charismatic figures of leaders [being] built up by the mass media system replac[ing] the 

symbolic links previously assured by the political parties".20 Thus, television and the 

mass media in general are responsible for an increasing interest in party leaders coupled 

with a decline of interest in parties. To establish a link between leadership coverage and 

the influence of television on politics in New Zealand, it is necessary to look at data from 

The Herald. 

Leadership coverage in The Herald rose by 10 percent in the election of 1963 and 

remained at the same level in 1966 but dropped by the same amount in 1969. As Fig. 3.4 

shows, leadership became more important from 1975 to 1984. During the 1981 election, 

Prime Minister Muldoon was asked if he thought leadership had developed into a strong 

issue, and he replied, 

Yes. I think this campaign has concentrated more on the leaders of the three parties 
than any I've been involved in and as a result, other spokesmen and candidates 
have had less exposure. I don't know why that is, probably a factor of television 
coverage.21 

Muldoon was quick to realise the importance television could play in his career. In 1963, 

he agreed to appear in a show made for Japanese television, which would receive an 

audience of approximately 10 million viewers while the campaign meeting being filmed 

had an audience of just thirty-two. 22 Although, this would not affect his political opinion in 

New Zealand, he saw the medium of television as a powerful tool in reaching the masses, 

even if in this particular event, the masses were the Japanese, who had little influence 

when it came to polling day in New Zealand. 

19 Swanson, D., P. Mancini. 1996. Politics, media and modern democracy: Introduction, in 
Politics, media and modern democracy, edited by Swanson, D. and P. Mancini, Praeger. 
20 Ibid., 
21 What the Party Leaders Were Asked, The New Zealand Herald, November 27, 1981, p 5. 
22 The New Zealand Herald, October 7, 1963. 
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The 1984 snap election campaign was a very 'presidential' campaign in The Herald. 

Figure 3.4 shows that leadership coverage in The Herald made up 45 percent of all party 

coverage in that year. During the campaign, the editor of The Herald gave three reasons 

for this, 

Partly there is the precipitate brief campaign for which neither the party machines 
nor the voters were conventionally prepared. Partly, too, there is the insidious 
influence, in a nation still rather obsessed with television .... partly, however, it has 
been deliberate. The Prime Minister (Muldoon) has striven to make leadership a 
prime issue - and in personal terms.23 

Snap elections therefore can be partly attributed to the greater amount of leadership 

coverage in those years. When there is little time to prepare for an election, the media 

tends to focus on a party leader, when other information pertaining to party issues, policies 

and strategies may be ill prepared and therefore unavailable.24 

However, it was not necessarily important whether or not leaders were blessed with 

televisidn appeal. For example, in 1990, leadership coverage made up a massive 40 

percent of election news, but in the same year The Herald commented on a real lack of 

reliable leadership at the time. He also stated that, "Successful political leaders these days 

have to be television personalities with a supreme self-confidence. Sir Robert Muldoon 

had it, so did Mr David Lange."25 Despite their perceived lack of television presence, 

Bolger and Moore (1990) were still able to gain a significant proportion of election news 

coverage, comparable to the 1984 election of the two previous great personalities, 

Muldoon and Lange. 

As one editorial commented, 

Television, fundamentally, is not a medium for conveying intricate ideas; it is more 
a source of impressions, closely intermingled with emotions. It is very much an 
actor's medium, a true maker of images. Whether those images are relevant to the 
reality of elections is another matter. 26 

23 Editorial, Take it From the Top, The New Zealand Herald, July 10, 1984, p 6. 
24 Hayward and Rudd also found The Otago Daily Time's coverage of the 1984 snap election resulted 
in a large percentage of leadership vs. party coverage. See Hayward, J. and C. Rudd (2002) 'The 
Coverage of Post-War Election Campaigns: The Otago Daily Times', Political Science vol. 54, no. 2, 
pp.3-19 
25 The New Zealand Herald, October 18, 1990. 
26 The New Zealand Herald, November 2, 1972. 
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Thus, leadership coverage overall has increased since the advent of television politics, but 

it is important to note that this coverage has fluctuated, (e.g. immediately after a rise 

following the introduction of television in the 1963 and 1969 elections, it dropped back to 

23 percent in 1969) suggesting that television alone is not responsible for an overall 

increase in leadership coverage. 

Television is often seen to have had the greatest effect on presidentialisation of election 

campaigns. There is certainly no doubt that television has been influential in New Zealand 

election campaigns since its introduction in 1960. The change in leadership coverage in 

The Herald can be attributed to a shift in the number of leaders now competing in the 

political arena. Television focuses on party leaders, seeking personalities to represent the 

party rather than policies. The personality-driven focus of television, combined with the 

increase in number of leaders has led to The Herald's style of reporting to evolve. 

Leaders, as the spokesperson of their party, have become increasingly important to the 

media. As the number of leaders grew, newspapers have found they had more people to 

report on, fuelling a positive feedback cycle in which leaders become more and more 

central to media coverage. 

The MMP referendum in 1993 had an enormous impact on the reporting of political news 

on television. As witnessed in the results of the inaugural MMP election of 1996, smaller 

parties became more important and so too did the face of their leaders. This change in 

television news forced a corresponding change in the print media as voters became more 

familiar with the face of the party leaders. 

3. 4. A greater amount of leadership coverage was not always beneficial. 

As outlined above, presidentialisation clearly occurs in The Herald, but exactly how much 

of an advantage is leadership coverage to leaders and their parties? 

This thesis, so far, has taken the view that a greater (volume of) newspaper coverage is 

advantageous as it is easy to assume that the leader who receives greater newspaper 
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publicity would be considered to be favoured by the press. However, not all publicity is 

necessarily good publicity. This section aims to unravel how beneficial a greater amount 

of leadership coverage actually was in the election campaigns and whether or not a 

coverage majority was still advantageous, even if it was negative. 27 

How did incumbency affect leadership coverage? 

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show that in the first three post-war elections the National leader, 

Holland, enjoyed a clear majority of leadership coverage over Fraser, who led the Labour 

party. This advantage ranged from 14 percent in 1946 to 17 percent in 1949 and 28 

percent in 1951 (see Table 3.1). A change in Labour leadership in 1954 (Nash) reversed 

this trend to give Labour an advantage of 10 percent. However, during the elections of 

1957-1969 National's Holyoake received between 12 percent and 41 percent more election 

coverage than the Labour leaders during this time, with the latter the greatest advantage 

any leader would ever receive.28 However, did National's dominance of leadership 

coverage only reflect their incumbency, or were there other factors at play? 

Of the nine elections from 1946 - 1969, the National leader received the majority of 

leadership coverage eight times while incumbent for six of these. In the years to follow, 

the National leader stood as Prime Minister during the elections of 1978 to 1984 and 1993 

to 1999. From these six elections, s/he received the majority of leadership coverage in all 

but the 1996 election.29 Thus, in the twenty election post-war campaigns to 2002, the 

National leader received the majority of leadership coverage fourteen times.30 Nine of 

these resulted in a party win, and of the thirteen elections when the National leader was 

incumbent, s/he received the majority of leadership coverage in ten elections.31 Therefore, 

the National leader secured a leadership majority more often than not, and this majority 

was irrespective of her/his position as pr.hne minister during the election. Incumbency was 

27 This study only allows 'successful' (beneficial) campaign coverage to be measured by the reflection of 
election outcomes. Although this is not the best way of discovering the 'true' extent of coverage success (in 
terms of influencing readers), I hope that the actual election results are enough of an indicator, to judge 
successful leadership coverage by. (Keeping in mind that The Herald is the most widely circulated and read 
paper in the country, thus the country's biggest politically influencing media other than television). 
28 Leadership coverage of the three main leaders for these five elections never dropped below 96% of the 
total coverage on leaders. (Thus, coverage of leaders of other minor parties was minimal.) 
29 Peters received the greatest majority of leadership coverage in 1996, and the second greatest in 1999. 
30 There were the elections of 1946-1951, 1957-1969, 1978-1987, 1993 and 1999. 
31 Elections where National received the leadership majority and won are 1949, 1951, 1960-1969,1978, 1981 
and 1993. The National prime minister succeeded in gaining more coverage in the following ten elections; 
1951, 1957, 1963-1969, 1978, 1981, 1984, 1993 and 1999. Italicised are those which were won by the 
National party. 
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an advantage to the National leader, but did not necessarily guarantee a position as the 

media favourite. 

The Labour leader received a majority of coverage in five of the twenty elections.32 

S/he was incumbent for a total of seven elections but only in three of these elections was a 

leadership coverage majority obtained.33 

In summary, although National were incumbent for almost twice as many elections as 

Labour (National were incumbent for 13 elections while Labour incumbent for seven), 

they received the majority of leadership coverage in almost three quarters of the elections 

(14 out of 20) while the Labour leader received a leadership coverage majority just five 

times (only a third as many as National). 34 This illustrates that incumbency was beneficial 

for the National leader, but did not give much of an advantage to the Labour leader. 

Overall, the prime minister received the leadership coverage majority thirteen times, thus 

making it an advantage to be the incumbent leader, whatever your party. 

Was receiving the leadership coverage majority advantageous to the winning party? 

Only in the elections of 1972 and 2002 did the Labour leader receive the majority of 

leadership coverage and win. The National leader gained a higher proportion of leadership 

coverage and an election win in nine elections.35 As the Labour party won seven elections 

their leadership coverage majority in two elections could not be called a necessary 

component in securing a win. However, of the thirteen elections National won, the leader 

received a majority of leadership coverage in nine of these. Therefore, a leadership 

majority seemed to be more of an advantage to the National leader than to the Labour 

leader. 

Although one leader may have received more coverage, it was not always good coverage 

This study does not code the tone (negative/positive) of articles, except in the case of 

editorials in chapter six. However, if an article was particularly negative or positive about 

a leader, it was coded as such to show that leadership coverage was not always positive. In 

this section, in order to elucidate the positive and negative tone of leadership coverage, 

editorials and cartoons whose tones were coded in more detail are sometimes referred to. 

32 The Labour leader received the majority of leadership coverage in 1954, 1972,1975, 1990 and 2002. 
33 These elections were 1975, 1990 and 2002. 
34 Remembering that Peters secured the 1996 election leadership coverage majority. 
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Winston Peters picked up the most leadership coverage in 1996, and the second highest 

volume in 1999. His seizure of the most leadership coverage in 1996 represents the first 

time that the leader of a minor party achieved this (New Zealand First received only nine 

percent cif party coverage in 1993) and illustrates how a talented political leader can have 

an impact on the media irrespective of the past performance of her/his party. New Zealand 

First's dominance in leadership coverage in 1996 was accompanied by a lead in party and 

campaign meeting coverage, largely driven by Peter's high profile campaign meetings. 

However, not all the coverage of Peters was desirable. In 1993, The Herald called Peters 

the "political messiah of lost New Zealanders".36 In 1996 one editorial entitled, "Peters 

shows his style", is highly critical of Peters telling voters to, "leave him where U-turns and 

tantrums can do less damage" and satirical cartoons of Peters were not uncommon.37 Much 

of the 1996 coverage was either about possible New Zealand First coalition partners or 

featuring Peters as a new political superstar, featuring photos of him signing an autograph, 

or standing beside a sculpture of himself. 38 

Coverage of other leaders throughout the post-war election period has not always been 

positive either. In 1946, the editor of The Herald was "critical of [Labour Leader] Fraser's 

queer tactics"39 and in 1949 claimed that, "extreme Socialist radicals pull their [Fraser and 

Nash's] strings".40 Social Credit leaders and their party were often under attack in The 

Herald; for example, the 1960 editorial, "The Conflicting Images of Leadership" was 

highly critical of Social Credit leadership.41 Later, in 1996, Peters received plenty of media 

criticism over his policies (anti-Asian immigration policies), while the 2002 election was 

fraught with scandals, with Labour leader Clark accused of signing paintings done by 

somebody else ("Paintergate") and covering up a genetically modified corn scandal 

("Corngate"). 

35 see footnote 17. 
36 The New Zealand Herald, 26 October 1993. 
37 Editorial, The New Zealand Herald, 26 September 1996. 
38 Signing an autograph, The New Zealand Herald, 23 September 1996; standing beside sculpture, New 
Zealand Herald, 7 October 1996. 
39 The New Zealand Herald, 22 November 1946. 
40 The New Zealand Herald, 24 November 1949. 
41 The New Zealand Herald, 25 November 1960, it went on to claim that the election had been based on 
leadership and concluded Holyoake now deserved the chance to lead. 
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Although leadership coverage was sometimes unwanted (i.e. Clark and the "Corngate" or 

"Paintergate" scandals of 2002), Peters has claimed that a decline in leadership coverage 

enfeebled political contest. He called the 1993 election a "candy floss campaign," 

declaring that the drop in volume of leadership coverage that year was because political 

figures had been allowed to "avoid debate, questioning, and the public generally."42 

The political impact of negative coverage has not been assessed here, but must partly 

depend on the weight the newspaper's opinion carries with the reader. Studies on the 

importance media coverage has with the voter have been completed overseas with one 

study concluding that: 

The positive or negative attention given those candidate positions 
on issues may influence electoral success. Domke et. al. found that pro-or-con 
media attention to candidates and issues in stories on the 1996 presidential 
election significantly affected public opinion as measured by poll results. 
Data presented in that study show that President Bill Clinton had more 
favorable coverage than Republican challenger Bob Dole in the last months 
of the campaign, and that Clinton's pro /con ratio for horse race coverage, 
accounting for a third of all campaign issue paragraphs measured, was twice 
that for Dole. 43 

In summary, a large volume of leadership coverage in The Herald was not necessarily an 

advantage for the leader, or the party when it came to the polls. It might be better to 

receive a moderate amount of good coverage than a large amount of critical coverage, 

although it did not hurt Fraser (1946) Peters (1996) or Clark (2002)44
• However, more 

leadership coverage and incumbency was definitely an advantage for the National leader, 

especially on polling day. However, incumbency did not always result in the Labour 

leader receiving a greater volume of coverage. This may be because the Labour leader 

tended to receive more negative coverage in The Herald and was not incumbent for as 

many elections as the National leader, who received more positive media coverage more 

often. 

42 The New Zealand Herald, November 1, 1993. 
43 Domkie, D., D. P. Fan, M. Fibison, D.V. Shah, S. Smith, and M. D. Watts. 1997. "News Media, 
Candidates and Issues, and Public Opinion in the 1996 Presidential Campaign," Journalism Quarterly 74 
(winter): 718-37 cited in, Fico, F., and E. Freedman. 2001. Setting the news story agenda: Candidates and 
commentators in news coverage of a governor's race. Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly 78 
(3):437-449, p 439. 
44 Although support for Labour did fall significantly following 'Corngate' and the Labour party believes 
media coverage cost them dearly, it did not appear to affect their results at the poll. 
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The results of this study on leadership coverage show that election campaigns have 

certainly become more presidentialised in The Herald from 1946 to 2002. Growth in the 

volume of leadership coverage has outstripped increases in party coverage in The Herald, 

as a growing percentage of party coverage is now dedicated to the party leader resulting in 

leaders receiving more media attention now than they have in the past. There has been a 

steady trend toward leaders receiving 1) a greater volume and proportion of leadership 

coverage, 2) more headline and front page news and 3) more coverage than their party 

counterparts, also capturing a growing percentage of their party's coverage overall. 

Coverage of party leaders has become more balanced over time and this coverage is now 

spread more evenly amongst a number of leaders while remaining in proportion to the 

number and popularity of parties. However, over the last twenty election campaigns, the 

National leader's hold on the majority of leadership headlines, particularly marked in 

elections during the 1940s through 1960s, has slipped and leadership headlines are now 

shared more fairly between the various party leaders. 
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4. Editorials 

In an ideal world the media would convey news free from bias or prejudice while 

maintaining a doctrine of truth in its deliverance. Although politics is also based on 

ideals, the way in which political information is conveyed to the public are far less than 

ideal. The reality is that the media is renowned for its partisanship and bias, especially 

when it comes to politics. In a study of media bias, Butler states that, 

The Press has always been partisan. With a very few exceptions, it has been the 
custom for newspapers to give clear advice to their readers on how to vote, and 
in almost all cases this editorial opinion has influenced the coverage of news 
throughout the campaign. 1 

As in many other western democratic countries, New Zealand's newspapers operate 

outside government ownership and direct control. Thus, how and what they print is 

decided on by individuals who may either be the owner, manager or editor of the paper. 

It is likely that the person in charge of the paper is going to select somebody with a 

similar political view to their own, as editor. However, does this therefore mean that 

the bias of the editorials is ultimately a reflection of ownership? Newspapers are 

predominantly owned by large conglomerates. The owner, or owners are less interested 

in each paper's political perspective, so long as it sells. 

Wilson Horton is New Zealand's largest regional newspaper publisher with a 58 percent 

market share.2 They own nine daily newspapers in New Zealand and thirty-two free 

community newspapers. Wilson Horton is not New Zealand owned and operated but 

are a part of APN News and Media Ltd., a division of an even larger global media 

group.3 Thus, it would be an arduous task for any owner or owners to control the 

political bias of every paper. Cleveland refers to this in stating that, 

As newspaper units have become larger they have taken on a more impersonal 

character, management's have become more distant, and editors have been able to 

cultivate a little more political autonomy.4 

Editorials play an enormous part in the election campaign. They inform readers of 

political policies while also possessing the power to influence voters with their opinion. 

1 Butler, D. 1989. British General Elections since 1945. Oxford: Basil Blackwell Ltd. 
2 http://www.wilsonanclhorton.co.nz (accessed on October 10, 2002). 
3 APN News and Media is the largest operator of regional newspaper in Australia. Cited in 
http://www.apn.corn.au/ (accessed on October 10, 2002). 
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The Herald is no exception to this. When editorial bias in The Herald came under 

scrutiny during the New Zealand 1984 general election, the editor (Allan Cole) replied 

with candour that, 

4-2 

While candidates and readers can expect fairness and balance as far as possible 
in the news columns, The Herald retains the right to express in its editorials its 
own point of view on a question of public interest, regardless of whether or not 
it pleases the parties. It will continue to perform its public duty without bowing 
to outside influence, knowing full well that it will suffer the slings and arrows of 
outraged politicians. 5 

Therefore, editorials maintain an "all's fair in love and war" type mentality. Editors can 

almost be considered untouchable members of the press, capable of and seemingly 

encouraged to, express personal opinions often proclaiming deliberate bias. However, 

editors are not above criticism and editors in New Zealand are no different from editors 

in Britain or the USA for their recorded bias and accompanied criticism. 

However, Cunningham noted that not all editors were happy for their newspaper to 

reflect any political bias. He writes, 

Editors were sometimes seen measuring the column inches devoted to a 
particular party's campaign to make sure its share had not been exceeded and 
accusation of calculated bias could not be substantiated.6 

The editor of a paper does have an extraordinary amount of influence on the content of 

the publication. In fact, this power is often considered greater than that of the owner or 

operators of the papers. However, in saying that, it is the owner/operators who select an 

editor who they consider an appropriate person for the job. Thus, owner/operators of 

even the largest publishing company will have some power in choosing an editor, but 

overall, they are likely to be less effective in influencing the tone of a newspaper than 

the editor. 

Deacon comments that, 

Firstly, [editorials] represent an important indication of political power plays 
within specific media organisations. Apart from the obvious questions they 
raise about proprietorial control, they are traditionally the subject of 
considerable and protracted discussion among senior editorial staff. Secondly, 
editorial declarations often stimulate considerable media comment in other 
media sectors, particularly where a change in political allegiance occurs, which, 

4 Cleveland, L. 1980. The Mass Media. In New Zealand at the Polls, edited by H.R. Penniman. 
Washington: American Enterprise Institute. p 187. 
5 Editorial, 'Bias in the Newspaper', The New Zealand Herald, July 4, 1984, p 6. 
6 Cunningham, J.K. 1958. Editorial Opinion and the 1957 election. Landfall 12 (2):169-174. 
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in turn, offers yet another illustration of the growing significance of the media's 
role as arbiters of the political process. 7 

The question of 'how much power the editor has in persuading voters' is not examined 

in this study. However, we have established that the editor does exert some influence 

over readers. My aim here is to elucidate the extent of partisanship shown in The 

Herald editorials from 1946 to 2002. Accompanying this, I will consider the changes 

that have occurred in editorial partisanship over this time. 

Hypotheses for this chapter are: 

1. Bias in editorials mirrors the measured partisanship (or balance) of The Herald. 

2. Bias in editorials changed as editors changed. 

4.1 Bias in editorials mirrors the measured partisanship (or balance) of 

The Herald 

In order to examine whether political bias of editorials reflects the balance of 

campaign coverage discussed in party and leadership coverage so far, it is necessary to 

establish the extent of editorial partisanship. Table 4.1 summarises the results of 

editorial partisanship of The Herald from 1946 to 2002 (see appendix for entire list of 

editorial partisanship results). The table collates the number of pro- and/or anti-Labour 

and/or National editorials in each election year, also noting the bias of the election-eve 

editorial and the name of the editor at the time and the tone of the editorials overall. 

Table 4.1 illustrates that editorials from 1946 to 1951 were strongly critical of Labour, 

linking the party with Socialism. The editor's dislike for the Labour party was 

particularly evident in these elections with editorials entitled, "Softly to Socialism", 

"Labour's Hidden Agenda", and "Socialism Breeds Law-Breakers". 8 The law-breakers 

referred to were the trade unions who, the editorial claimed, were actually running the 

show and the Labour government were mere puppets. In fact, the editorials during the 

1946 and 1949 elections were so critical of the Labour party that only four editorials 

praised the National party, one mildly praised the Labour leader's opening speech, and 

sixteen vehemently attacked the Labour party. Similarly, in 1949 eight of the editorials 

7 Deacon, D., P. Golding, and M. Billing. 2001. Press and broadcasting: real issues and real coverage. 
Parliamentary Affairs 54:666-678. 
8 The New Zealand Herald, November 11, 1946, November 23, 1946 and November 16, 1949. 



Year Pro - Pro- Anti- Anti- Other 
Nat Lab Nat Lab 

1946 4 1 - 16 

1949 8 - - 15 

1951 3 - - 7 
1954 5 - - 4 1 anti-SC 
1957 6 - - 2 1 anti-SC 
1960 7 1 - 6 1 anti-SC 

1963 3 - - 3 
1966 5 - - 5 1 anti-

Lab+Nat 
1969 1 - - 1 1 anti -SC 
1972 - - - - Non-bias 
1975 - - - 2 
1978 - 1 - - 1 anti-

Values 
1981 2 1 - 1 
1984 - 6 2 - 1 pro-SC 

1987 - 2 2 2 1 anti-
Lab+Nat 

1990 1 1 2 2 
1993 - - 1 1 
1996 3 1 2 2 1 anti-NZF 

1 anti-AL 
1999 - - - - 1 anti-NZF 
2002 - 1 - 3 2 anti-G 

1 anti-NZF 

Election Eve Comment 

Pro-National, Strong anti-Labour sentiment 
anti-Labour 
Pro-National, Strong anti-Labour and Socialist 
anti-Labour 
Pro-National Hiqhly critical of Labour leader Nash 
Pro-National Praises Nat but equally critical of Labour 
Pro-National Praises National 
Pro-National, Overall tone only slightly critical of Labour 
anti-SC 
Pro-National Pro National and equally critical of Labour 
Anti-Labour Pro National and equally critical of Labour 
leader 
Non-bias Fairly non-bias overall 
Non-bias Shows little bias for either parties or leaders 
Non-bias Fairly non-bias, election of personalities 
Non-bias Few editorials, little political bias 

Non-bias 
Pro-Labour Pro-Labour, fairly critical of National 
leader 
only slightly Critical of both leaders over ANZUS, 
pro-Labour 
Non-bias Fairly non-bias, National likely to win 
Non-bias Fairly non-bias 
Pro-National Only slightly pro-National, critical of all 

parties at some staqe 
Non-bias Fairly non-bias 
Pro-Labour Although critical of Labour, still shows 

support on eve. 

Editor 

Munroe 

Munroe 

Munroe 
Bell 
Bell 
Hintz 

Hintz 
Hintz 

Hardinqham 
Hardinqham 
Hardinqham 
Hardingham 

Cole 
Cole 

Scherer 

Scherer 
Scherer 
Ellis 

Ellis 
Ellis 
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Table 4.1 Summary of editorial partisanship and Editors in The Herald from 1946-2002. Abbreviations: Lab-Labour, Nat-National, -h. 
SC-Social Credit, NZF-New Zealand First, AL-Alliance, G-Greens. 
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were highly in favour of the National Party but fifteen criticised the Labour party. In 

1951, editorials didn't attack the Labour party as often as they attacked the Labour 

leader Nash (four of the six anti-Labour editorials were critical of the leader, Nash). 

The National party was still only praised in a total of three articles, showing that the 

primary aim of the editor was to attack Labour rather than praise National. 

4-5 

Gradually however, editorials moved away from simply attacking Labour, and began 

praising National more often. Five 1954 editorials praised National, while just four 

attacked Labour. This increased in the 1957 election when with six of the total nine 

editorials supported National. One entitled, "No Need to Change Government", lauded 

the successes of the National party in power, whilst another criticised the Labour party 

by claiming it was just like Social Credit with its "reckless bid for voters". 9 

Editorials from 1960 to 1966 were relatively equal in their share of editorials on each 

party, with roughly the same number of articles opposing Labour as there were praising 

National. The election of 1969 represented the most significant year in editorial history 

as far as a change in the bias is concerned. It was the first election in which editorial 

bias was not openly forthright. Although one editorial was pro-National, there was only 

one anti-Labour article and the election eve editorial was fairly non-bias. 

This election eve sentiment is important because it is the final editorial voters read 

before going to the ballots, thus making it perhaps the most influential. This study has 

found that election eve editorials tend to reflect the tone of the editorials in that election 

overall. They are often used in this thesis to sum up the general disposition of the 

editor. This is illustrated in Table 4.1. 

The election of 1972, also witnessed a similar non-bias, but this time even more 

extreme, as there were no obvious pro- or anti-editorials at all. In fact, editorials from 

1969 to 1981 were all relatively non-biased in their tone. 1984 represented the first 

election to express a pro-Labour sentiment in editorials, with six articles praising 

Labour and two criticising National. This favour towards Labour continued in the 1987 

editorials, but became fairly non-biased in 1990 and 1993 with little sentiment 

expressed either for or against any particular party. 

9 The New Zealand Herald, November 29 and November 6, 1957 respectively. 
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The final three elections (1996, 1999 and 2002) changed from being slightly supportive 

of National, to showing little bias for either Labour and National (but critical of New 

Zealand First). The 2002 election editorials however, although critical of Labour at 

times, expressed support for Clark and her party on the eve of the election. 

How does the editorial partisanship compare to the balance of party coverage in The 

Herald from 1946 to 2002? Milne concluded that "the editorials in the Wellington 

papers in 1957 were anti-Labour, although the general reports in the papers were 

impartial enough for the papers to be ranked as neutral"10 One way to examine this in 

The Herald is to look at the summary of editorial partisanship and the balance of party 

coverage in Table 4.2. In the elections of 1946 and 1949 when editorials were strongly 

critical of Labour, the balance of coverage was only slightly in favour of National. 

However, this reflects the fact that Labour was in government at the time, and as 

incumbent parties are expected to receive a majority of at least five to 10 percent, the 

balance of coverage received is still supportive of the National party. When National 

was incumbent in 1951, it was a different story altogether. Critical Labour editorials, 

combined with a 25 percent balance of coverage majority towards National, 

demonstrates a strong newspaper partisanship. This strong balance of coverage and 

editorial bias for National appears again strongly in 1957. However, as balance of 

coverage became less extreme, so too did the severity of editorial bias. 

During the 1969 campaign neither balance of coverage and editorial opinion reflected 

any bias at all. In fact, from 1969 to 1981 there was little to zero editorial partisanship 

and only a slight majority in the balance of coverage for the incumbent Labour party in 

1975. 

Both editorials and balance of coverage were slightly pro-Labour in the elections of 

1984 and 1987, even though National were incumbent. From 1990 to 1999 the 

editorials were fairly non-bias, with only a five - seven percent in favour of the 

incumbent National party (with the exception of 1996, when party coverage was greater 

for New Zealand First). Editorials favoured the Labour party in 2002, as did the 

balance of party coverage, but not too much. 

10 Cunningham, J.K. 1959. City newspapers and the 1957 election. Political Science 11 (2):22-31. 
Milne, R.S. 1958. Political Science 10 (2):41-42. 
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To conclude, editorials were biased towards the National party whether or not National 

received the greater volume of newspaper campaign coverage. This suggests that 

although the editor may have shown political preference for one party, it was not 

necessarily reflected in the overall reporting of campaign coverage. For example, 

editorial bias matched the balance of party coverage in just eleven of the twenty election 

campaigns examined. In six other elections, the incumbent party received their 

expected 1-10% party coverage majority as editorials in five of those elections showed 

little to no bias. 

Year Editorial Partisan Balance of Coverage Majority 

1946 Pro-National, anti-Labour 5% majority to National 
1949 Pro-National, anti-Labour 6% to Labour 
1951 Pro-National 25% to National 
1954 Pro-National 6% to National 
1957 Pro-National 20% to National 
1960 Pro-National Non Bias 
1963 Pro-National 4% to National 
1966 Anti-Labour leader 10% to National 
1969 Non-Bias Non Bias 
1972 Non-Bias 2% to Labour 
1975 Non-Bias 7% to Labour 
1978 Non-Bias 4% to National 
1981 Non-Bias Non Bias 
1984 Pro-Labour Leader 3% to Labour 
1987 Slightly pro-Labour 3% to Labour 
1990 Non-Bias 5% to National 
1993 Non-Bias 7% to National 
1996 Pro-National 7% to New Zealand First 
1999 Non-Bias 5% to National 
2002 Pro-Labour 7% to Labour 

Table 4.2 Editorial vs. Coverage Balance in The Herald from 1946 - 2002. 

As the final editorial before the election sums up the editor's view the best, 
these results have been used here. 
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Bias in Editorials Changed as Editors Changed. 

This thesis suggests that as editors change, so too does the bias of the editorials. In 

order to test whether this is true or not, I will examine the overall tone of the editorials 

for each year, while corresponding this to the editor at the time. Table 4.1 lists the 

surnames of each editor of The Herald at the time of the election. Using this table, in 

combination with the results discussed earlier in this chapter, I will show that coverage 

of the election campaign did generally change with the editor. 

Since 1946, The Herald has had seven editors (the seventh being the current Editor-in

Chief). Sir Leslie Munroe served during the first three elections, when editorials were 

extremely anti Labour and there were at least twice as many editorials critiquing 

Labour. However the next editor, Harold Bell (1951 - 1958), although still anti

Labour, wrote more articles supporting National, than dishing Labour. Orton Hintz 

(1958 - 1969) was even in his report on the two main parties, but while praising 

National, he wrote just as many articles attacking Labour. For instance, in 1960 there 

were seven pro National and six anti Labour editorials, 1963 there were three of each 

and five of each in 1966. 

John Hardingham (1969 - 1979) was editor for four elections, all of which showed little 

to no bias for any party. However, Allan Cole (1979 - 1985), although showing little 

bias in his election eve editorial of 1981, he wrote two pro National, one pro Labour and 

one anti Labour editorial. He is the only editor to see show support for one party in one 

election and then change support in the very next election, as his 1984 editorials were 

the first editorials to support Labour and in particularly, the Labour leader. 

Editorials of 1987, 1990 and 1993 were fairly non-bias under the eye of Peter Scherer 

(1985 - 1996) who was not shy to critique both leaders, with as many anti National 

editorials as anti Labour ones. However, it is the current editor, Gavin Ellis whose 

editorials have been the most varied, from supporting the National party in 1996, to 

showing little bias for either National or Labour in 1999 but demonstrating a little bias 

in support of Labour during the 2002 election. 

Conclusion 

In summary, the balance, or lack of it, in election news coverage in The Herald 

reflected the views of the editor, as represented in their editorials, in the 1940s through 
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the 1960s but from the 1960s onward election coverage became more balanced despite 

the views of the editor. Although the degree to which the election news coverage is 

unbalanced varies from election to election, and has become less pronounced since the 

1960s there remains a clear link between what the editor thought and what the 

newspaper printed. This is particularly marked in the 1940s and 1950s, when the 

coincidence between a heavily pro-National imbalance in the election news coverage 

and the vehemently anti-Labour editorship is so strong as to beggar any other 

explanation for the imbalance. However, from the 1960s onward, editorials were biased 

towards the National party whether or not National received the greater volume of 

newspaper campaign coverage, suggesting that although the editor may have shown 

political preference for one party, it was not necessarily reflected in the overall 

reporting of campaign coverage. 

That the editor was biased for or against parties, particularly the Labour party until the 

1980s, is confirmed by the fact that changes in the tone of the editorials matches a 

changing of the guard in the editor's chair. From this we can suppose that although 

editors may have had personal bias for or against a particular party which came through 

in their editorials, this bias was more muted in the coverage presented in the rest of the 

paper. This change in editorial tone has consistently matched changes in the editorship 

over almost 50 years and seven editors, arguing that the political views of the editor 

colour their editorials, and that editorials thus are not always unbiased assessments of 

the political scene. 
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5. Introduction 

This chapter looks at three remaining features of The Herald's campaign coverage, 1) 

Nationalisation of election campaign coverage, 2) Game and substance of election stories 

and, 3) The most frequently reported policy issues. Data and discussion pertinent to these 

issues, including nationalisation of election news, game versus substance, and key policy 

issues, are combined here, and add to our understanding of the changes that have taken 

place in The Herald's reporting of the election campaigns from 1946 to 2002. 

5.1 Nationalisation 

As discussed in chapter three, newspapers have begun to focus on party leaders more 

now than ever before (see chapter 3.1 "Are leaders gaining more of their party's coverage 

with time?"), accompanied by a decline in campaign coverage of other party candidates. 

This section considers whether there has been an increase in nationalisation that parallels 

this trend and whether presidentialisation of coverage has had an effect on development 

of a national rather than local focus in The Herald's coverage of election campaigns. 

When referring to 'nationalisation', I mean, are newspapers focussing on national issues 

and national candidates ( e.g., leaders or senior party candidates) at the expense of local 

issues and local candidates. 

To examine the nationalisation of campaign coverage, I will test the following hypothesis 

that there has been an increase in coverage of national issues, and an increase in coverage 

of party leaders at national meetings, at the expense of local meetings and local issues. 1 

In order to evaluate any nationalisation of campaign coverage, I will address the 

following two questions, 

1) What evidence is there for increased nationalisation of issues? 

2) Has increased presidentialisation led to the nationalisation of campaign meetings? 

What evidence is therefor increased nationalisation of issues? 

In order to evaluate the 'nationalisation' of issues, articles were coded with a geographic 

reference as one of local, regional or national, as set out in the methodology ( chapter 
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one). If the article was about a local issue or campaign meeting then it was coded as 

'local'. However, if the story was about a local Auckland candidate campaigning in 

Dunedin, it was coded as 'national', as it was more than likely to be news which appealed 

to, and was included in, other regional newspapers across New Zealand and was therefore 

of, and received, 'national' interest ( e.g., although the Tamaki National party candidate, 

Robert Muldoon held many of his 1975 campaign meetings throughout the country, 

meetings outside Auckland were coded as "national" as they are were of interest to other 

regions beside Auckland). 
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Nationalisation of Election Campaign Coverage in The Herald from 1946- 2002 
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Figure 5.1 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the rise in national campaign coverage from 1946 to 2002. This 

figure shows that the number of articles coded with a 'national' geographic focus grew 

dramatically over the study period at the expense of stories with a local emphasis. From 

1963, election stories with a national focus increased to 66 percent, attaining more than 

50 percent of the election news coverage for the fust time in post war history. Although 

coverage of national issues dipped to 59 percent in 1966, the trend from 1966 onwards 

shows a steady trend toward greater nationalisation of election coverage. 

This trend toward nationalisation is matched by a decline in local election coverage. In 

1946, 'national' articles comprised 36 percent of news items (excluding background 

1 When referring to an increase in coverage, I mean, an increase relative to the total campaign coverage. 
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stories and editorials), while 'local' stories made up 44 percent of the campaign news. 

Local stories increased to more than 50 percent in the elections of 1949 to 1960, but fell 

significantly in 1963 to 29 percent. Local coverage has continued to decline since, 

gaining no more than 27 percent of the campaign coverage since 1963. 

Hence, articles coded as 'local' received an average of 52 percent in the elections of 1946 

to 1960, 24 percent in the elections 1963 to 1972, and 11 percent in the elections of 197 5 

to 2002. Stories with a national focus averaged 37 percent from 1946 to 1960, 67 percent 

in 1963 to 1972, and 85 percent in the elections of 1975 to 2002. 'Regional' stories have 

suffered a corresponding but smaller decline. Regional news items fell from 20 percent 

of the campaign coverage in 1946 to just two percent in 2002, and over the 20 elections 

averaged 10 percent in the elections of 1946 to 1972 and just four percent from 1972 to 

2002. 

During the 1963 election, when national coverage in The Herald made a significant leap, 

headlines appeared such as, "Nordmeyer to campaign by aeroplane", showing that the 

campaign and the method of campaigning was evolving.2 Leaders were now flying all 

over New Zealand rather than campaigning on a local or regional beat. The campaign 

was changing from a local competition to a national sweepstakes, recorded in the 

growing number of newspaper series looking at candidates and/or leaders as they 

travelled around the country. For example, 1963 saw the first series entitled "The 

Campaign Trail", featuring leaders and candidate's itineraries and photographs. This 

series appeared again during the elections of 1981, 1987 and 1993, changing to 

"Campaign Diary" in 1999 and "Where the Leaders are Today" in 2002. 

In the only comparable study of the New Zealand media, Hayward and Rudd found that it 

was the election of 1969 which marked the most significant decline in local election news 

in the ODT.3 This occurred two elections after the biggest change seen in The Herald. 

However, the ultimate result is the same, with the volume of local and regional stories 

2 The New Zealand Herald, October 5, 1963. 
3 Hayward, J. and C. Rudd (2002) 'The Coverage of Post-War Election Campaigns: The Otago 
Daily Times', Political Science vol. 54, no. 2, pp. 3-19 
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falling heavily in favour of stories of national interest. Their results show that regional 

and local news coverage peaked in 1954 at 81 percent. Although the peak was smaller 

for the Herald than for The Otago Daily Times, this data parallels results from The 

Herald, which also show that local and regional stories made up the greatest proportion 

(72 percent) of election news in 1954. 

Although local news in The Otago Daily Times increased from 1993, data from The 

Herald shows local coverage in 1993 was 17 percent. This was less than the previous 

two elections, and it continued to decline in 1996 to just five percent but gained seven 

percent and eight percent in the elections of 1999 and 2002 respectively. 4 These figures 

tell us that local and regional interest stories are becoming less important in the reporting 

of campaign coverage in The Herald, while articles with a national interest are gaining an 

increasing amount of media coverage. This emphasis on national articles is now so great 

that, in 2002, only 10 percent of election news was devoted to local and regional interest 
,. 

stories. 

Has increased presidentialisation led to the nationalisation of campaign meetings? 

Chapter three concluded that an increase in presidentialisation occurred at the expense of 

other party members, such as ministers. However, what effect did the increasing focus 

on leadership coverage have on local candidates? One way to examine this is to look at 

campaign meetings. This section looks at changes in reporting of campaign meetings and 

asks whether any change has occurred due to an increased emphasis on party leaders. 

Evidence gathered from reporting of campaign meetings in The Herald shows that 

campaign meetings of party leaders gradually became predominant in the newspaper over 

local party candidates' campaign meetings. Figures 5.2a and 5.2b illustrate that, as the 

volume of candidate meetings has declined from 1946, more and more coverage of 

campaign meetings has been devoted to party leaders. For example, in 1946, only 28 

percent of campaign meeting coverage was dedicated to leader's meetings. This 

decreased to 24 percent in 1951 ( due to the higher proportion of campaign meetings 

4 Ibid., 
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devoted to ministers; see chapter three) but rose steadily to peak in 1999 at 100 percent 

(however, note that there were only three campaign meetings reported on in 1999). 
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Local and regional candidates primarily discussed issues significant to their regions at 

their meetings (e.g., in 1946 local candidates discussed topics such as an electric railway 

and harbour bridge for Auckland and expanding local industry, while regional meetings 

often focused on farming, forestry, coal mining or rural housing). Local and regional 
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issues have become less important to party platforms over time, as these were once 

reported on mainly in conjunction with candidate meetings.5 

5-6 

As the party leaders' meetings become more important with time, so do the issues 

discussed at these meetings. As the leaders have come to represent the face of their party 

overall, the topics discussed at meetings must also have national appeal in order to gain 

the attention of a wider audience. Therefore, local and regional topics are being sidelined 

in favour of topics of greater national importance such as foreign affairs and defence, 

inflation and immigration (see section 5.3 on 'issues'). 

The decline of campaign meetings has also been witnessed in elections elsewhere. 

Reporting on British electoral change, Norris states that only 3.8 percent of voters 

attended political meetings in 1992, compared to 7.9 percent of voters in 1964. 6 

Although this does not constitute a significant decline, it does show that half the number 

of voters attended campaign meetings in 1992, then in 1964. In Britain, as was once the 

case in New Zealand, public meetings once described as "attracting packed crowds of 

enthusiastic supporters and hecklers, have declined to marginal significance today".7 

There are of course other possible explanations (besides increased presidentialisation) for 

an increase in coverage of stories with a 'national' focus. For example, Patterson writes 

that, 

Increasingly, newspapers have assigned reporters to the campaign trail, thus 
assuring the candidates of heavier coverage in locations distant from where they 
are campaigning. 8 

This implies that candidates are also travelling further from their electorate, aiming to 

gain more campaign exposure with a greater audience. However, this has led to fewer 

candidate constituent meetings and thus less local campaign coverage of these meetings. 

5 Local and regional issues discussed at candidate meetings in 1946, occur in the following papers: 
The New Zealand Herald, October 17, 30, 31, November 5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 15, 22 and 23, 1946. 
6 Norris, P. 1996. Electoral Change in Britain since 1945. Blackwell, p. 202. 
7 For more on heckling in New Zealand refer to footnote 34 later in this chapter. 
8 Patterson, T.E. 1980. The Mass Media election. New York: Praeger. 
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In New Zealand it is suspected that local candidate meetings no longer capture the 

media's interest as in earlier years and, thus are considered by the media as less important 

to the election campaign now than in the past. This could lead to a catch-22 situation 

whereby, local candidates might not consider local meetings effective, as they now have 

little to no media coverage, or local meetings may not catch the media's attention because 

candidates place little importance on local meetings and thus, no longer hold them. 

Candidate meetings are declining in number either due to the newspapers finding them 

less appealing to readers or the candidates themselves attaching less importance to them. 

Deciding which underlies the decline in local campaign coverage in The Herald is 

beyond the scope of this study. Hayward and Rudd found that this was also the case in 

the The Otago Daily Times, when they report that the Labour candidate for Dunedin 

South, David Benson-Pope ( 1999) asked the organisers of a candidates meeting if they 

could finish by 9.30pm to enable people to go and watch the leaders' debate on 

television, stating that 'The TV debate starts at 9.30 and it will be more exciting than 

this' .9 This confirms that the notion that some candidates at least place less value on 

local meetings now, than ever before. It would be assumed however, that candidates 

standing for minor parties might be keener on local meetings when the leaders debates do 

not involve their particular political party. 

Television is another significant factor in the nationalisation of newspaper coverage. 

Coverage of national news items in The Herald increased most dramatically in 1963, the 

same year that television became an integral part of the election campaign, noted in an 

article entitled, "Politicians face TV lens for first time" .10 Norris suggests that the 

modernisation of campaigning (television has now replaced local activities by volunteers 

in constituencies) has not completely stopped local electioneering, but instead has shifted 

the focus of the campaign battleground to the party leadership in national television 

studios. u 

9 The Otago Daily Times, 30 October 1999, p4, as cited in Hayward and Rudd, 2002. 
10 The New Zealand Herald, October 9, 1963. 
11 Norris, 1996. 
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As television looks to the face of the party (party leaders) for party policies and television 

has a national coverage, leaders must discuss topics that have a national appeal in order to 

gain the attention of the 'national' audience. This strengthens the above comment that 

"local and regional topics are being sidelined in favour of topics of greater national 

importance such as foreign affairs and defence, inflation and immigration". 12 

In conclusion, television is clearly responsible for an increase in reporting of national 

issues as candidates now pursue a greater audience using the medium of TV. However, 

although other studies claim that television cannot be held solely responsible for this 

trend toward nationalisation, I believe that the evidence presented here shows that there is 

a strong link between the beginning of television-based campaigning and the decline of 

local interest election stories in both The Herald and The Otago Daily Times. 

Articles in the media are placing a higher value on stories with a national interest, over 

local and regional interest stories. Presidentialisation has played a significant role in this 

increase, as leaders collect a growing and increasingly important amount of campaign 

coverage. As leadership coverage has increased, the focus on national interest stories has 

also increased, and this has led to a decline in reporting of local candidate meetings 

coupled with a decline in reporting of local issues. 

5.2 Game vs. Substance 

... The news media place less emphasis on questions of public policy than on 
game. 13 

Elections today are commonly thick with charges that party campaigns are all 
spin, presentation and photo-ops, not substance policy, and debate. And that the 
news media's coverage of campaigns focuses excessively on controversies, 
celebrities, and the horserace. 14 

Norris (above) refers to the British 2001 general election as being 'all spin' without much 

'substance'. As detailed in chapter one, Van Praag and Van der Eijk' s definition of 

substance articles are those which report a party's political policies in enough detail to 

12 Hayward and Rudd, (2002). 
13 Patterson, T.E. 1980. The Mass Media election. New York: Praeger. p31. 
14 Norris, P. 2001. All Spin, No Substance? The 2001 British general election. Editorial 6(4). 
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inform the reader of the party's particular stand on an issue. 15 These are distinct from 

'game' articles (also referred to as 'hoopla' or 'horse-race' stories), 16
, which are not 

substantive news but merely commentaries on the election race in general. Examples of 

game are attacks on one party by another, opinion polls, scandals or discussion of the 

personal traits of candidates and leaders. 

Research has long explored the 'horse race' commentary on political election 
campaigns. Miller and Denham found that 'horse race' coverage of US 
presidential elections in three prestige dailies was greater in 1992 than in the 1988 
election, despite media self-criticism that such coverage was being 
overemphasized. 17 

In a study of election campaigns in the United States, Lazersfeld and Berelson found that 

articles in 1940 were more politically substantive than in following years. 18 Patterson 

suggests two reasons for this. First, candidates have become more organised than in the 

past and place greater emphasis on tactics and technique than substance. Candidates now 

stage activities for show in order to attract media attention to their campaigns. Second, 

"the game emphasis primarily reflects the interests of the press". 19 Patterson also argues 

that there is only ever a finite amount of substance in any campaign and, because 

American campaigns have become longer, the same amount of substance news has 

become increasingly diluted by an increasing amount of game news. For example, when 

a candidate makes a statement announcing his stand on a particular issue, there is no 

point re-stating the stand (for the candidate) or re-reporting it (for the media); therefore, 

substance news is limited but demand for news from both candidates and the media is 

not, with game news "filling the gap" between supply and demand. 

15 "Substance articles are those that comprise (a) items about the political stands of the parties and reactions 
to them, (b) items about the various parties election platforms and (c) items about present or future 
government policy". 
Van Praag, P., and C. Van der Eijk. 1998. News content and effects in historic campaign. Political 
Communication 15:165-183. 
16 For more on this see, Graber, 1983; Van Praag, 1998; Hayward, 2002; Rudd, in press. 
17 Miller, M. and Denham, B. "Horserace, Issue Coverage in Prestige Newspapers During 1998, 1992 
Elections," Newspaper Research Journal 15 (fall 1994): 20-28. as quoted in, 
Fico, F., and E. Freedman. 2001. Setting the news story agenda: Candidates and commentators in news 

coverage of a governor's race. Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly 78 (3):437-449. 
18 Lazarsfeld, Paul, B. Berelson, and H. Gaudet. 1968. The People's Choice: Columbia University Press. 
19 Patterson, T.E. 1980. The Mass Media election. New York: Praeger. 
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Lichter and Smith's study of the 1992 and 1996 US presidential primaries showed that in 

both years, horse race news received the greatest amount of coverage. Lichter and Smith 

also concluded that the number of stories featuring coverage of the horse race aspects of 

the campaign almost doubled, from 181 in 1992 to 269 in 1996, and that coverage of 

policy issues were thus intermittent and superficial.20 Hayward and Rudd, in their study 

of The Otago Daily Times from 1946 to 2002, also witnessed a decline in substance based 

stories in favour of stories referred to as 'game' or 'hoopla' and 'horse race'. It should be 

noted however that the US presidential campaign is very different campaign from the 

New Zealand general election. Presidential primaries focus on the candidates and not the 

parties, while personality politics prevail in a place where spending is unlimited, (not to 

mention corrupt and immoral) and there is so called 'freedom of speech'. Although 

different, these studies draw a similar conclusion and suggest that the increased focus on 

'game' and a decline of politically substantial news seems to be a common characteristic 

of the changing media style around the globe. 

In this study of The Herald, attention was paid to the coding of both volume and 

percentage of 'game' vs. 'substance' stories. Based on these results and the conclusions 

of the studies mentioned above, this section aims to test the following hypothesis: that 

over time there has been an increase in the proportion of horse race and hoopla coverage 

compared to substantive news. 

To test this hypothesis, I asked the following questions, 

1) Has campaign coverage become more preoccupied with game, the horse race and 

hoopla of the election, rather than politically substantive news? 

2) Does the number and volume of stories relating to opinion polls reflect increases in 

game? 

20 Lichter, R., and T. Smith. 1996. Why elections are bad news: Media and candidate discourse in the 1996 
presidential primaries. Harvard International Journal of Press/Politics l (4):15-35. 
21 Background stories and editorials are not included in this measurement. 
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Has campaign coverage become more preoccupied with game, the horse race and 

hoopla of the election, rather than politically substantive news? 

5-11 

When faced with coding articles into 'game' or 'substance' categories, I was faced with 

the problem that many articles were essentially 'game' stories, but either two or three 

sentences discussed a party's stand on an issue, or the article was, for example, on the 

National party's health policy but didn't really do much to inform the reader of what the 

policy actually was. These articles are essentially still 'game' articles, but with the power 

to persuade the reader for or against a party's policy, without giving many specific details 

of the policy being discussed. To avoid confusion in this section, I will refer to game 

articles as 'game' or 'horse-race', game articles which include a small amount of 

substance as 'game/sub' and substantive stories as 'substance' . 

Game vs. Substance in Election Campaign Coverage in The Herald 1946 -
2002 
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Figure 5.3 

Figure 5.3 shows that the percentage of game vs. substance has fluctuated a little since 

1946, but overall the trend shows only a slight increase in percentage of horse race and 

game/sub stories. Horse-race stories made up just 60 percent of the election stories in 

1946.21 This increased gradually to 73 percent in 1954, dropping to 55 percent in 1957, 

1960 and 1963 but rising again to 60 percent in 1966. The largest and most significant 

change occurred in 1969, when horse-race articles comprised a massive 80 percent, a 

total not reached since. 1969 proved anomalous to the long-term trend however, with 
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game features averaging 64 percent of campaign news for the elections of 1946 to 1972 

versus 73 percent from 197 5 to 2002. 

With the impact of television on nationalisation clear from section 5.1, the introduction of 

television may also have played an important role in the massive influx of game stories 

during the 1969 election campaign. However, Fig. 5.4 presents an alternative explanation 

for this spike in game coverage. Figure 5.4 illustrates the actual volume of horse race, 

game/sub and substance stories recorded during the elections of 1946 to 2002. At first 

glance, the volume of substance and game/sub stories appears to have remained fairly 

constant from 1946, increasing only slightly. However, there is a significant increase in 

the volume of game stories. Articles coded as game have increased steadily in volume 

from 29,000cm in 1946, peaking at 86,000cm in 1987 and stabilising at just over 

50,000cm in 1999 and 2002. Thus the average volume of campaign election stories 

coded as game has increased from approximately 2,000cm per election during the 

campaigns of 1946 through 1972, to almost 5,000cm during the ten elections from 1975 

to 2002. 
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Although Fig. 5.3 shows that the percentage of substance and game/sub stories have 

declined since 1946, Fig. 5.4 illustrates that the volume of substance and game/sub stories 
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have increased fairly steadily since the 1940s and 1950s. For example, in the first ten 

elections (1946 - 1972), the volume of substance stories (including game/sub stories) 

averaged approximately 4,000cm (10,000cm), which increased to 7,500cm (17,000cm) 

during the 1975 to 2002 elections. Thus the volume of substance (and game/sub stories) 

has almost doubled since 1946 although the proportion of substantive news has dropped. 

These findings indicate that campaign coverage has indeed become more preoccupied 

with game, the horse race and hoopla of the election, rather than politically substantive 

news. Game articles have increased enormously both in percentage and volume of 

campaign coverage from 1946. Game stories comprise about 15 percent more of the 

campaign news in the three latest elections (1996-2002) than in 1946, while the volume 

of articles coded as horse-race or game has almost doubled. 

However, Fig. 5.4 also shows that the total amount of campaign coverage has increased 

markedly, especially horse race and hoopla stories. Although articles containing 

substantive political news has in fact doubled, it remains only a small and slowly 

declining proportion of the campaign news overall. This is due to the huge increase in 

volume of game stories, which far outweigh any increase in substance news of any kind. 

In response to Lazarsfeld and Berelsons' study on US Presidential elections, Patterson 

explains that the vast increase in volume and percentage of game stories is because: 

The news is what is different about events of the past 24 hours, the 
newsworthiness of what a candidate says about public policies is limited. To be 
specific, once a candidate makes his position on an issue, further statements 
concerning that issue decline in news value.22 

Reporters now have a greater scope and freedom in which to look for news worthiness in 

campaign material. Some reporters now just cover the campaign trail and focus on 

particular parties, candidates or leaders. Coupled with the changing nature of campaigns 

over time, journalists now have a lot more material to report on. Patterson concludes that 

in the US: 

22 Patterson, T.E. 1980. The Mass Media election. New York: Praeger. p30. 
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given their general view of election politics and of news, [reporters] tend to use 
this freedom for updates on the players' strategies and standing, rather than reruns 
of the candidates' policy statements, records, background, and qualifications.23 

This also appears to represent the case in the New Zealand print media, where greater 

coverage of new game articles are printed instead of old, reworded substance items. 

A large amount of politically substantive news is reported in the first few days of the 

campaign, or when a party releases its manifesto and/or policies on issues. In 1946, 75 

percent of National policies and 33 percent of Labour policies were printed in The Herald 

the day after each party began their campaign. In 1949 this figure was 80 percent of 

National policies and 50 percent of Labour policies and applied to the days after each 

party released their manifesto. Even in 1960 when campaign meeting coverage was still 

above 50 percent of the election news coverage (and issues discussed were reported on 

throughout the campaign month), 56 percent of the Labour party and 81 percent of 

National party policies for the entire campaign period, were printed on the two days when 

Labour and National began their campaign. 24 Of this, 56 percent of Labour ( of which 63 

percent featured as headline news) and 81 percent of National substance articles ( all of 

which were headline or page one news) reported on in The Herald, were on opening day. 

The results of later elections show something entirely different. Substance articles are 

spread throughout the campaign month, with at least a couple a day. In 1996 there were 

many feature articles which discussed a range issues and stated all the main parties' 

policies on those issues. In fact, only 15 percent of substance articles in 1996, reported on 

singular (as opposed to composite) party policies. 

In summary, this shows that the majority of substance news is no longer confined to the 

opening days of the campaign, or party manifesto releases. Articles containing political 

substance are now more frequent and regular, and no longer predominantly based on the 

'he said, she said' commentaries of campaign meetings. 

23 Ibid., p30. 
24 For campaign meeting coverage figures and details see chapter 2, Figs. 2.3, 2.4 and 2.8 
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There has been an increase in percentage and volume of articles that report horse race and 

hoopla stories in The Herald from 1946 to 2002. Although substance news stories have 

doubled in volume since 1946, they make up a much smaller proportion of the campaign 

news. One reason for this is the enormous increase in the size of the newspaper in 

general. For instance, in 1946, The Herald consisted of an average of just twelve pages, 

while in 2002 the paper was often more than one hundred pages long. Thus, there has 

been a relative increase in the amount of space devoted to campaign hoopla and horse

race game news, but there is only, and only ever will be, a small amount of politically 

substantive news that reporters consider newsworthy enough to print. However, although 

there has been an increase in game news, substance news is more abundant and frequent 

that ever more. 

Does the number and volume of stories relating to opinion polls also reflect any 

increase in game? 

Opinion polls are essential game news items, because they tell the reader very little about 

the party, candidates, or issues at stake. They have been coded in this study as a separate 

category in order to make specific comments on them. Polls are often thought to 

represent the media's growing preoccupation with 'winners and losers' .25 They have the 

ability of turning an only mildly interesting election campaign into a horse-race event, 

attracting as much attention as the hats worn at the W aikouaiti races. In fact, often there 

are more polls on topics such as the 'outfits and hairdos' on show, than the actual 

'horses' competing. 

There is an abundance of literature on the subject of opinion polls. However, this study 

does not seek to discuss the functions, purpose or effects of opinion polls, but instead 

evaluates changes in the number and volume of articles on or referring to election 

campaign polls in The Herald from 1946 to 2002. This is important because changes in 

the coverage of opinion polls serve as a proxy for changes in the way in which 

campaigning has changed overall. "Polls have displaced canvass returns as a guide to 

each party on how it is doing in the country as a whole ... [and thus] influence morale and 

25 See Hayward and Rudd, 2002. 
25 Butler, D. 1989. British General Elections since 1945. Oxford: Basil Blackwell Ltd. 
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tactics". 26 In order to answer questions relevant to the changing effects of opinion polls, 

we need to know what sort of change has taken place. Thus, this section looks at trends in 

opinion polls in The Herald. Following a detailed analysis of the results drawn from the 

relevant data, I will relate these results to the discussion of the increase of game news 

above. 
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The volume and number of opinion polls in The Herald from 1946 to 2002 are illustrated 

by Fig. 5 .5. There were few opinion polls before 1969, with just one poll each reported in 

1946, 1949 and 1969. However the number of stories relating to opinion polls rose 

steadily from two in 1972 to 18 in 1987 before jumping to a massive 30 in 1996 and 

peaking at 34 stories in 2002. These results are similar to those found by 

Hayward and Rudd in The Otago Daily Times, who also encountered a substantial surge 

in poll stories in 1996, which maintained itself for the following two elections.27 

Although opinion polls appear to be gaining importance, with their substantial growth in 

number and volume of stories, the placement of poll stories has become less prominent 

over time. The fewer the polls, the greater the prominence the newspaper gave them. 

For example, in 1972 the only two opinion polls were featured on the front page, two of 

26 Ibid., 
27 Hayward and Rudd, 2002. 
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the five stories in 1975 featured on the front page, and while the three polls of 1981 were 

either lead or page one stories, in 1987 only five out of 18 articles made the front page. 

This trend of relegating opinion polls to the back pages of the newspaper continued into 

the 1990s, with one out of nine polls featured as the lead story in 1990, two page one poll 

stories from 15 in 1993, four lead and six page one placements from the 30 articles in 

1996, and just one lead and four front page polls out of 18 in 1999. By 2002, of 34 

opinion polls only four made lead news and just three page one news. 

On average, the percentage of opinion polls to make headline or front-page news declined 

from 100 percent in 1972 to 40 percent in 1984, 28 percent in 1987, and 11 percent in 

1990. However there has been a rise in the last four election campaigns with 13 percent, 

33 percent, 28 percent and 20 percent of the stories on opinion polls being placed on the 

front page of the 1993, 1996, 1999 and 2002 elections respectively. Figure 5.5 also 

shows that the volume of stories roughly reflects the trend in number of polls. Since 

1972 opinion polls have increased dramatically in volume, almost doubling every year 

for a few years running, from 600cm (1972), to 900cm (1975), 1,700cm (1978), 4,043cm 

(1987), to 5,764 (1996). 

The data shows that the most substantial increase in both volume and number of opinion 

poll stories took place in 1996. This coincides with the introduction of MMP, an 

increased number of smaller political parties and the importance such parties possessed 

when it came to forming a post-election coalition government. Hayward and Rudd, 

discussing results from their Otago Daily Times study found that, "in 1999, one-third of 

the stories focused upon the support for the Greens or the Alliance and the implications 

this had for a potential centre-left coalition."28 
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5.3 Issues 

Issues reported on in the media during an election campaign can have significant 

implications for the political parties. "Parties want to raise issues and images that reflect 

favourably upon their party and avoid raising issues which are favourably associated with 

opposing parties."29 Therefore candidates must aim to establish an agenda with the press, 

in hope of raising the profile of her/his candidacy. It is essential to both candidate and 

party to ensure that the media does not just inform voters of their political stand, opinion, 

and policies but does so in a complimentary fashion. 

A crucial question in relation to the reporting of issues is whether newspapers dictate 

what the issues of importance are during the campaign, or whether it is the parties who 

decide and set the agenda of the media. In the early elections when campaign meetings 

were popular with voters, candidates and the newspaper, and local meetings comprised 

the majority of campaign coverage, a large proportion of issues mentioned in The Herald 

were verbatim reports of candidate meetings. However, now there are few meetings, and 

coverage of campaign meetings no longer comprises of the majority of campaign 

coverage. Thus, the issues reported on by The Herald sometimes reflect the priority 

given to them by parties but sometimes do not. For example, Maori Affairs in 1969 was 

very popular for both parties and The Herald, but in 1993, although The Herald published 

38 percent of substance news on MMP,the parties rarely spoke of it. 

This is not unlike media elsewhere. The British election of 2001 saw Tony Blair 

complain of media failure to cover the 'real issues' in the campaign.30 Patterson explains 

that the reason for this difference is that there is a fundamental different conception of 

election issues between the candidates and the reporters. 

28 Ibid., 

Candidates tend to think in terms of broad policy questions and narrow coalition 
appeals. Reporters tend to see clear-cut issues as the real issues of election 
politics. The difference is irreconcilable. One type of issue usually does not 
provide the makings for good political messages, nor the other for good news 
messages. 31 

29 Hayward and Rudd, 2002. 
30 Deacon, D., P. Golding, and M. Billing. 2001. Press and broadcasting: real issues and real coverage. 
Parliamentary Affairs 54:666-678. 
31 Patterson, 1980, p41. 
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This statement about US election campaigns also appears to be true in the case of New 

Zealand. Although National pushed Private Enterprise as their major issue in 1960, one 

editorial claimed taxation as the dominant most important issue and this is reflected in the 

paper devoting 12 percent of campaign issue coverage to taxation.33 

Although The Herald reported that health was the main issue for voters during the 2002 

campaign, with one opinion claiming "health at top of voter wish list", health failed to 

make the top five issues reported on in the paper. 34 This illustrates that it is not the voters 

who dictate the election issues either. The results presented here show that the frequency 

and importance of issues in the newspaper, are most likely a combination of, 1) voter 

interest (GM was an issue that concerned many voters in 2002 as was MMP in 1993); 

2) agenda setting in the media by parties (Maori Affairs, 1969 (Labour, National and 

Social Credit); monetary finance, 1972 (Labour, National and Social Credit)); and 

3) newspaper editor/reporter preference (MMP also in 1993 and 1996; Taxation, 1960). 

Much time is spent traveling around informing constituents of party policies, but it is 

crucial that these issues are reported in the media. Candidates and parties are aware of 

the powerful influence the media has over the minds of voters and in recent elections, 

campaign meetings appear less effective than in the past at publicizing election goals (as 

we have seen little coverage of them in recent elections). Politically substantive news in 

The Herald has doubled in volume since 1946, and this may be because candidates and 

parties are now more capable of dealing directly with the media (press conferences/ 

releases, letters, interviews, statements, talk back shows etc.) rather than waiting for 

campaign coverage of the now few and poorly attended meetings. 

The Labour party, as with many parties of the centre and left, has been traditionally 

linked with social issues such as housing, education, and social welfare, while parties of 

the right (traditionally the National party in New Zealand), are generally associated with 

economic and finance policies. Social Credit planks were based on monetary reform and 

often focused on no wage or social security tax, income exemptions, and benefit raises 

33 The New Zealand Herald, November 21, 1960. 
34 The New Zealand Herald, July 27, 2002. 
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for the aged, widows and invalids funded by consumption taxes. In their study of The 

Otago Daily Times, Hayward and Rudd found that from the 1980s on there was a blurring 

of issue 'ownership', as the Labour and National parties began diversifying their issues of 

importance, and voters started to consider that what may have been a 'National' party 

policy, such as taxation, now a strength of Labour party policy. 

Results collated from The Herald, similar to those found in Hayward and Rudd's study of 

The Otago Daily Times, show that a merging of issue ownership has taken place over the 

years. In 1946, 85 percent of the coverage on education was by Labour, 70 percent in 

1949, and in 1969 when education first made it in the top five issues, Labour education 

policies still made up twice the coverage of National education policies. However, 

during the 2002 campaign, Labour policies on education comprised 30 percent while 

National comprised 35 percent (the remainder was made up by Act, Alliance, Greens, 

New Zealand First, Progressive and United parties, or a composite of several parties 

(including Labour and National)). 

Looking at a 'traditionally' National party topic like taxation the results show that in 

1946, 7 4 percent of taxation policies were devoted to National, 81 percent in 1949, 53 

percent in 1990 and just 25 percent ( of which were accompanied by Labour party 

policies) in 1999. This shows that parties no longer focus on the issues for which they 

have had an affinity with in the past. However, some parties definitely have policies 

which they are known to focus on for example, the Green party was very vocal about its 

policies on genetic modification in 2002, New Zealand First and their immigration 

policies and Act with law and order. It could be suggested that this blurring of issues by 

Labour and National, means that they are becoming very middle of the road with their 

policies, or 'politically aligned to the centre', while smaller parties are more extreme with 

their policies, as that is what makes them attractive to their supporters. 

This study has identified the change in importance of the top five political issues reported 

in The Herald from 1946 to 2002. An important thing to note is that the issues reported 

on, may not have been the issues the parties considered most important, but simply the 

more newsworthy ones which The Herald chose to report on. The press has a preference 
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for what Seymour-Ure defines as 'clear cut' policies, that is, those that neatly divide the 

candidates.35 They are more likely to report on clear-cut issues provoking controversy 

amongst parties than issues where parties share the same overall goal (e.g. employment), 

but have different strategies in which to achieve it. 

Press releases are an effective way to judge the importance of issues relating to parties. 

However, press releases have not been considered in this study, which instead reports 

solely on the findings in The Herald. The information presented here will be extremely 

useful for those wishing to compare The Herald's chosen, most important topics, with 

what the parties decided was important. 

Table 5.1 lists the five most frequently reported issues in The Herald from 1946 to 2002. 

This chart is important because it shows what issues the media chose as the most 

important, and thus reflects the kind of issues the voters were faced with during that 

election. No single issue ever received particularly extensive coverage, except in 1993 

when articles on MMP made up 38 percent of all politically substantive news (this 

excludes the high number of game stories). However, the importance of issues did 

change over time, and this section looks at some of these changes in more detail. 

From 1946 to 1963, Housing was in the top five issues most often reported, (with the 

exception of 1960) after which it declined in newspaper importance, never to surface as a 

significant issue again. General economic issues gained significant coverage in many 

elections, but this is because they were a combination of general issues, related to the 

economy, and not necessarily specific to any other category. Thus general economy 

issues show that the economy was important during those campaigns, but no specific 

issues like taxation were actually referred to. For example, in 1946, the cost ofliving 

was a huge issue for Labour and was 'sold' as a 'burden for wives' in the campaign. 

Agriculture followed housing in importance in both the 1946, 36 and 1949 elections, 

reappearing in 1957, 1963 and 1969. Transport and works was important in 1946, 1949, 

35 Seymour-Ure, C. 1974. The political impact of mass media. Beverly Hills, CA.: Sage. 
36 The 'Diary Price System' a Labour initiative in 1946 offered a guaranteed price for diary products, while 
falling dairy prices were of concern once again to Labour in 1957, who also advocated trade with carefully 
selected trading partners (trade with Japan was questioned). 



1946 1949 1951 1954 1957 1960 
General Economy General Economy Industrial Relations General Economy Monetary Finance General Economy 
(22%) (23%) (23%) (23%) (22%) (17%) 
Housing (11 % ) Transport/Works( 14%) Housing (12 % ) Housing (13%) General Econ (14%) Taxation (12%) 
Agriculture Housing Inflation Defence/Foreign Housing Industrial Relations 
(8%) (8%) (10%) Affairs (8%) (11 %) (10%) 
Transport/Works (8%) Agriculture (6%) Overseas Trade (8%) Transport/W orks(7 % ) Taxation (9%) Transport/Works( 10%) 
Maori Affairs Taxation Defence/Foreign Inflation Agriculture Defence/Foreign 
(7%) (5%) Affairs (6%) (7%) (8%) Affairs (8%) 

1963 1966 1969 1972 1975 1978 1981 
Monetary Finance Defence/Foreign Maori Affairs Monetary Finance General Economy Industrial Relations Commerce+ 
(13%) Affairs (26%) (14%) (12%) (12%) (11%) Industry (13%) 
Defence/Foreign General Economy Taxation Maori Affairs Monetary Finance General Economy Industrial Relations 
Affairs (11 % ) (12%) (10%) (9%) (6%) (8%) (11 %) 
Agriculture Monetary Finance Education Taxation Women Women General Economy 
(8%) (8%) (10%) (8%) (6%) (7%) (7%) 
Housing Broadcasting Defence/Foreign Transport +Works Health Regional Develop. Taxation 
(7%) (5%) Affairs (9%) (6%) (6%) (6%) (7%) 
Overseas Trade Overseas Trade Agriculture General Economy Immigration Agriculture Employment 
(7%) (4%) (8%) (5%) (5%) (6%) (6%) 

1984 1987 1990 1993 1996 1999 2002 
Monetary Finance Monetary Finance General Economy MMP MMP General Economy GE Foods 
(13%) (19%) (16%) (38%) (19%) (16%) (26%) 
Defence/Foreign General Economy Employment Health Health Health Law+ Order 
Affairs (11 % ) (8%) (12%) (9%) (16%) (10%) (11 %) 
General Economy Defence/Foreign Maori Affairs Education Monetary Education Immigration 
(10%) Affairs (8%) (10%) (6%) Finance(} 0%) (10%) (8%) 
Women Employment Industrial Relations General Economy Law+ Order Monetary Finance Transport + Works 
(10%) (7%) (7%) (5%) (10%) (8%) (7%) 

Industrial Relations Law+ Order Privatisation Industrial Relations Employment Taxation Education 
(9%) (6%) (7%) (4%) (7%) (8%) (7%) 

Table 5.1 The Herald's most frequently reported policy issues 1946 - 2002 
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1954 and 1960. One of the major issues during the 1946 campaign was 'public works'. 

The Rimutaka tunnel and Auckland Harbour bridge projects were proposed and there was 

much local discussion about the bridge. This led to the Minister of Works, Semple 

becoming a dominant personality in the campaign. 

Industrial relations was the most reported issue in 1951 achieving 23 percent of the 

politically substantive news. This was because the National leader, Holland, stated that 

although housing was a principle policy matter, he declared the 'real issue' was its 

successful handling of the 1951 waterfront strike.37 However, Labour negated this, 

claiming that the cost of living and inflation, lower taxes, higher pensions, and housing 

more important issues. Another reason industrial relations received so much coverage 

was the amount of heckling at campaign meetings in 1951 by what was referred to by the 

editor as Labour 'industrial gangsters' .38 

Defence and foreign affairs fluctuated in frequency from 1951, 1954, 1960 - 1969, 1984 

and 1987. Twenty six percent of reported issues in 1966 were devoted to defence and 

foreign affairs as Vietnam policies were controversial. Coverage of this issue was split 

relatively even between Labour who proposed sending aid and food, instead of troops to 

Vietnam, and National who promised continued military support. 

Taxation was an important issue in 1949, 1957, 1960, 1969, 1972, 1981 and 1999. 

However, issues of taxation printed in The Herald were often reported as negative 

statements by the National party who attacked Labour, claiming they would increase 

37 National also claimed credit for high wool prices, although these probably reflected external market 
forces associated with the Korean War rather than National government policies. 
38 The New Zealand Herald, August 22, 1951. Heckling deserves a chapter to itself, but there is little room 
for it in this thesis. However, to note briefly, in 1951 heckling was rife with one candidate claiming that 
'political campaigning is vicious'. The Herald reported 21 National party campaign meetings and only four 
Labour meetings as being rowdy with hecklers. Although coverage on National campaign meetings was 
almost double and heckling was probably common at both meetings, there was a tendency to over report 
heckling at National meetings and little sympathy was shown for heckled Labour candidates. The Minister 
of Labour (Sullivan) was constantly heckled, and in Christchurch, Wellington, Dunedin and Mangakino 
shouts of 'Heil Hitler' and 'Fascist!' were often heard. One cartoon showed hecklers as Labour supporters, 
while the accompanying editorial labeled the 'Labour supporters' as 'industrial gangsters'. Two other 
editorials were also dedicated to heckling. 
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taxation to pay for their election promises.39 Muldoon was a great critic of Labour tax 

policies as early as 1957 when he attacked Labour during campaign meetings and one 

National party newspaper advertisement even cried, "Labour tax policies are reckless".40 

Maori affairs featured in 1946, 1972 and 1990, but was rated as the single most important 

issue in 1969. In 1969, National claimed they would establish a Ministry of Social 

Welfare with special training incentives for Maori, Social Credit wanted to return land to 

Maori, but do away with Maori affairs and Labour seeked to 'introduce Waitangi Day and 

Maori language in schools. 

As the years progressed, prominent issues changed in focus from housing and agriculture 

to education, health, immigration, genetic engineering, and law and order. MMP was the 

single most reported issue ever in one year, receiving 38 percent of the substance news in 

1993 and 19 percent in 1996. However the majority ofreporting on MMP were either 

newspaper comments from journalists, including one four part series or interest groups, 

either pro or against MMP. The parties in general played MMP fairly quietly compared 

to the hype displayed by The Herald. 

In conclusion, issues presented in The Herald have changed over time in several ways. 

As the country and the times along side them changed, so too did the importance of 

particular policies. For example, housing was a popular issue in the post war elections 

with the return of soldiers and the baby boom. During the Vietnam war, defence and 

foreign affairs was the most reported issue. When the referendum for electoral reform 

took place in 1993, MMP/FPP was the favoured issue, while 2002 became renowned for 

the genetic engineering debate. Just as political opinion and popularity of parties change, 

issues have shown themselves to also change with the times. Politics is ever changing 

and things would be too predictable if the same issues presented themselves at each 

election year after year (even perhaps the results!). 

39 Although National pushed Private Enterprise as their major issue in 1960, one editorial (The Herald, 
November 21, 1960), claimed taxation as the dominant most important issue and this is reflected in the 
paper devoting 12% of campaign issue coverage to taxation. 
40 The New Zealand Herald, 27 November, 1957. 
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Conclusion 

Conclusion 

This thesis has investigated the changing campaign coverage from 1946 - 2002, in The 
Herald. Newspaper coverage of election campaigns in The Herald widened its focus from 
news devoted to the two dominant parties (Labour and National) to coverage that reflected 
the increasing number of parties in the electoral race. Between 1946 and 2002, National 
received a greater amount of party coverage more often than Labour; however, the 
proportion of Labour and National party coverage progressively declined relative to the 
total amount of party coverage as other, smaller parties emerged. 

A greater focus on party leaders was evident. This increase was gradual, and despite a 
strong coincidence with growth of television ownership or television coverage, reflects the 
effect of television combined with a greater number of leaders contesting elections and the 
development of 'personality-driven' campaigns. 

The introduction of new parties resulted in greater coverage of the leaders of small parties, 
and a rise in combined leader coverage. This focus on leadership detracted from candidate 
and ministerial coverage and led to greater nationalisation of issues and trivialisation of 
election coverage in general (with increased coverage of 'horse-race and hoopla' over any 
politically substantive news). 

Editorials always exhibited a strong sense of party bias, although this changed from 
editorials highly critical of Labour and strongly supportive of National in the 1940s 
through 1960s to a more democratic stance that critiqued the policies of all parties in turn 
during recent election campaigns. It is also evident that changes in the editorial bias 
correlated with changes in editors. 
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Appendix 1 

The following appendix has been published as a chapter in Political Communications in 

New Zealand, (Eds.) Hayward, J. Rudd, C., Pearsons Education Ltd. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Newspapers 

Sarah Sharp 

This chapter examines coverage of post-war election campaigns by the New 
Zealand Herald (the Herald), New Zealand's largest circulation daily newspaper. 
Newspapers remain an important channel of political communication despite the 
emergence of television as the major source of political news for citizens. 
Newspaper readership is high in New Zealand and it is more accurate to view 
newspapers as supplementing, rather than competing with, television as a source 
of political information. 

This study does not investigate the effect on voters of newspaper reporting of 
election campaigns (for example, whether newspapers set the agenda or influence 
voting choices). What the chapter seeks to show is how certain characteristics of 
this coverage have changed over time and it is left to the reader to draw any 
inferences this may have for actual political behaviour. 

Six areas of newspaper coverage are explored in detail: 

• Party coverage: how is the share of party coverage distributed? Is any 
party given a' disproportionate' amount of coverage? 

• Presidentialisation: is there evidence of a greater focus of coverage of 
leaders and their personal characteristics, at the expense of coverage of 
parties, policies and candidates? 

• Editorial bias: do editorials exhibit any party bias? 
• Nationalisation: what is the balance between coverage of national and 

local campaign events? 
• Trivialisation: have newspapers become more concerned with the 'horse 

race and hoopla' of the elections rather than covering substantive 
policy? 

• Issues: which issues have received the most coverage at each election? 

Each of these six areas are examined separately, although there are links between 
them, such as the connection discussed between presidentialisation and 
nationalisation, and between party coverage and editorial bias. 

There have been numerous overseas studies examining the content of 
newspapers during election campaigns but few detailed analyses have been 
carried out in New Zealand. Cunningham, who investigated the 1957 election in 
the eight major dailies of the four main centres, completed the earliest content 
analysis of New Zealand newspapers.1 Milne investigated the influence of 
Wellington newspapers on voters during the same election.2 Cleveland completed 
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the first in-depth content analysis of the eight major New Zealand dailies from 
1965 to 1970 in response to 'criticism of the news media . . . based on mere 
impressionistic, unsystematic observation rather than on any attempt at accurate 
quantitative measurement.'3 Cleveland also included newspapers in his study of 
the media during the 1978 election.4 More recently Hayward and Rudd have 
examined newspaper coverage of the 1999 and 2002 elections and have conducted 
a broader study of the Otago Daily Times coverage of postwar elections.s 

In this study, each newspaper article on the election campaign was coded 
according to its: placement - inside page, page-one story, lead story; geographical 
focus - national, regional or local story; party focus - and stories on parties were 
further coded as to whether they predominantly focused on the party leader . 

• 1- Stories were also identified as game ('winners and loser', non-political campaign 

> 

·, rituals and activities, etc.) or substance (news about policy statements, manifestos). 
Articles identified as 'substance' were also coded with the issue they 
corresponded to (such as health, education and so on). Finally, editorials were 
analysed for their partisanship. 

Party coverage 

Although almost all newspapers claim to be impartiat the amount of news 
coverage allocated to each party often suggests otherwise. For instance, if a 
newspaper consistently prints a greater amount of news on the National party, it 
could be inferred that they are partial towards the National party. However, it 
may be also the case that a party receives a greater amount of coverage because a 
newspaper is conducting a' crusade' against that party. 

The relative shares of party coverage in the Herald for the election campaigns 
1946 - 2002 reveal that, until after the 1969 election, the National party received a 
disproportionate amount of coverage compared with that of the other main party, 
Labour. Even when considering that the National party was the incumbent party 
for most of these elections, this nevertheless suggests a certain degree of 
newspaper favouritism towards the National party. 

Figure 7.1 shows that, from the 1970s onwards, however, the amount of 
coverage of the two main parties at each election has been remarkably similar. It 
also shows the tendency for the incumbent to attract marginally more coverage. It 
is also evident that, since the introduction of MMP, combined third-party coverage 
clearly exceeded coverage for either of the two main parties. Furthermore, 
coverage of third parties has been at the expense of the two main parties' 
coverage, as their relative share has trended downwards since the last first-past
the-post election in 1993. 
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Presidentialisation 

Personality is an inescapable ingredient in politics. Long before structured parties 
emerged in Parliament, members grouped around candidates with leadership 
qualities. Before the advent of television, voters were encouraged to see policies 
and issues in terms of personal attributes. The image of the leader was often the 
image of the party.6 

Presidentialisation is defined as an increasing preoccupation of the news media 
with party leaders. This usually happens at the expense of media coverage of local 
or regional candidates and/ or party issues, a pattern only partly offset by the fact 
that there has been an increase in volume of all types of newspaper coverage. The 
question addressed throughout this section is, has the Herald's campaign coverage 
become more 'presidentialised' and, if so, what might be the forces driving the 
trend towards presidentialisation? 

Les Cleveland noted presidentialisation in New Zealand politics over 20 years 
ago. He wrote: '[s]ince the advent of television in the 1960s [elections] have 
increasingly taken on the style of American presidential campaigns in which rival 
leaders and their teams tour the country and vie for maximum mass media 
exposure.'7 Hayward and Rudd's study of the Otago Daily Times quantifies the 
trend towards presidentialisation in this one newspaper, with coverage of the 
elections prior to 1969 showing 20 percent of the news focused on the leaders, 
while post-1969 this focus increased to an average of 37 percent.8 

In examining the presidentialisation of coverage in the Herald, a number of 
questions were raised. First, which trends appear in the newspaper that point to a 
leader-focused campaign? Second, has leadership coverage actually increased in 
concert with increased party coverage? Finally, if leadership coverage has come to 
dominate New Zealand newspaper reporting since 1945, what are the reasons for 
this? Is it simply the case that the number of leaders and resulting combined 
leadership coverage increased or were there other factors at play specific to 
leadership coverage? 

The results show that, although there were short-term (year-to-year) leadership 
coverage changes, these were dominated by longer-term trends towards: a greater 
volume of coverage; greater front-page coverage of leaders; an increase in 
leadership coverage at the expense of ministerial and candidate coverage; and 
leaders receiving a larger share of their party's coverage overall. Thus, media 
coverage of elections is becoming increasingly leader focused, or 
'presidentialised'. 

Leaders are receiving a greater proportion of party coverage than ever before. 
Figure 7.2 shows the percentage of party coverage devoted to leadership (and the 
percentage dedicated to party leaders). There, leadership coverage has increased 
since 1946 relative to party coverage - increasing from 20 percent in 1946 to 
around 40 percent from 1984 onwards (but with a notable one-off slump in 1987). 
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Percentage of Party Coverage Devoted to Leadership 

I• Labour • National D LabNatO D Other I 

Figure 7.2 

The volume of leadership coverage in the Herald has also increased over time. 
However, this has occurred in conjunction with a decline in the volume of Labour 
and National leader coverage. In the two latest elections, coverage of the Labour 
and National leaders has decreased to less than half the average volume since 
1972. This can be explained by both the rise in coverage devoted to other leaders, 
and by an increase in combined leader coverage which means that the Labour and 
National leaders are often reported in stories which are also about the other 
leaders. 

Thus, there has been a substantial increase in the volume and proportion of 
leadership coverage since 1945. This increase in leadership coverage is more 
significant than increases in other types of coverage (such as party coverage and 
campaign meeting coverage). In contrast to Rudd and Hayward's study of the 
Otago Daily Times, which found an abrupt increase in the volume of leader 
coverage in 1969, the Herald's coverage of leaders declined abruptly to 23 percent 
in 1969. The only elections where the Herald's coverage of leaders exceeded 40 
percent were 1981, 1984, 1990 and 2002. The 1981 and 1984 elections were the only 
elections where both the Herald and the Otago Daily Times devoted more than 40 
percent of the election news coverage to leaders. 

Leaders also received a greater proportion of front page and headline news in 
the Herald than did candidates or parties. In 1969, page-one election news coverage 
devoted to leaders peaked at 73 percent, a huge rise from previous years and the 
highest recorded in the postwar history of the Herald. Despite a small decline in 
page-one leadership coverage after the 1969 peak, there was a gradual rise in 
page-one leadership news, averaging 40 percent in the past ten elections, with the 
2002 election breaking the 50 percent mark. 

Therefore, as the volume of leadership coverage increased, so too did the 
proportion of page-one and headline news received by the leaders. This increase 
in page-one leadership coverage indicates that the Herald decided that leaders 
required more attention. In summary, presidentialisation is manifest in the Herald 
quantitatively (as an increase in volume of leadership news reported) and 
qualitatively (as an increase in the highest profile election news). 
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This rise in leadership coverage was at the expense of other senior party 
members. As coverage of leaders increased, coverage of cabinet ministers, who 
enjoyed a high profile in campaigns during the 1940s and 1950s, declined. During 
the elections from 1946 to 1972, ministers received an on average nine percent of 
their party coverage, while after 1975, ministers averaged only three percent of the 
party coverage. 

This steady trend towards a more presidential style in the Herald's election 
campaigns was compounded by the introduction of television. Although 
leadership coverage overall increased since the advent of television politics, it is 
important to note that this coverage fluctuated. Following a rise in leadership 
coverage after the introduction of television in the 1963 and 1969 elections, 
coverage dropped back to 23 percent in 1969, suggesting that television alone was 
not responsible for an overall increase in leadership coverage. 

Editorials 

Table 7.1 identifies the overall partisanship of the Herald editorials for each 
postwar election. Editorials from 1946 to 1951 were strongly critical of Labour, in 
particular, linking the party with 'socialism', 'trade unionism' ( or 'industrial 
gangsters') and 'political severity'. Antipathy towards the Labour party was 
reflected in editorials entitled, 'Softly to Socialism', 'Labour's Hidden Agenda', 
and 'Socialism Breeds Law-Breakers'.9 The law-breakers referred to were the trade 
unions who, the editorials claimed, were actually controlling the Labour party and 
that the Labour government was a mere puppet of the unions. 

This preoccupation with attacking Labour left little editorial space to praise 
National. In 1946, there were four times more editorials attacking Labour than 
praising National; twice as many in 1949. In 1951, editorials did not attack the 
Labour party as often as they attacked the Labour leader Nash (four of the six anti
Labour editorials were critical of the leader). The National party was still only 
praised in a total of three articles. 

Gradually, however, editorials moved away from attacking Labour, and began 
praising National more often. Five 1954 editorials praised National, while just four 
attacked Labour. This increased in the 1957 election when six of nine editorials 
supported National. One entitled, 'No Need to Change Government', lauded the 
successes of the National party in power, whilst another criticised the Labour 
party by claiming it was just like Social Credit with its 'reckless bid for voters'.10 

From 1960 to 1966, parties were the subject of a relatively equal number of 
editorials, although these were still opposing Labour and praising National. The 
1969 election represented a turning point in editorial bias. It was the first election 
in which just one editorial was pro-National, one was anti-Labour, and the 
election-eve editorial (perhaps the most influential) favoured neither party. After 
1969, there was no persistent editorial bias in favour of a particular party; 
editorials supporting one party were generally counterbalanced by other editorials 
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criticising that party or supporting another party. Between 1969 and 2002, only 
one election's editorials were generally pro-National; for the remaining elections 
there was either no overall editorial bias ( eight elections) or a bias towards Labour 
(three elections). This change could be due to a number of factors but the most 
obvious would be the change in the parties themselves. By the 1970s, Labour could 
no longer be perceived as a 'socialist' party, and by the 1980s, it was seen as less 
interventionist than National.11 

Milne concluded that 'the editorials in the Wellington papers in 1957 were anti
Labour, although the general reports in the papers were impartial enough for the 
papers to be ranked as neutral.'12 So how does editorial partisanship compare with 
the Herald's party coverage from 1946 to 2002? If the Herald was biased in its 
editorials, one might expect this bias to also be reflected in greater volume of 
coverage of the party favoured in the e·ditorial. 

Table 7.1:Editorial partisanship and coverage imbalance between Labour and 
National parties 

Year Editorial partisanship Degree of imbalance 
1946 Pro-National, anti- 5 percent in favour of 

Labour National 
1949 Pro-National, anti- 6 percent in favour of Labour 

Labour 
1951 Pro-National 25 percent in favour of 

National 
1954 Pro-National 6 percent in favour of 

National 
1957 Pro-National 20 percent in favour of 

National 
1960 Pro-National Two-party parity 
1963 Pro-National 4 percent in favour of 

National 
1966 Anti-Labour 10 percent in favour of 

National 
1969 Bipartisan Two-party parity 
1972 Bipartisan 2 percent in favour of Labour 
1975 Bipartisan 7 percent in favour of Labour 
1978 Bipartisan 4 percent in favour of 

National 
1981 Bipartisan Two-party parity 
1984 Pro-Labour 3 percent in favour of Labour 
1987 Slightly pro-Labour 3 percent in favour of Labour 
1990 Bipartisan 5 percent in favour of 

National 
1993 Bipartisan 7 percent in favour of 

National 
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1996 Pro-National 2 percent in favour of 
National13 

1999 Bipartisan 5 percent in favour of 
National 

2002 Pro Labour 7 percent in favour of Labour 

Table 7.1 shows evidence to suggest that the party allegiance of the editorial 
'insinuated itself into the news columns' at least, that is, in regard to the amount of 
coverage each party received.14 First, in exactly half of the 20 elections the 
partisanship of the editorial favoured the same party that gained greater coverage 
in the news columns. And of these ten, the advantage to the party in coverage was 
seven percent or less on six occasions; only for three elections did partisanship in 
the editorials (all pro-National) coincide with 'bonus' coverage of ten percent or 
more - 25 percent in 1951, 20 percent in 1957 and ten percent in 1966. 

In sum, while many of the editorials were biased towards the National party, 
this was not necessarily reflected in a disproportionate amount of reporting of 
campaign coverage for that party. 

Nationalisation 

Between 1946 and 2002, there was a clear increase in coverage of national issues 
and national candidates, for example party leaders, at the expense of local issues 
and local candidates (see Figure 7.3). 

100% 
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~ 60% 
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:;: 40% 
a. 

20% 
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Nationalisation of Election Campaign Coverage in The Herald from 1946· 2002 
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At the 1954 election, national stories accounted for just 28 percent of coverage. 
From this election onwards, however, national coverage increased dramatically 
and, by the 1975 election, it accounted for nearly 90 percent of coverage. Since 
1975, national cov_erage has only once fallen below 80 percent (in 1987) and was 
slightly over 90 percent for the 2002 election. 

How to account for this 'nationalisation' of coverage? One factor was 
undoubtedly the changes occurring in the nature of election campaigning. During 
the 1963 election, for example, there were stories about 'Nordmeyer to campaign 
by aeroplane' .15 Leaders were now flying around New Zealand to campaign rather 
than restricting themselves to road or rail. Air travel and improved roading 
enabled party leaders to visit far-flung electorates and all main city centres during 
the campaign. It made sense for party leaders or senior party MPs to campaign 
extensively outside their own local area or region; but the corollary was that 
precisely because they were the leading figures in the election, newspapers 
followed their activities wherever they went. Thus, the 1963 election saw the first 
appearance of what was to become a regular feature of newspaper campaign 
coverage, a series entitled 'The Campaign Trail', featuring leaders' itineraries and 
photographs. This series appeared again in 1981, 1987 and 1993, changing to 
'Campaign Diary' in 1999 and 'Where the Leaders are Today' in 2002. 

The nationalisation of campaign coverage is undoubtedly intertwined with the 
presidentialisation of coverage noted earlier. Evidence gathered from reporting of 
campaign meetings in the Herald shows that campaign meetings of party leaders 
gradually dominated coverage of local candidates' meetings. After 1946, more and 
more coverage of campaign meetings was devoted to party leaders. For example, 
in 1946, only 28 percent of campaign meeting coverage was dedicated to leaders' 
meetings. This decreased to 24 percent in 1951 but rose steadily from then on to 
reach more than 80 percent in the 1996, 1999 and 2002 elections. 

Local and regional candidates primarily discussed issues significant to their 
regions at their meetings (for example in 1946 local candidates discussed an 
electric railway and harbour bridge for Auckland and expanding local industry, 
while regional meetings often focused on farming, forestry, coal mining or rural 
housing). However, local and regional issues became less important to party 
platforms over time, as these were once reported on mainly in conjunction with 
candidate meetings. As reporting on local candidates declined, so too did 
reporting of the local issues they championed. 

As the party leaders' meetings became more important with time, so too did 
the issues discussed at these meetings. As the leaders came to represent the face of 
their party, the meetings also tended to have national appeal in order to appeal to 
a wider audience, such as unemployment, inflation and immigration. 

The declining importance of local campaign meetings has been witnessed in 
elections elsewhere. Reporting on British electoral change, Norris states that only 
3.8 percent of voters attended political meetings in 1992, compared with 7.9 
percent of voters in 1964.16 In Britain, as in New Zealand, public meetings 
'attracting packed crowds of enthusiastic supporters and hecklers, have declined 
to marginal significance today'. 
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Television is another significant factor in the nationalisation of newspaper 
coverage. The Herald's coverage of national news increased most dramatically in 
1963, the same year that television became an integral part of the election 
campaign, as noted in the Herald's article, 'Politicians face TV lens for first time' .17 

Norris suggests that the modernisation of campaigning has not completely 
stopped local electioneering, but instead has shifted the focus of the campaign 
battleground to the party leadership in national television studios.18 As television 
looks to the face of the party (party leaders) for party policies and because 
television provides national coverage, television encourages leaders to discuss 
topics that have a national appeal in order to gain the attention of the 'national' 
audience. 

Although other studies claim that television is not solely responsible for this 
trend towards nationalisation, there is a strong link between the beginning of 
television-based campaigning and the decline of local interest election stories in 
the Herald. It is not possible, however, to state whether this is a causal relationship. 

In summary, the Herald increasingly placed a higher value on stories with a 
national interest than on local and regional interest stories. Presidentialisation and 
television might have played a significant role in this increase, as leaders attract a 
growing and increasingly important amount of campaign coverage through 
televised campaigns. As leadership coverage increased, the focus on national 
interest stories also increased, and this has led to a decline in reporting of local 
candidate meetings coupled with a decline in reporting of local issues. 

Game vs. substance 

Figure 7.4 illustrates the volume of 'horse race' ( or 'game') and 'substance' stories 
reported on in the 1946 to 2002 elections. There has been a significant increase in 
the volume of game stories, from 29,000 cm in 1946, peaking at 86,000 cm in 1987 
and stabilising at just over 50, 000cm in 1999 and 2002. Thus the average volume of 
campaign election stories coded as 'game' has increased from approximately 
2000 cm per election during the campaigns of 1946 through 1972, to almost 
5000 cm during the ten elections from 1975 to 2002. 
The volume of substance stories has also increased fairly steadily since the late 
1940s. For example, from 1946 to 1972, the volume of substance stories averaged 
approximately 4000 cm, which increased to 7500 cm during the 1975 to 2002 
elections. However, although the volume of substantive news almost doubled 
since 1946, the volume of game news increased more, so that the proportion of 
game news relative to substantive news has increased. 
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Figure 7.4 

So, in relative terms, campaign coverage has indeed become more preoccupied 
with the 'horse race and hoopla' of the election, rather than substantive news. 

In the early campaigns, however, a large amount of substantive news was 
reported in the first few days of the campaign, or when a party released its 
manifesto and/ or policies on issues. In 1946, 75 percent of National policies and 33 
percent of Labour policies were printed in the Herald the day after each party 
began their campaign. In 1949, 80 percent of National policies and 50 percent of 
Labour policies were reported in the days after each party released their 
manifesto. Even in 1960 when campaign meeting coverage was still above 50 
percent of the election news coverage ( and issues discussed were reported on 
throughout the campaign month), 56 percent of the Labour party and 81 percent of 
National party policies for the entire campaign period, were printed on the two 
days when Labour and National began their campaign. Of this, on the opening 
day of the campaign the Herald reported substantive stories comprising 56 percent 
of Labour articles (of which 63 percent featured as headline news) and 81 percent 
of National articles (all of which were headline or page-one news). 

The results of later elections show something different. Substance articles are 
spread throughout the campaign month, with at least a couple each day. In 1996 
there were many feature articles that discussed a range of issues and stated all the 
main parties' policies on those issues. In fact, only 15 percent of substance articles 
in 1996 reported on singular (as opposed to combined) party policies. 

In summary, the majority of substance news is no longer confined to the 
opening days of the campaign, or party manifesto releases. Articles containing 
substance are now more frequent and regular, and no longer predominantly based 
on the 'he said, she said' commentaries of campaign meetings. 

Opinion polls are also part of the 'horse race and hoopla' coverage. Opinion 
polls tell the reader very little about the party, candidates or issues at stake. Polls 
are often thought to represent the media's growing preoccupation with 'winners 
and losers', and are therefore classic 'game'. The volume and number of opinion 
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POLITICAL PARTIES AND ELECTIONEERING 11 

polls in the Herald from 1946 to 2002 are shown in Figure 7.5. There were few 
opinion polls before 1969, but the number of stories relating to opinion polls rose 
steadily from two in 1972 to 18 in 1987 before jumping to a massive 30 in 1996 and 
peaking at 34 stories in 2002. These results are similar to those found by Hayward 
and Rudd for the Otago Daily Times, who also encountered a substantial surge in 
poll stories in 1996, which was maintained for the following two elections.19 

Volume and Number of Opinion Polls in The Herald from 1946-2002 
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Figure 7.5 

Although opinion polls appear to be gaining importance, with a substantial 
growth in the number and volume of stories, the placement of poll stories became 
less prominent over time. The fewer the polls, the greater the prominence the 
newspaper gave them. On average, the percentage of opinion polls to make 
headline or front-page news declined from 100 percent in 1972 to 40 percent in 
1984, 28 percent in 1987, and 11 percent in 1990. There has been a rise in the last 
four election campaigns, however, with 13 percent, 33 percent, 28 percent and 20 
percent of the stories on opinion polls being placed on the front page of the 1993, 
1996, 1999 and 2002 elections respectively. 

The data shows that the most substantial increase in both volume and number 
of opinion poll stories took place in 1996. This coincides with the introduction of 
MMP, which saw an increase in the significance of minor parties for post-election 
coalition negotiations. Hayward and Rudd found that for the Otago Daily Times, 
'in 1999, one-third of the stories focused upon the support for the Greens or the 
Alliance and the implications this had for a potential centre-left coalition.'20 

Issues 

Labour has been traditionally linked with social issues such as housing, education 
and social welfare, while National is generally associated with economic and 
finance policies. Hayward and Rudd found that, from the 1980s, there was a 
blurring of issue 'ownership' in Otago Daily Times coverage, as the Labour and 
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National parties diversified; for example, taxation may have once been considered 
a National party policy, but soon became a favourable issue for the Labour party. 

The Herald's coverage of the top five political issues from 1946 to 2002 is set out 
inAppendix Three. Housing, agriculture, and transport and public works 
dominated early campaigns. As the years progressed, education, health, 
immigration, and law and order became the most prominent election topics. 
Defence and foreign affairs and taxation were important throughout the period. 
Superimposed on these persistent issues are other issues which assumed short
term significance. For example, industrial relations was the most reported issue in 
1951 achieving 23 percent of the substantive news as a result of the waterfront 
strike that took place that year. MMP was the single most reported issue in 1993, 
accounting for 38 percent of substance news. Genetic engineering was a similarly 
salient (and equally transient?) topic in 2002. 

It is not possible to determine from this study whether or not the Herald sought 
to 'set the issue agenda' by advocating to the readers those issues the newspaper 
wanted to see command attention. 

Conclusion 

The campaign is a media circus where the 'political animals' bring much-needed 
attention from the jeering crowd. Although the fickle press can feed party 
ambitions, it can also starve them of desired media attention if the 'animal' on 
show proves unpalatable. Overall, the focus of newspaper coverage of election 
campaigns in the Herald widened its focus from news devoted to the two 
dominant parties (Labour and National) to coverage that reflected the increasing 
number of parties in the electoral race. Between 1946 and 2002, National more 
often received a greater amount of party coverage than Labour; however, the 
proportion of Labour and National party coverage progressively declined relative 
to the total amount of party coverage as other, smaller parties emerged. A greater 
focus on party leaders was evident, but this increase was gradual and showed a 
strong coincidence with growth of television ownership or television coverage, 
suggesting that television alone was not responsible for this trend towards 
presidentialisation. The introduction of new parties resulted in greater coverage of 
the leaders of small parties, and a rise in combined leader coverage. This focus on 
leadership detracted from candidate and ministerial coverage and led to greater 
nationalisation of issues and trivialisation of election coverage in general (with 
increased coverage of 'horse-race and hoopla' over any politically substantive 
news). Editorials always exhibited a strong sense of party bias, although this 
changed from editorials highly critical of Labour and strongly supportive of 
National to a more democratic stance that critiqued the policies of all parties in 
turn. 
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Appendix 2 

Complete List of Editorials - dates, titles, bias and comments, 1946 - 2002 
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1946 

Date Title 
Oct 16 Labour Campaign Opens 
Oct 18 The Farming Vote 
Oct 22 National Party Policy 
Oct 23 New Deal in Trades 
Oct24 Rearguard action 
Oct 26 Mr Atlee's Realism 
Oct 29 Policy for Farming 
Oct 30 Labour Party Manifesto 
Nov 1 Industrial Disputes 
Nov 5 Ex-Servicemen's Vote 
Nov 5 Foreign Affairs A voided 
Nov 11 Softly to Socialism 
Nov 14 Auckland Public Works 
Nov 15 Pressure on the Left 
Nov 16 Socialisation 
Nov 18 Women and the Election 
Nov 19 Labour Farming Policy 
Nov 19 
Nov20 Men and Measures 
Nov21 Inducement to Vote 
Nov21 Electioneering by Fear 
Nov22 Policy of Purpose 
Nov22 Mr Fraser's Queer Tactics 
Nov23 Labour's Hidden Agenda 
Nov25 
Nov26 The Electors Choice 

., . -~...,-- ~· ------.. -------
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Pro Anti Comment 
L Praises Fraser's leadership, although speech lacking 

L Critical of Labour farming policies 
N Praises Holland's liberal outlook and practicality 

L Critical of Labour's Import Policy 
L Criticises Nash's negative outlook 
L Critical of Labour and increased costs 
L National farming policy, critical of Labour 
L Critical of Labour ("running on past achievements, not future ahead") 
L Critical of Labour and the Unions 

L Labour sways towards Socialism 
L Critical of Minister (Semple) starting work in Wellington, not Auckland 
L Critical of Labour, country will be rules by puppets (Trade Unions) 

Labour and Socialism 
Labour, National, Women and the Election 

L Critical of Labour lack of sympathy to Farmers 
Maori Leadership and the Labour Party 

N Praises the National Party 
L Critical of Labour 
L Critical of Labour 

N Praises Holland's clear policy 
L Critical of Fraser's "queer tactics" 

Critical of Labour, Beware! 
L Critical of Nash 

N L Not a hard choice (Labour=political severity; National=stimulus and 
individual liberty) 
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Date 
Oct26 
Oct27 
Oct 28 
Oct 31 
Oct 31 
Nov 1 
Nov2 
Nov3 
Nov4 
Nov7 
Nov 10 
Nov 12 
Nov 16 
Nov 17 
Nov 18 
Nov21 
Nov22 
Nov24 

Nov25 
Nov28 
Nov29 
Nov29 

7 

Title 

~ 

• 

,,, 
" 

Political Overture in Minor Key 
Land Confiscation 
Return to Reality in Politics 
Promises to the Farmer 
Trade Unions' Tantrums 
Another Election Bonus 
Labour's Mixture as Before 

Nash Taxes Water 
A Farming Policy at Last 
Political Angles on Tax 
Socialism Permits and all That 
Socialism Breeds Law Breakers 
Labour and Western Maori 
Nash and Farming 
Political Pamphleteering 
Mr Holland's Confidence 
The Men Who Call the Tune 

Two Ways of Facing the Future 

Which Country You Are 
Maori Political Choice 

Pro 

N 

N 

N 
N 

N 

N 

N 
N 

\ .. 
y 

Anti 
L 
L 

L 

L 
L 

L 

L 
L 
L 

L 

L 

L 
L 
L 
L 

... --:, 
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Comment 
Critical of Fraser's campaign opening 
Critical of Labour 
Praises Holland's campaign opening 
Critical of Fraser's promise to Farmers 
Critical of Trade Unions, supports National's policies 
Critical of Labour 
Critical of Labour and Fraser 
Federation of Labour and National Policy 
Critical of Nash 
Praises National Farming Policy 
Critical of Nash, praises National on Tax 
Critical of Labour and Socialism 
Critical of Labour and Socialism 

Critical of Nash 

Praises Holland 
Critical of Fraser and Nash, claim that extreme Socialist radicals 
pull their strings 
Critical of Labour, Pro National 
Critical of Nash and Hackett 
Pro National, anti Labour 
Praises National for Maori 
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1951 

Date 
Augl4 
Aug 15 
Aug 15 
Aug 16 
Aug 17 
Aug 18 
Aug20 
Aug21 
Aug23 

Aug24 
Aug28 
Aug30 
Aug 31 

\. 
~~~=~~,~J-~-~~·-,------------------~-~-"-~-~"", .. , ~~ ~~-~"--- ---- ,_-- ----·---·----
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Title Pro Anti Comment 
Policy of Purpose Proclaimed N Praises Holland 
Mr Nash Promises the Universe L Critical of Nash 
Age Benefits N Supports National Policy 
Out of His Own Mouth L Critical of Nash 
Mr Nash's Dream Houses L Critical of Nash 
Election Day, Then and Now How Election days have changed over time 
Mob Rule in Action Angry at hecklers at Ministers Campaign Meeting in Wellington 
What Labour said in 1949 L Critical of Labour 
Labour Takes Refuge in L Labour Party hecklers are industrial gangsters 
Jamming 
The Hour Demands the Man Criticises hecklers at Holland meeting 
As Creeping Ivy Clings L Critical of Nash 
Birth of Social Security L Social Security was not invented soley by Labour - as they claim 
Verdict Rests With the People N Supports National, but choice is up to the voter 
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1954 
Date 
Oct 19 
Oct 20 
Oct 21 

Oct27 
Oct 28 
Nov3 
Nov4 
Nov 5 
Nov 6 
Nov8 
Nov9 
Nov 10 
Nov 11 
Nov 12 

1957 
Date 
Nov 5 
Nov6 
Nov 13 
Nov 15 
Nov20 
Nov22 
Nov25 

Nov27 
Nov29 

y 

Title 

"( 

/,.. 

Policy of Shared Prosperity 
Labour Raises the Bid 
The Great Gift of Peace in 
Industry 

,. 

Why This Election Tranquility 
NZ 1 Omill. Loan From London 
A Clear Choice for Electors 
Two Ways of Building Houses 
Labour's Shackles for Farmers 
Prices Cut Both Ways 

Policies Must be Possible 
Those Not on the Electoral Roll 
Labour Intentions Clarifies 
And Your Verdict Give 

Title 
Policy in Welfare State 
Labour Raises its Bid 
Three Party Lines on Inflation 
Men as Well as Measrues 
Politics and Diary Prices 
Political Choice Narrows 
A Mercenary View of Politics 

No Need to Change Government 
Prosperity Worth Preserving 

Pro 
N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

Pro 
N 

N 
N 

N 

N 
N 

-~~·~~"-~~----
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Anti Comment 
Prasies National policies (rather than Holland Opening) 

L Critical of Nash and Labour promises 
Industrial harmony thanks to National 

Praises Holland's courage to do so 
Not quite as bias as previous years 
National and Labour Housing oolicies, supports National 

L Critical of Labour Farming policies 
L Critical of Labour high cost of living and inflation 

Voting gauges Political Health 
SC Critical of Social Credit 

L Critical of Labour 
Voters don't gain much by a change 

Anti Comment 
National Welfare policy is more practical than Labours 

L Labour similar to Social Credit, reckless bid for votes 
Supports National policies on inflation 
Labour vs. National, supports National 

L Critical of Nash 
SC Critical of Social Credit 

Labour, National and Social Credit monetary policy, supports 
National policies 
Praises National 
Praises National 
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Date 
Nov 1 

Nov2 
Nov3 

Nov9 
Nov 10 

Nov 11 

Nov 15 
Nov 17 
Nov 18 

Nov 19 
Nov 19 
Nov21 

Nov22 
Nov23 

Nov25 

y 

Title 

_'j'. ,_ 

Labour present policy of 
moderation 

~ 

Choice between party policies 
Snails pace to build hospitals 

Labour woos the South Island 
Bank Credit by State Order 

Politcal Issues begin to 
Crystallise 
Deceptive campaign tranquility 
Tackling the Car Shortage 
Election Magic in research 

Choice for first time voters 
I don't want to tell you 
Taxpayer and voter are the same 
man 
Railway strike threat withdrawn 
Political performances on record 

The Conflicting Images of 
Leadership 

<-
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Pro Anti 
L 

N 
N L 

L 
L 

N L 

N 
L 

N 
L 

N 

N SC 

--._ _,., 

Comment 

\> 
;.·· 

_,-- l 

Surprised by the narrowing of the gap between the two main parties 
and by Labour policies which are not so socialist anymore, 
supportive of Labour polices 
Focus on National policies, fairly non bias of two parties 
Slightly critical of Labour Minister's denial of attack by National 
candidate that hospitals are not being provided 
Slightly critical of Labour's efforts to woo the South Island 
Slightly critical of Nordmeyer and his comments on curbing 
inflation 
Comments on the campaign so far and claims that National 
campaign is a little better, whilst Nash is on the defensive 
Claims that the parties are moving to the centre, non bias 
Praises Holyoake's policy providing more vehicles 
Claims the government is willing to back scientific research to buy 
votes 
Hints that you should vote National as it will offer the best freedom 
Claims Nash is sitting on the fence and is coy about his ideas 
Claims tax has been the dominant issue 

Labour is probably relieved that the threat of strike is withdrawn 
Voters to make choice but trust is important thus supporting 
National but not openly bias, sneaky! 
Critical of SC, claims election has been based on leadership and 
concludes that Holyoake deserves the chance now to lead, fairly non 
bias between two main parties 
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1963 

Date Title 
Nov 5 Mr Holyoake Steps up the Pace 

Nov6 Planned Bankruptsy by Labour 
Nov 8 Impact of Wool boom on Politics 
Nov 15 Concern Over French Nuclear 

Plans 
Nov 18 Slow pace of election campaign 
Nov21 
Nov22 Secrecy of the Ballot 
Nov26 No Time to Squander Votes 
Nov28 Labour's Blandishments for 

Farmers 
Nov28 Fisherman's Luck 
Nov29 Last Word Rests with Electors 

~-~.........,._,~ 
-v' 

Pro Anti 
N 

L 

L 

N 
L 

N 

"---<, r· "'-"' V --

Comment 
Focus on National continuing successful economic polities of past 
three years 
accompanied by satirical cartoon on Labour Black Budget 
Non bias 

Non bias 
Critical of Labour election promises 

Supports National 
Critical of Labour agricultural policies 

Non bias 
Supportive of National 
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1966 

Date Title Pro 
Nov 1 Manifesto of Political N 

Responsibility 
Nov2 Muted Tone of Labour Policy 
Nov3 Progress Seen as Disaster 
Nov4 Regional Development of 

Industry 
Nov8 Contrast in Economic Policy 

Nov9 No Future for State Shipping 
Nov 14 Fundamental Election Issues N 
Nov 15 Arbitration Rejected 
Nov 16 Political Judgement on Merit N 
Nov 19 Techniques in Modern Elections 

Nov22 Danger of Wishful Blindness N 

Nov24 Capacity for Cabinet rank N 

Nov25 Last Look at Election Issues 

" 

Anti 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

-l 
~ " . ". .. 9 ., 

Comment 

Slightly critical of Labour, claim they need to clarify their policies 

Slightly critical of Labour policies, but voters must read small print 
to understand this 

Slightly critical of Labour 
The country needs good government and recommends National 
Elections not what they were and no party has yet to make them 
what they should be 
No mention of any parties, but repeats National's idea thus slightly 
pro National 
Important to study Labour record and be careful voting, thus show 
support for Nat 
Critical of Kirk 
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1969 

Date Title 
Nov4 National Party Looks Ahead 
Nov 5 Labour Promises to Spend 
Nov6 Social Credibility 
Nov7 Local Issues Weigh With Voters 
Nov 10 Mr Kirk's Missing Millions 
Nov21 Stronger Police Force Desire 
Nov22 Centre for Maori Studies 
Nov24 Immigration Policv 
Nov26 Foreign Aid Reasonable 
Nov27 Election Issues Take Final Shape 
Nov28 Decision Now Rests With Voters 

1972 

Date Title 
Oct 31 National, Is it Enough? 
Nov 1 Labour, Is it Too Much? 
Nov2 Third Hat in the Ring 
Nov2 Politics by Image 
Nov7 Subdued Election Campaign 
Nov 8 The Dry Creek Campaign 
Nov9 The Robin Hood Syndrome 
Nov 13 Halfway in the Campaign 
Nov 17 Level Pegging in Election 
Nov23 No Heroes and No Villains 
Nov24 Them- and Now Us 

'< 
i 

Pro Anti 
N 

SC 

L 

Pro Anti 

" v >-
\1 .. " 

Comment 
Praises National 

Critical of Social Credit 

Critical of Kirk 
On Labour promises 
On Labour promises 

Comment 

On Social Credit, non bias 
Leaders TV Campaign, non bias 
Election is dull so far, non bias 
On both Labour and National, non bias 
On Labour Tax Policy, fairly non bias 
Nothing exciting yet, non bias 
Labour and National fairly even, non bias 
On campaign, non bias even on third parties 
On campaign, non bias towards three leaders 
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1975 

Date Title Pro 
Nov 12 Now a Vote For Baby 
Nov 18 Diverting the Campaign 
Nov 19 High Flying Figures 
Nov20 The Invisible Thief 
Nov21 Politicians Lay an Egg 
Nov24 Local Issues Eclipsed 
Nov25 Politics at the Top 
Nov25 Slide in Health Services 
Nov28 From Shapeless Tumult to 

Decision 

1978 

Date Title Pro 
Nov 1 Policy by Drip Feed Method L 
Nov2 An Ethereal Election 
Nov8 Values Revive Old Spectre 
Nov 8 Imitations of Apathy 
Nov 18 Personality Cult in Politics 
Nov24 Plain Election Issues for 

Decision 

-'>,:-
·'!"---

Anti 
L 

L 

Anti 

V 

\,._, 

1~-- ~---~ 
~ V " 

Comment 
Critical of Labour family policy 
On the Hazards of Personality Politics 
On Labour and National Leaders budgeting, non bias 
On the two leaders and inflation, non bias 
On the leaders TV Campaign 
Issues becoming more nationalised, non bias 
On National and Labour, non bias 
Critical of the current Labour government Health service 
On Labour, National, Social Credit and Values, fairly non bias 

Comment 
Labour and National opening, slightly pro Labour 
Lack of Detailed Policies, non bias 
On the Values Party, only slightly critical 
Voters are becoming more apathetic 
... has dominated this election 
On the campaign, no bias 
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1981 

Date Title Pro 
Nov 5 Managing the Deficit N 
Nov6 Parties Lined up For Election 

Battle 
Nov7 Mr Rowling Hits Right Note L 
Nov 10 Labour and the Unions 
Nov 10 Lobbying by Local Bodies 
Nov 11 Giving Him the Creidt N 
Nov 16 The Score at Halftime 

Nov24 Overseas Spending Tax 
Nov27 Power in the Hands of Voters 

1984 

Date Title Pro 
June 26 Imports and Politics L 
June 27 Not a Promising Start 
June 28 The Right Rhetoric L 
June 29 The Politics of Super L 
June 29 Mr Beetham Makes His Pitch SC 
June 30 Fancifully to Vote 
July 2 National on Defence 
July 2 Borrowing at Lower rates 
July 4 Bias in the Newspaper 
July 6 Hard facts at Kinleith L 
July 7 Bad but Still Best 
July 7 Reform of Parliament Overdue L 
July 9 Parties in Final Weeks L 

·~ y 
\7 

Anti 

L 

Anti 

N 
N 

,. ::.- y .-I> \.-

Comment 
Only slightly pro National 
On the leaders presenting the parties politics, fairly non bias 

Praises Row ling 
National is questioning Labour, but Editor shows no bias 

On Muldoon and Finance, only slightly pro National 
National, Labour and Social Credit so far, on bias account of 
election campaign 
Slightly critical of Labour's tax proposal 
Non bias on the three main parties and their leaders 

Comment 
Slightly pro Lange 
Non bias on Muldoon and Lange 
Lange had a good opening, but can he keep it? 
On 'Super', slightly supportive of Labour initiatives 
Supportive of Social Credit 
Compares elections to fairytales 
Claims National is on the backfoot, doubts National ability 
Critiques National borrowing 
Replies to Bob Jones (NZP) call of paper bias 
Praises Lange slightly 
On democracy 
Supports Labour 
Slight support shown to Lange 
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1987 

Date Title Pro 
July 22 Mr Bolger Kicks off 
July 24 Electoral Defaulters 
July 25 National's natty act" 
July 29 Leaders set the tone 
July 30 A Political Obsession 
July 30 Hopefully to the Polls 
Aug 3 Exploiting Law and Order 

Aug4 Yes to Pacific Island MPs L 

Aug5 Just Like the Coassacks 
Aug5 All Sweetness and Boredom 
Aug7 Redirecting largeness 
Aug 8 No Privilege for Propaganda 

Aug 8 Wild Charges insult voters 
Aug 11 Referendums Pledged L 
Aug 12 Overdue But Welcome 
Aug 13 Electoral Fussiness 
Aug 14 Largely a Referendum on 

Rogernomics 

.. y 

" 

Anti 

LIN 

L 
N 

I> r ~ ~-
~ L ~ 

Comment 

Considering compulsory election registration 

Politics and broadcasting 
Losers as well as winners 
Critical of Police Unions steps to advertise, police should not be 
politicised 
Supportive of Labour MP Prebbles' need for more Pacific Island 
MPs 
Critical of both leaders and Anzus 
Comments on lack of heckling and boring candidates 
Slightly critical of Minister Tapsell' s redirection of Lotto profits 
MPs should justify their spending on mailouts, critical of Nat 
candidate 
Slightly critical of political attacks, claims they insult voters 
Course proposed by Lange should be welcomed 

Predicts return of Labour on basis of domestic economic 
performance 
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1990 

Date Title Pro 
Oct 1 Sounds from the Stump 
Oct 3 Battling Against Odds L 
Oct 3 Positive Removal of Barriers N 
Oct4 Ahead but who Pays 
Oct 6 Just Like Circus Dogs 
Oct 6 The Good, The Bad, The 

Awkward 
Oct 8 Who Really expects Labour to 

Win? 
Oct 12 Fairly Corker Country 
Oct 12 Politicking on the Beat 
Oct 15 Restraint Not to Be Scorned 
Oct 16 Odd Card in the Campaign Deck 
Oct 17 Why Unseemly Haste? 
Oct 17 Misleading at Public Expense 
Oct 18 Finishing the Reforms 
Oct 20 Not the Time to Buckle 
Oct 24 Quite Enough For Now 
Oct 25 Target Govt Spending 
Oct 26 When the Tumult Fades 

V 
",.· 

Anti 

N 

N 
L 
L 

~,,. .\-' "" V ~ J.. 1--

Comment 
On the openings, non bias 
Shows slight support for Moore, the 'underdog' 
Supports Bolger slightly on Trade policy 
Bolger is ahead, but questions at what cost 
On the election Circus 
Anti(?) National's 'super' tax cut 

Non bias 

Fairly no bias 
Critical of Trade Unions' tactics of Fear 
Slightly critical of Bolger 
Slightly critical of Moore 
Slightly critical of Labour government's haste 
Non bias 
On Labour broadcasting policies, non bias 
On exchange rates, National could tackle? 
On Parties rejecting a four year term 
Moore and Bolger and government spending, no bias 
Campaign dull, National likely to win, no bias 
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1993 

Date Title Pro Anti 
Oct 12 Set to Rise or Fall N 
Oct 12 Time Tarnishes Noble First 
Oct 15 Exae:e:erating Indecision Factor 
Oct 22 Deep in Art of Taxes 
Oct25 Unions Read it Well L 
Oct26 Close Only on Paper 
Oct26 Please So Not Read My Lips 
Oct27 Exploiting Ignorance 
Oct29 Just Another Reform 
Oct 30 Nominees, too, affect Voting 
Nov4 Fair Representation Reason 

Enough 
Nov 5 Now For The Decision That 

Can't Be Wrong 

,, 
V T \"..), 'l ~ ).. 

Comment 
Slightly critical of National on Maori seats promise 
On 'super' policy, non bias 
On the election polls, fact or fiction 
Labour and National on taxes, fairly non bias 
Anti Labour employment contracts policy 
National likely to win, non bias 
On the election, non bias 
Supports Shirtcliffe' s anti MMP stand 
Slightly pro MMP 
On Opinion Polls 
Supports political reform referendum 

On Parties and Leaders, no bias 
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1996 

Date Title Pro 
Sept 17 Tight two sided race N 
Sept 19 An embrace to avoid 
Sept 20 Love's labours not lost 
Sept 23 One misdirected call 

Sept 23 Threat to natural justice 

Sept 26 Peters shows his sty le 

Sept 27 Obscuring the military role 
Sept 28 Second Oldest profession 
Oct 1 Worms and Wasted Ire 

Oct 2 Health harmony near N 

Oct 7 With friends like ... L 

Oct 8 Under Labour's sights 

Oct 10 Defence: hidden issue 
Oct 10 Let the Worm Never Return 

Oct 11 Now to the Ballot box N 

... 

Anti 

Al 

L 

NZF 

N 

N 

L 

1--" t-
"' ~ ·~ .. 

Comment 
Suggests allies for National supporters, only slight Nat bias 
Slightly critical of Alliance 

Slightly critical of Shirtcliffe's comments but merely misdirected, 
onMMP/FFP 
Critical of Mike Moore's crime and punishment debate, but not 
necessarily of Labour 
Critical of Peters "leave him where U-turns and tantrums can do 
less damage" 
Slightly critical of Bolger, National defence issues are low 
On politics in general 
Slightly critical of Bolger' s complaining about TV worm 
"National must stop whinging and start winning" 
Slightly supportive of National health policies, suggesting, what 
more can they do? 
Slightly supportive of Helen Clark in regards to comments made 
by Lange 
On Labour's education policy, final line, "Labour is making a 
mistake" 
Defence has been a non-issue but should not be overlooked 
First it was opinion polls, now it's the worm ... "In future let their 
(viewers) judgement not be distracted" 
Supports National government "astonished if we dump a 
government that has enjoyed a term of rapid growth etc .. and 
astonished we may be". 
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1999 

Date Title 
Nov2 Leaders Showing Little 

Inspiration 
Nov3 Change Students Cost With Care 
Nov4 Labour's Policy is all About. .. 
Nov5 Policy Blitz Clouds Election 

Issues 
Nov 5 Politicians and the Media Have 

to Be Careful 
Nov9 And MMP Would Be a Lost 

Cause 
Nov 12 Stand By For Fiscal Fun and 

Games 
Nov 13 Its Helpful To Take the Pulse 
Nov 16 A Clear Public Right to Know 
Nov 19 Labour With Just One Week to 

Go 
Nov24 Lesson From the Watchdog 
Nov 24 Public Must Decide on MMP 
Nov25 Risks in Reducing Number of 

MP's 
Nov26 And Now for the Voters Verdict 

:/'. ~ ~ C 

Pro Anti Comment 
Non bias 

Non bias 

NZF Critical of Winston Peters 

Non Bias 

On opinion polls 
On NZF candidate's charges 

On Labour and Education 

Non bias 
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2002 

Date Title Pro Anti 
July 1 Let's See Dream House Plan L 

July 2 Greens Always a Danger G 
July 4 Greens' GM Stand a Cop-out G 
July 5 Inflation Still the Enemy L 

July 6 Tired in the Higher Court of 
Morality 

July 8 Voice of People Content 

July 9 No Call for Clark to Invoke Law L 
July 12 Reason Gives Way to Fear 
July 16 No Cause to Fear Migrants NZF 
July 17 Smaller Parties all the go N 
July 22 Economy Still at the Core 

July 26 Stability in Doubt After Odd L 
Campaign 

V ~ r ~ 

)- I> Y' 

Comment 
Critical of Labour, National will not win, but they may bring Labour 
down a little 
Critical of Green Party, claim 'the Greens will ieopardise stability' 
Critical of Greens 
Mostly about the reserve bank, but critical of Cullen and Labour if 
they are voted in 
Clark was wrong to sign painting done by someone else, but lets get 
over the criminal persecution thing 
TV put an end to public meetings, OK to be content, but not 
complacent 
Critical of Clark 
Critical of anti-GM activist (anti green?) 
Slightly critical of Peters and his immigration scare tactics 
Critical of National's campaigning, sounds like NZF and Act 
Need to think carefully about economy, no party has really talked 
about their economic policies 
Labour has done OK, but comes down to coalition, parties have 
history to look back and not forward 
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20th March 2002 

Sarah Sharp 
c/o Drs J. Hayward & C. Rudd 
Department of Political Studies 
University of Otago 
PO Box 56 
DUNEDIN 

Dear Sarah 

Appendix 3 

Thank you for your inquiry regarding past editor's of the New Zealand Herald. 

Please find following details; 

EDITOR 
William Berry 
William Douglas 
William Lane 
Robert Hackett (known as Sandy) 
Sir Leslie Munro 
Harold Bell 
Orton Hintz 
John Hardingham 
Allan Cole 
Peter Scherer 
Gavin Ellis 

SERVED 
1875 - 1903 
1903 - 1913 
1913 - 1917 
1917 - 1942 
1942 - 1951 
1951 - 1958 
1958 - 1969 
1969 - 1979 
1979 - 1985 
1985 - 1996 
1996 - 1999 (currently Editor-in-Chief) 

Sarah I hope this helps with your masters thesis on Election campaign coverage from 
1946-1999. 

All the best with your studies. 

Kind regards 

Zena Lindsay 
PA TO EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
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Appendix 4 

An example of a completed coding sheet for 1946. 
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Date Size Game Su .. , Topic Geo Focus Anthro Focus 

16/10/1946 325 

16/10/1946 58 Substance 1e National Party 

16/10/1946 30 Game National Leader 

16/10/1946 

16/10/1946 440 Game Local Leader 

16/10/1946 41 Game 1b National Party 

16/10/1946 50 Substance 1q National Party 

16/10/1946 60 Substance 2b National Party 

16/10/1946 61 Substance lo National Party 

16/10/1946 115 Substance 3b National Party 

16/10/1946 52 Substance le National Party 

16/10/1946 55 Substance lk National Party 

16/10/1946 50 Substance 4a National Party 

16/10/1946 66 Game ln National Newspaper 

16/10/1946 50 Substance la National Party 

16/10/1946 121 Game Local Leader 

16/10/1946 107 

16/10/1946 85 Game 3b National Interest Group 

16/10/1946 30 Game Regional Leader 

16/10/1946 28 Game National Newspaper 

16/10/1946 Leader 

17/10/1946 66 Game 2c National Candidate 

17/10/1946 218 Game 2b Regional Leader 

17/10/1946 129 Game Local Party 

17/10/1946 77 Game lh Regional Party 

17/10/1946 77 Game Local Party 

17/10/1946 36 Game Regional Leader 

17/10/1946 116 Game lh National Minister 

17/10/1946 58 Game Regional Leader 

17/10/1946 60 Game Local Candidate 

18/10/1946 35 Game Local Candidate 

18/10/1946 200 

18/10/1946 Leader 

18/10/1946 151 Game 3e Regional Leader 

'V 

Party nside Sto ... 

Editorial 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

National 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

Lab+Nat 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

Labour 

National 

National 

Editorial 

Labour 

Labour 

l-

Photo 

Photo 

~ 
' ,-. 

l:$ackground 

Cartoon 

Background 

Cartoon 

,.. 

comments 

praises Fraser's leadership, although speech lacking 

9pm radio chimes silenced during PM radio broadcast 

satirical election 

CM- Fraser opens campaign 

import licensing 

Auckland Harbour Bridge 

defense 

private enterprise 

CM- Cheering and clapping 

large# still not on rolls 

Fed farmers critical of Fraser's speech 

Fraser to tour Northland 

Maori independants candidates 

4 photos of Fraser shaking hands,speaking, elderly a1 

Nat cand. critical of Min of Housing 

CM- Whangarei 

CM 

CM- on Coal mining 

Candidate still overseas 

f\l::u::h /J:"in:::anrc '\ nn Ct-::d·c ('\ii rnrnn:::an\l 

CM- Fraser critises National 

CM- Rotorua 

Nat Cand for Tamaki 

critical of Lab farm policies 

Fraser trying to bribe a cow+farmer 

CM- in Northland 
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Date Size Game~Su ... Topic Geo Focus Anthro Focus Party nside Sto ... Photo Background comments 

18/10/1946 41 Game Regional Leader Labour 

18/10/1946 49 Game 3e Regional Leader Labour Native Land Issues 

18/10/1946 30 Game Regional Leader Labour NgaPuhi give tribal membership to Fraser 

18/10/1946 44 Game National Leader Lab+Nat Leaders addresses on radio 

18/10/1946 201 Game 3e Regional Leader Labour CM- Kaikohe 

18/10/1946 85 Game Local Candidate Communi CM- claims,.our job to spur Labour along, not put Nat 

18/10/1946 19 Game National Party Lab+Nat N&L cands to address radio aud. tonight 

18/10/1946 16 Game National Party Labour 

18/10/1946 118 Game Local Candidate Labour Photo CM- photo of candidate speaking 

18/10/1946 55 Game Local Party Lab+Nat organising campaign 

18/10/1946 113 Game ln Local Candidate Labour CM 

18/10/1946 105 Game ln Local Candidate Labour CM 

19/10/1946 190 Game Regional Leader Labour CM- Dargaville 

19/10/1946 55 Game Sc Regional Leader Labour CM- Dargaville 

19/10/1946 41 Game 2c Regional Leader Labour CM- Dargaville 

19/10/1946 28 Game Regional Leader Labour PM tour of North ends 

19/10/1946 99 Game National Candidate National CM- Tauranga 

19/10/1946 85 Game 6a Local Minister Labour Parry (Internal Affairs) on sports broadcasts 

19/10/1946 66 Game Local Candidate Labour CM- critical of Nat 

19/10/1946 50 Game Local Candidate Labour Street Cnr meeting 

19/10/1946 127 Game Local Candidate National CM 

19/10/1946 30 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

19/10/1946 30 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

19/10/1946 105 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM- Franklin 

19/10/1946 146 Game ln Local Candidate Labour CM 

19/10/1946 14 Game Local Candidate National CM 

19/10/1946 44 Game National Candidate Labour CM 

19/10/1946 338 Leader National Advertisement 
l\r{ fr\t" l-lnll~nrl 

21/10/1946 Lab+Nat Cartoon Satirical - campaign boxing ring 

21/10/1946 148 Substance 2d National Party Labour CM- Dunedin on education 

22/10/1946 330 Party Labour Advertisement Ad for Labour election policy on radio tonight 

22/10/1946 278 Editorial National party policy, praises Holland's liberal outlool 

22/10/1946 234 Substance 2c National Party National Passpo PP of Holland 

22/10/1946 Leader Lab+Nat Cartoon Fraser & Holland in the boxing ring - Holland is policy 
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Date Size Game_su ... Topic Geo Focus Anthro Focus Party Inside Sto ... Photo Background Comments 

22/10/1946 286 Game National Leader National 

22/10/1946 39 Substance 3b National Party National 

22/10/1946 50 Substance le National Party National 

22/10/1946 66 Substance lg National Party National Trade of farm produce & manufacturing goods 

22/10/1946 63 Substance 3a National Party National 

22/10/1946 22 Substance National Party National Profit sharing with workers 

22/10/1946 85 Substance 2a National Party National 

22/10/1946 28 Substance ln National Party National 

22/10/1946 85 Game National Leader National 

22/10/1946 74 Game National Party National Licencing 

22/10/1946 25 Substance 7a National Party National 

22/10/1946 27 Substance National Party National Rehabilation 

22/10/1946 30 Substance 3g National Party National Women & children (or family) 

22/10/1946 11 Substance 3f National Party National 

22/10/1946 74 Substance 3b National Party National 

22/10/1946 33 Substance National Party National Land settlement 

22/10/1946 52 Substance lp National Party National 

22/10/1946 19 Substance 4a National Party National Defence 

22/10/1946 30 Substance lo National Party National Finance 

22/10/1946 47 Substance le National Party National 

22/10/1946 55 Substance 2d National Party National 

22/10/1946 22 Substance 2a National Party National 

22/10/1946 28 Substance 2b National Party National 

22/10/1946 19 Substance 1d National Party National 

22/10/1946 33 Substance lk National Party National 

22/10/1946 11 Substance 11 National Party National 

22/10/1946 so Substance 3a National Party National 

22/10/1946 11 Substance 3i National Party NcJtional civil service 

22/10/1946 25 Substance 6c National Party National broadcasting 

22/10/1946 44 Substance 3e National Party National 

22/10/1946 30 Substance 1k National Party National public works 

22/10/1946 25 Game National Leader Labour CM- Dunedin 

22/10/1946 72 Game Local Candidate Lab+Nat CM- for Mt Albert, clean fight promised 

22/10/1946 83 Game Local Minister Labour CM (Internal Affairs) 
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Date Size Game Su ... Topic Geo Focus Anthro Focus Party inside Sta ... Photo Background Comments 

22/10/1946 110 Game lo Local Candidate Labour CM- on Finanace policy 

23/10/1946 99 Editorial critical of Labour Import policy 

23/10/1946 259 Game National Minister Labour Nash (Finance) critical of Hollands proposals 

23/10/1946 121 Game Local Candidate National CM- candidate backs Holland 

23/10/1946 113 Game Local Candidate National CM 
23/10/1946 60 Game National Leader National Photo photos of Holland speaking, of audience. H on tour 

23/10/1946 94 Game National Candidate National CM 

23/10/1946 118 Game Local Candidate National CM 

23/10/1946 19 Game Local Candidate National CM 

23/10/1946 99 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 
23/10/1946 72 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

23/10/1946 107 Game 3b Regional Candidate National CM 
23/10/1946 206 Game Local Party LabNat&ot Series Passpo On Arch hill seat, candidates, reviews. 3pp 

24/10/1946 253 Editorial critisises Nash for negative outlook 

24/10/1946 Minister Lab+Nat Cartoon critical look at Nash's promises 

24/10/1946 165 Game 2c Local Party Lab+Nat Series housing in Aki central-- Election review 

24/10/1946 170 Substance 2b National Leader Labour CM- Invercargill 

24/10/1946 77 Game 3d Local Candidate Labour CM- Remuera, on Super 

24/10/1946 38 Game Local Candidate Communi CM 
24/10/1946 30 Game National Newspaper Maori Electors-determination of caste 

24/10/1946 69 Game lk National Minister Labour CM- Semple (Works) in Chch 

24/10/1946 88 Game 2c National Candidate Labour CM 
24/10/1946 88 Game National Candidate National CM 
24/10/1946 55 Game 2c National Leader Labour CM-Dunedin 

24/10/1946 25 Game 2c Regional Candidate Labour CM-Rodney 
24/10/1946 121 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 
24/10/1946 36 Game Local Candidate National CM 
25/10/1946 330 Party Labour Advertisement Vote Labour ad 

25/10/1946 116 Game 2c National Leader National CM- Wellington 

25/10/1946 94 Game lq Regional Candidate National CM 

25/10/1946 96 Game National Candidate Labour CM- Tauranga 

25/10/1946 19 Game Local Candidate National CM 

25/10/1946 116 Game National Leader National CM- attacks Nash 

25/10/1946 113 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM- Hauraki 
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25/10/1946 60 Game National Leader Labour CM- Oamaru 

25/10/1946 30 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM- Piako 

25/10/1946 118 Game 3b Regional Candidate National CM- Raglan 

25/10/1946 80 Game Local Candidate National CM 

25/10/1946 47 Game 4b Local Candidate Labour CM 

25/10/1946 39 Game lg Local Candidate Labour CM 

25/10/1946 149 Game National Interest Group Nat.Council of Churches claims no bias 

25/10/1946 102 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM- Hamilton 

25/10/1946 83 Game 3b Local Candidate National CM- Waitakere 

25/10/1946 72 Game 3g Local Candidate National CM- (Women) on women and housing 

25/10/1946 179 Game Regional Candidate Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election Reviews #3-Waikato, 2pp 

25/10/1946 ??? Game Local Candidate Labour Photo CM- in Remuera 

26/10/1946 330 Party Labour Advertisement Vote Labour ad 

26/10/1946 107 Editorial critical of Labour+increased costs 

26/10/1946 107 Game Regional Candidate National CM- Piako 

26/10/1946 60 Game National Leader Labour CM- Waimate 

26/10/1946 30 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

26/10/1946 36 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

26/10/1946 135 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

26/10/1946 176 Game Regional Candidate Lab+Nat Series Election Reviews#4 Raglan 

28/10/1946 170 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Campaign Speeched in coming month-list 

28/10/1946 22 Game National Candidate National CM- Against Communism 

28/10/1946 19 Game Local Party National 

28/10/1946 11 Game National Leader National CM- Upper Hutt 

28/10/1946 11 Game National Candidate National 

28/10/1946 11 Game National Candidate National 

28/10/1946 16 Game National Candidate National 

28/10/1946 25 Game National Candidate National 

28/10/1946 195 Game National Party Lab+Nat 

28/10/1946 41 Game Local Candidate Labour CM- speaks from his car 

28/10/1946 69 Game National Leader Lab+Nat 

28/10/1946 52 Game 2c Regional Candidate National CM- Bay of Plenty 

28/10/1946 105 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM 

28/10/1946 187 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Series Election review#S -Eden seat 
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29/10/1946 330 Party National Photo Advertisement Vote Nat,. photo of Holland, Leadership 

29/10/1946 330 Party Labour Advertisement Vote Labour- Housing 

29/10/1946 270 Editorial Nat Farming, critical of Lab farm 

29/10/1946 41 Substance 3b National Party National Holland @CM-Hamilton 

29/10/1946 52 Substance lg National Party National on trade with Britain 

29/10/1946 47 Game Sb National Leader National 

29/10/1946 66 Game 2c National Leader National 

29/10/1946 149 Game lp National Leader National industry+production 

29/10/1946 44 Game le National Leader National 

29/10/1946 52 Game 3a National Leader National 

29/10/1946 110 Game National Leader National CM- Hamilton 

29/10/1946 44 Game 3b National Leader National CM- Land ownership 

29/10/1946 28 Game 3b National Candidate Labour CM- on fixing dairy prices 

29/10/1946 193 Game Regional Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election Review#6 Farming Issues in Piako, 2pp 

30/10/1946 330 Party National Advertisement by Aki Chamber of Commerce to vote against Social ii 

30/10/1946 270 Editorial critical of Labour Party Manifesto 

30/10/1946 Leader Lab+Nat Cartoon satircal of two leaders and their manifestos 

30/10/1946 58 Substance lo National Party Labour reduction of Debt 

30/10/1946 63 Substance 2c National Party Labour 

30/10/1946 53 Substance 2b National Party Labour 

30/10/1946 127 Substance 3e National Party Labour 

30/10/1946 72 Substance lp National Party Labour 

30/10/1946 58 Substance lk National Party Labour Public Works 

30/10/1946 80 Substance lh National Party Labour Mining 

30/10/1946 110 Substance ln National Party Labour 

30/10/1946 28 Game lk Local Candidate Labour CM- on local ferry transport 

30/10/1946 99 Game 3b National Leader Labour CM- Chch on dairy prices 

30/10/1946 41 Game National Interest Group 
1 lnitorl Mino \MnrVarc I lninn t-n ::dlnr::::.t-o fi1nrlc fnr rnm 

30/10/1946 47 Game National Minister Labour CM- Semple (Works) in New Plymouth 

30/10/1946 22 Game Regional Candidate National CM 

30/10/1946 105 Game Regional Candidate National CM- on Land Development 

30/10/1946 88 Game Regional Candidate National Photo CM- Gooseman criticises Nash, photos of G speaking 

30/10/1946 28 Game Local Candidate National CM 

30/10/1946 116 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 
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30/10/1946 50 Game 3b National Minister Labour CM- Nash 

30/10/1946 55 Game Local Party National 

30/10/1946 105 Game 4a Local Candidate National CM- External Affairs 

30/10/1946 237 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Passpo Election Review#7-Tamaki, 2pp 

31/10/1946 330 Party National Advertisement Vote Nat ad 

31/10/1946 137 Substance le National Leader National CM- in Taranaki 

31/10/1946 113 Game Local Candidate National CM 

31/10/1946 66 Game 2c Local Candidate Labour CM 
31/10/1946 66 Game 2e Local Candidate National CM- Rehabilitation 

31/10/1946 47 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

31/10/1946 63 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

31/10/1946 91 Game 1n Local Candidate Labour CM 
31/10/1946 52 Game 2c Regional Candidate National CM- Rodney-rural housing 

31/10/1946 179 Game National Leader Labour CM- Wellington, criticises Nat 

31/10/1946 72 Game Local Candidate Labour CM- Cost of Living 

31/10/1946 91 Game Local Candidate National CM- Gooseman on Cost of Living 

31/10/1946 36 Game Local Candidate National CM 
31/10/1946 127 Game National Party Lab+Nat Series Campaign Notes 

31/10/1946 113 Game Regional Candidate National CM- Hamilton on Burden for wives with Increased pri, 

31/10/1946 28 Game 1k National Candidate Labour CM- Interisland ferry service 

31/10/1946 110 Game Regional Minister Labour CM- Semple (Works) in Hamilton 

31/10/1946 14 Game lk Local Candidate Labour CM- Telephone demand 

31/10/1946 165 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election Review #8-Waitakere, 2pp 

1/11/1946 330 Party National Advertisement Nat party Broadcasts 

1/11/1946 107 Editorial Industrial disputes, critical of Labour + unions 

1/11/1946 206 Game le National Party LabNat&ot On Maori seats 

1/11/1946 60 Game National Candidate National CM- Tauranga 

1/11/1946 69 Game Local Leader Democrati CM 
1/11/1946 80 Game 3e National Leader National CM- Wanganui, on Maori health 

1/11/1946 Minister Labour Cartoon satirical at Semple 

1/11/1946 63 Game Local Candidate National CM- Land Sales Act 

1/11/1946 121 Game Local Party National Series Campaign Notes 

1/11/1946 55 Game 3b Local Candidate Labour CM 
1/11/1946 116 Game 2c Local Candidate National CM 
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1/11/1946 74 Background Steasy enrolments, lists close soon 

1/11/1946 55 Game 4b Local Candidate Labour CM 

1/11/1946 121 Game ln Local Candidate National Photo CM 

1/11/1946 94 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

1/11/1946 33 Game ln Local Candidate Labour CM 

1/11/1946 121 Game lh National Leader Labour CM- Wellington, talking abour issue/Aki gas 

1/11/1946 193 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election review #9 Mt.Albert- 2pp 

1/11/1946 330 3d Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab- Elderly 

2/11/1946 165 Game 3e Local Newspaper Maori Seats 

2/11/1946 66 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM 

2/11/1946 44 Game National Leader National CM- Levin 

2/11/1946 28 Game Local Minister Labour Nash in Aki for CM 

2/11/1946 99 Game Local Candidate Ind lab CM 

2/11/1946 83 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

2/11/1946 44 Game Regional Candidate National CM- Thames 

2/11/1946 63 Game 2d Local Candidate National CM- attacks Lab ed. policy 

2/11/1946 94 Game National Party Lab+Nat Series Campaign notes 

2/11/1946 41 Game ln Local Candidate Labour CM 

2/11/1946 187 Game Regional Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election Review#lO- Hamilton, 2pp 

4/11/1946 330 lp Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab ad -Industrial Progress 

4/11/1946 330 Party National Advertisement Vote Nat ad -List of Local Candidates 

4/11/1946 234 Game Local Party Lab+Nat on election campaigning 

4/11/1946 206 Game National Leader Lab+Nat Leaders +candidates campaign in Wellington 

4/11/1946 33 Game Local Minister Labour CM- Nash 

4/11/1946 55 Game lo National Leader National CM- Chch 

4/11/1946 55 Game 2b National Candidate National CM- Wgtn 

4/11/1946 187 Game Regional Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Electoin Review#ll, Waitomo, 2pp 

4/11/1946 Candidate National Photo Nat Cand in boat rowing to CM 

5/11/1946 347 Party National Advertisement Vote Nat ad -more for the Home, picture of Housewif1 

5/11/1946 269 Editorial After the exservicemen's vote 

5/11/1946 94 Editorial Foriegn Affairs avoided 

5/11/1946 410 Game ln Local Minister Labour CM- Nash 

5/11/1946 234 Game ln Local Minister Labour CM- Nash 

5/11/1946 138 Game National Candidate National CM- Tauranga 
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5/11/1946 30 Game 2c Local Candidate National CM 

5/11/1946 66 Game Local Candidate National CM 

5/11/1946 113 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

5/11/1946 99 Ga!Tle Local Candidate National CM- on Harbour bride 

5/11/1946 80 Game le National Leader National CM- Chch on Petrol tax 

5/11/1946 77 Background Supplementary roles 

5/11/1946 8 Background Parliament dissolved 

5/11/1946 55 Game Local Candidate National CM- critises Lab party funds 

5/11/1946 17 Game National Candidate Ind lab Candidate withdraws in Invercargill 

5/11/1946 121 Game 2a National Minister Labour CM- Nash 

5/11/1946 41 Game Regional Candidate National CM-Hamilton 

5/11/1946 22 Game lo Local Candidate Labour CM 

5/11/1946 36 Game ln National Party Labour 

5/11/1946 192 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election review#l2, Onehunga, 2pp 

5/11/1946 Minister Labour Photo Large Photo of Nash with group of Brick company em 
'\ .......... 

6/11/1946 338 2d Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab ad- Education 

6/11/1946 Party Labour Cartoon Satirical look at Nash, Socialism+happy workers 

6/11/1946 311 Game ln Local Leader National CM 

6/11/1946 94 Game lk Local Candidate National CM- on electric railway for Aki 

6/11/1946 55 Game National Party Lab+Nat Nat cand shut out of Lab CM, Wgtn 

6/11/1946 74 Game Local Candidate National Cand replies to comment by Lab cand. 

6/11/1946 60 Game le Local Candidate National CM- Sales Tax 

6/11/1946 140 Game ln Local Candidate National CM 

6/11/1946 61 Game Local Candidate National CM 

6/11/1946 36 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

6/11/1946 118 Game lo Local Minister Labour CM- Nash on paying for war 

6/11/1946 58 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM- Hamilton 

6/11/1946 36 Game Regional Minister Labour lrM_ l\l=ach in l--l=amilt-An 

6/11/1946 30 Game National Minister Labour O'Brien (Labour) on Labour party funds 

6/11/1946 102 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

6/11/1946 44 Game ln National Leader Labour CM- Nelson 

6/11/1946 30 Game 3g Local Candidate National CM- attacks on Women need harsher punishment 

6/11/1946 66 Game lp Local Candidate Labour CM- expanding industry 

6/11/1946 154 Background NZ voting in Japan 
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6/11/1946 124 Game le National Interest Group Fed of Prof+Business womens' club on taxes, Wgtn 

6/11/1946 198 Game Regional Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election review#13, Hobson, 2pp 

6/11/1946 Candidate National Photo Holyoake speaking at CM 

6/11/1946 330 Party National Advertisement Vote Nat-list of local+reg. candidates 

6/11/1946 181 Background Roles Closed 

6/11/1946 198 Game Regional Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election Review#l4, Marsden, 2pp 

6/11/1946 129 Game Local Candidate National Photo Candidate speaking at CM 

6/11/1946 132 Game ln Regional Candidate Labour CM- Whangerei 

6/11/1946 69 Game 3g Regional Candidate National CM- Hamilton 

6/11/1946 110 Game Local Candidate National CM 

6/11/1946 105 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

6/11/1946 55 Game Regional Candidate National CM- Waiuku 

6/11/1946 39 Game 2c Local Candidate Labour CM 

6/11/1946 149 Game lo National Leader National CM- Dunedin, Bank policy 

6/11/1946 105 Game lg Local Candidate National CM- imports 

6/11/1946 118 Game Local Candidate Labour Photo CM- photo of candidate speaking 

6/11/1946 50 Game National Candidate Ind lab CM 

6/11/1946 66 Game Local Candidate National CM 

6/11/1946 121 Game Local Candidate National CM 

6/11/1946 113 Game Local Candidate National CM 

8/11/1946 Leader Lab+Nat Cartoon shows candidates + leaders in boxing ring 

8/11/1946 330 2b Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab ad- Health+sickness benefits 

8/11/1946 72 Game lg National Leader National CM- Invercargill on vehicle imports 

8/11/1946 88 Game lh Local Candidate National CM- oil 

8/11/1946 63 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

8/11/1946 63 Game Local Candidate National CM 

8/11/1946 39 Game Regional Candidate National CM- Hamilton 

8/11/1946 102 Game National Party National 

8/11/1946 69 Game 3a Local Candidate National CM- predicts strikes if Labour win 

8/11/1946 55 Game National Leader Labour CM- Wgtn 

8/11/1946 44 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM- Waimarino 

8/11/1946 28 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM- Northern Maori 

8/11/1946 22 Game Local Party Democrati 

8/11/1946 118 Game Local Candidate National CM 
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8/11/1946 132 Game Regional Candidate National CM- Northern Maori 

8/11/1946 168 Game Local Candidate National CM- Heckling 

8/11/1946 127 Game Local Party National 

8/11/1946 42 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election Review#15, Roskill, 2pp 

8/11/1946 330 Party National Advertisement Vote Nat ad- "Time for a Change" 

9/11/1946 330 Party National Passpo Advertisement Vote Nat ad- pp of local candidates 

9/11/1946 190 Game lk National Candidate National Gooseman on radio broadcast comments 

9/11/1946 49 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM- Hamilton 

9/11/1946 41 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

9/11/1946 11 Game National Candidate Independ 

9/11/1946 105 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM- Raglan 

9/11/1946 58 Game lk Local Candidate Labour CM- Aki Harbour Bridge 

9/11/1946 55 Game 3h Local Candidate National CM- Youth 

9/11/1946 28 Game National Minister Labour Nash 

9/11/1946 105 Game Local Candidate National CM 

9/11/1946 Minister Labour Cartoon Semple + Rimutaka tunnel 

9/11/1946 132 Game ln Regional Party Labour 

9/11/1946 96 Game Regional Party National CM- Audience walk out of meeting unhappy 

9/11/1946 33 Game lk National Minister Labour Semple on Rimutaka tunnel 

9/11/1946 204 Game Regional Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election Review#16, Bay of Plenty, 2pp 

9/11/1946 330 Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab ad- rehabilitation 

11/11/1946 330 Party National Passpo Advertisement Vote Nat ad- 6pp of local+reg cands. 

11/11/1946 267 Editorial ~'softly to Socialism"sways the lab. party 

11/11/1946 129 Game lo National Interest Group Int.Lab org. claims all banks will be Nationalised by L 

11/11/1946 105 Game National Candidate National Passpo cand dies suddenly- Wgtn central 

11/11/1946 220 Game Local Party Lab+Nat CM- noisy during weekend 

11/11/1946 110 Game National Minister Labour Semple+dealing with hecklers 

11/11/1946 179 Game Regional Party Lab+Nat Country meetings 

11/11/1946 41 Game Regional Party Lab+Nat 

11/11/1946 28 Game lk National Leader National Holland on Transport licenses 

11/11/1946 256 Game National Party Lab+Nat 

11/11/1946 105 Background Polling places for the city 

11/11/1946 63 Game Regional Candidate National CM- Hamilton, attacks Lab stand Bretton Woods 

11/11/1946 72 Game 1n Local Candidate Labour CM 
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11/11/1946 47 Game 3e Local Candidate Independ CM- Maori independants 

11/11/1946 17 Game Local Candidate National CM 

11/11/1946 187 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election Reveiws#17, North Shore, 2pp 

12/11/1946 330 Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab ad- prosperity policies 

12/11/1946 338 Party National Advertisement Vote Nat ad 

12/11/1946 239 Game lk Local Minister Labour CM- Semple on Harbour Bridge and R.tunnel 

12/11/1946 50 Game 2c Local Candidate National CM 

12/11/1946 30 Game National Leader National 

12/11/1946 129 Game 2c National Candidate National CM- Attacks Lab housing 

12/11/1946 47 Game National Leader Labour Fraser praises Nat cand, Apirana Ngata 

12/11/1946 72 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM- Piako 

12/11/1946 66 Game 3a Local Candidate Labour CM- Silverdale 

12/11/1946 118 Game Regional Candidate National CM- attacks Lab 

12/11/1946 52 Game Local Candidate Labour CM- lively meeting 

12/11/1946 58 Game Regional Candidate National CM- lively Meeting 

12/11/1946 19 Game Local Party Labour 

12/11/1946 Labour Cartoon satirical of Lab, ILO, NZ workers and Socialism 

12/11/1946 72 Game Local Candidate National CM 

12/11/1946 83 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

12/11/1946 47 Game lq Regional Candidate Labour 

12/11/1946 8 Game Local Minister Labour Semple to visit Aki 

12/11/1946 17 Game Regional Party National 

12/11/1946 107 Game Regional Candidate National CM- opposes Socialism 

12/11/1946 60 Game lo National Minister Labour Semple 

12/11/1946 19 Game lo National Leader Labour 

12/11/1946 33 Game Local Candidate National CM 

12/11/1946 204 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election Review #18, Parnell, 2pp 

13/11/1946 165 Party Labour Advertisement 
\/nt-a I ::::ih lie+- nf lnr::i.l ,-:::,,nrlc 

13/11/1946 330 Party National Passpo Advertisement Vote Nat, 7pp of local/reg cands 

13/11/1946 Cartoon Private ent. squashed by socialism 

13/11/1946 294 Game lk Local Minister Labour CM- Semple 

13/11/1946 36 Game 3g Regional Candidate National CM- on mothers 

13/11/1946 96 Game Local Candidate National CM 

13/11/1946 82 Background Maori polling 
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13/11/1946 52 Game lk Regional Candidate National CM- Otorohunga transport 

13/11/1946 55 Game 3a Local Candidate Labour CM- defends Miners 

13/11/1946 19 Game Local Candidate National CM 
13/11/1946 143 Game Local Candidate National CM 

13/11/1946 55 Game Local Candidate National CM 

13/11/1946 41 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 
13/11/1946 99 Game lp Local Candidate National CM- attacks Lab industry 

13/11/1946 72 Game 2c Local Candidate Labour CM- housing 

13/11/1946 69 Game Local Candidate National CM 

13/11/1946 66 Background Electoral Roles 

13/11/1946 220 Game Regional Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election Reviews#19, Tauranga, 2pp 

13/11/1946 330 lq Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab ad- Wage security 

14/11/1946 253 Editorial Critical of Semple's building projects in Wgtn, not in 1 

14/11/1946 Party Labour Cartoon Satirical at Labour Party 

14/11/1946 41 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 
14/11/1946 25 Background Nominations Close 

14/11/1946 17 Game Local Candidate Labour CM- children attend 

14/11/1946 118 Game Local Party Lab+Nat 

14/11/1946 58 Game National Leader National CM- Dannevirke 

14/11/1946 69 Game Local Party Labour 

14/11/1946 69 Game Local Party National 

14/11/1946 252 Game 3i National Candidate National CM- civil servants 

14/11/1946 72 Game lb National Minister Labour CM- Nash-Dunedin 

14/11/1946 33 Game lb National Minister Labour CM- Nash- Dunedin 

14/11/1946 52 Game National Leader National CM- Hastings, aid for Britain 

14/11/1946 74 Game lh Regional Candidate National CM- State petrol 

14/11/1946 30 Game Local Candidate National CM 
14/11/1946 124 Game National Interest Group 

l=v-ccntir.arnan rnnrat"'ncrl l""l\/a ... (\l:1t- ..L I ::)oh nrdirio.c 

14/11/1946 83 Game Local Candidate National CM 
14/11/1946 60 Game Local Candidate National Photo CM- Photo of candidate speaking 

14/11/1946 231 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election Review #20, Remuera, 2pp 

15/11/1946 330 3f Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab ad- Family benefit 

15/11/1946 165 Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab ad 

15/11/1946 250 Editorial critical of Lab, claims if re-elected"country ruled by p 
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15/11/1946 39 Game National Minister Labour CM- Nash- Temuka 

15/11/1946 165 Game lb Local Candidate Labour CM 

15/11/1946 96 Game lk Regional Candidate National CM 

15/11/1946 60 Game Local Candidate National CM- heckling 

15/11/1946 80 Game National Leader Labour CM- Hastings- criticised 

15/11/1946 47 Game National Leader National CM- Gisbourne 

15/11/1946 69 Game Local Candidate National CM- heckling 

15/11/1946 91 Game 3b Regional Candidate National CM- Dairy Farmers 

15/11/1946 39 Game 3d Local Candidate Labour CM 

15/11/1946 113 Game 3e Local Candidate National Photo CM- Northern Maori cand. speaking, criticises Labour 

15/11/1946 47 Game 3a Local Candidate National CM- critical of Lab profit sharing policy 

15/11/1946 63 Game 2c Local Candidate National CM 

15/11/1946 96 Game Local Candidate National CM- noisy meeting, heckling 

15/11/1946 74 Game Local Candidate National Photo CM- noisy meeting, photo of crowd at meeting 

15/11/1946 102 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election review#21 Ponsonby, 2pp 

15/11/1946 41 Game National Interest Group Public Service Assoc. pres. claims service should stay 

15/11/1946 52 Game National Interest Group Combined State Services demand Nat party policy 

15/11/1946 Candidate National Passpo Mrs Weston will replace her husband who died 

16/11/1946 94 Editorial Labour + Socialisation 

16/11/1946 256 Game 1n Regional Leader National CM- Opotiki 

16/11/1946 19 Game National Leader National To meet with Maori 

16/11/1946 44 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

16/11/1946 179 Game Regional Leader National CM- Rotorua 

16/11/1946 69 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM- Hamilton 

16/11/1946 25 Game Regional Candidate National CM 

16/11/1946 28 Game Local Minister Labour CM- Min of Ed. 

16/11/1946 58 Game 3i National Leader National CM- Gisbourne 

16/11/1946 Party Lab+Nat Cartoon 
c::i.t-irir::i.1-1 o::i.rJorc in hnvinn rinn 

16/11/1946 44 Game 3i National Interest Group Combined State Service Comm. satisfied with Hollanc 

16/11/1946 105 Game Local Candidate National CM- Hecklers 

16/11/1946 39 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM 

16/11/1946 149 Substance 4a National Leader National Holland on Defense, Immigration and employment 

16/11/1946 80 Game Local Candidate Labour CM- 2 lab. cands 

16/11/1946 157 Game National Leader Labour F. comments on Socialism 
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16/11/1946 50 Game Local Candidate National CM 

16/11/1946 253 Background Aki District cands. list 

16/11/1946 231 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election review#21 Greylyn, 2pp 

16/11/1946 230 lb Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab ad- guaranteed Price 

18/11/1946 322 Party National Advertisement Vote Nat ad- list of Aki local cands 

18/11/1946 330 Party Labour Photo Advertisement Vote Lab ad- p. of Fraser- prosperity policies 

18/11/1946 165 Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab ad- list of Joe/reg cands 

18/11/1946 261 Editorial Lab, Nat, Women + the Election 

18/11/1946 322 Background Candidate list 

18/11/1946 127 Game Regional Candidate National CM- attacks Fraser's comments 

18/11/1946 63 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM- criticises Dairy Board 

18/11/1946 47 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

18/11/1946 63 Game lb National Party Labour Nationalisation of BNZ 

18/11/1946 33 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM- hecklers 

18/11/1946 250 Game National Party Lab+Nat Fight for Otago + Southland seats 

18/11/1946 176 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election Reviews #22 Otahuhu, 2pp 

18/11/1946 14 Game Local Leader National Holland arrives in Aki 

18/11/1946 184 Game Local Party Lab+Nat CM's in Aki- list 

18/11/1946 91 Game Local Party Labour 

18/11/1946 118 Game National Candidate National CM's attended by Ngata 

18/11/1946 Leader Lab+Nat Cartoon satirical at politics 

18/11/1946 Leader National Photo Holland+Ngata+2 other cands in Rotorua 

19/11/1946 338 Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab ad- remember National and the Depression 

19/11/1946 330 2c Party National Advertisement Vote Nat ad- Housing 

19/11/1946 99 Editorial Lack of sympathy to farmers=Lab farm policy 

19/11/1946 113 Editorial Ngata-Maori Leadership+Lab party 

19/11/1946 132 Game 3e Regional Leader National CM- talks to Northern Maori tribes 

19/11/1946 105 Game National Leader Labour Comments on Ngata 

19/11/1946 32 Game Regional Minister Labour CM- Min of Int.Affairs @meeting of Maori leaders 

19/11/1946 50 Game lo Regional Candidate Labour CM- Hamilton 

19/11/1946 72 Game National Leader Labour critical of Nat policies 

19/11/1946 55 Game Local Candidate National CM 

19/11/1946 50 Game Local Candidate Labour CM- 2 Lab candidates 

19/11/1946 44 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 
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19/11/1946 39 Game 4a Regional Party Lab+Nat 

19/11/1946 138 Game 2d Local Candidate Labour Photo CM- cand speaking at CM 

19/11/1946 72 Game Local Leader Labour CM 

19/11/1946 72 Game National Candidate National CM- attack Lab over cost of Living increase 

19/11/1946 85 Game Local Candidate National CM- noisy 

19/11/1946 66 Game National Candidate Ind lab CM- attacks Nash 

19/11/1946 74 Game 2b Local Candidate Labour CM 

19/11/1946 28 Game 11 Regional Candidate National CM 

19/11/1946 38 Game Local Party Lab+Nat 

19/11/1946 231 Game Regional Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election Review#23 Hauraki, 2pp 

20/11/1946 259 Editorial Praises the National Party 

20/11/1946 105 Game National Newspaper Poll on liner for voters 

20/11/1946 875 Game ln Local Leader National Photo 3 photos: Holland speaking at CM, audience listening, 
1-a• ,., I, II\\ I .. ' " 

20/11/1946 6 Game Regional Leader Labour PM to visit Hamilton 

20/11/1946 88 Game National Candidate National CM- Wellington 

20/11/1946 45 Game Local Party Lab+Nat 

20/11/1946 52 Game Local Minister Labour CM- Mason (Education) 

20/11/1946 33 Game Local Leader National CM 

20/11/1946 58 Game National Leader Labour CM- lively meeting in Hawera 

20/11/1946 85 Game lb National Interest Group ILO+Nationalisation of Banks 

20/11/1946 69 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM-Waikato 

20/11/1946 25 Background Ballot Papers printed 

20/11/1946 63 Game National Party Lab+Nat Labour angry Nat sending propaganda material to Jfo 

20/11/1946 Minister Labour Cartoon Laughs at comments made by Lab minister of Health 

20/11/1946 253 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election Review#24 Rodney, 2pp 

20/11/1946 330 Leader Labour Photo Advertisement Vote Lab ad- photo of F."You can Trust Fraser" 

21/11/1946 330 2e Party National Advertisement Vote Nat - Social Security, 40hr week 

21/11/1946 330 Party Labour Advertisement 
\/nt-a. I :::iih - "ThinnC \AIOt"'O h:::u-sl in 1 O<~ h1 ,t- nrnM t-hoH't"'c 

21/11/1946 96 Editorial critical of Lab inducement to vote on Wed. not Sat 

21/11/1946 102 Editorial critical of Lab trying to instill fear into the voter 

21/11/1946 118 Game National Leader Labour Day of election, work ends at 2. no loss of wages cla 

21/11/1946 33 Background Bars to shut, no liquor to be sold on Maori electoin d, 

21/11/1946 58 Game National Leader Labour 

21/11/1946 so Game National Party National Nat denies propaganda sent to Jforce 
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21/11/1946 66 Background Voting in London 

21/11/1946 47 Background Voting for Servicemen 

21/11/1946 52 Background # of Aki voters+seats 

21/11/1946 47 Background Election Results 

21/11/1946 55 Game Local Party National 

21/11/1946 195 Game Regional Leader National CM-Te Kuiti, cheering audience for Holland 

21/11/1946 69 Game Regional Leader National CM- Taumarinui 

21/11/1946 38 Game Local Candidate National CM 

21/11/1946 16 Game Local Party National 

21/11/1946 88 Game 3e Regional Leader National CM- at Marae 

21/11/1946 83 Game Regional Candidate National CM- Waitomo 

21/11/1946 66 Game lg National Minister Labour of industry(sullivan)replies to Holland on Imports 

21/11/1946 74 Game Local Party National 

21/11/1946 190 Game 2e Regional Leader Labour CM- Hamilton 

21/11/1946 60 Game le Local Candidate Labour CM- control of prices 

21/11/1946 110 Background 

21/11/1946 187 Game Local Candidate National Passpo Of Nat candidate 

21/11/1946 Party Labour Cartoon anti labour/socialism 

21/11/1946 85 Game 2c Local Candidate Labour CM 

21/11/1946 58 Game 2c Local Candidate Labour CM 

21/11/1946 69 Game 3a National Interest Group Freedom Fed, NZ employers, NZ Manuf.fed, Chamber 
. . . .. , ' '· . , ..... 

21/11/1946 209 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election reveiws#25 Franklin, 2pp 

21/11/1946 Party Labour Cartoon anti Lab/Socialism 

21/11/1946 85 Game 2c Local Candidate Labour CM 

21/11/1946 58 Game 2c Local Candidate Labour CM 

21/11/1946 69 Game 3a National Interest Group Freedom Fed-NZ Emloyers Fed,NZ Manu. Fed, Cham. 
I I I I• • 

21/11/1946 209 Game Local Party Lab+Nat Series Passpo Election reveiw# 25 Franklin, 2pp 

22/11/1946 330 Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab ad- Real Progress 

22/11/1946 267 Editorial Praises Holland clear policy of romise and purpose 

22/11/1946 88 Editorial critical of Fraser's "queer tactics" 

22/11/1946 39 Background Voting for NZ airforce 

22/11/1946 283 Background How to Vote 

22/11/1946 17 Background Election Day Closing 

22/11/1946 160 Game National Leader National CM- Wgtn "Cheers + Streamers" 
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22/11/1946 102 Game National Leader National 

22/11/1946 66 Game 2c Local Party Labour statement by Lab candidate on state housing 

22/11/1946 176 Game National Leader National Holland@CM commments on Fraser 

22/11/1946 66 Game Local Candidate National CM 

22/11/1946 30 Game lj Regional Candidate National CM- foresty 

22/11/1946 55 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

22/11/1946 99 Game 3e Regional Leader Labour CM- Tauranga 

22/11/1946 80 Game 3b Local Candidate Labour CM- claims Farmers attacked by Nat 

22/11/1946 66 Game 3e Regional Candidate National CM- Northern Maori 

22/11/1946 83 Game 2a Local Candidate Labour CM 

22/11/1946 72 Game 2d Local Candidate Labour CM 

22/11/1946 41 Game Local Candidate National CM- noisy meeting 

22/11/1946 Party Labour Cartoon laughs at comments by Lab Party-patting each other 

22/11/1946 124 Game Regional Party Lab+Nat Passpo Election review#26, 2pp 

22/11/1946 41 Game National Party Lab+Nat propaganda to J Force 

22/11/1946 187 Substance 3b National Leader Lab+Nat Leaders reply to Fed Farmers Quest'neer 

22/11/1946 107 Game lp Local Candidate Labour CM 

22/11/1946 330 Party National Advertisement Vote Nat ad- Labour = Socialism 

23/11/1946 Photo Maori Electors listening to a cand. speech 

23/11/1946 347 Leader National Photo Advertisement Ad for Holland broadcast 

23/11/1946 217 Editorial Beware of Labs hidden agenda 

23/11/1946 170 Game National Newspaper Soldiers Vote in Japan 

23/11/1946 66 Game National Newspaper Servicemen Vote 

23/11/1946 14 Background Petrol Stations open normal on election Day 

23/11/1946 190 Game ln Regional Leader Labour CM- Thames, Farming, Education + Maori Welfare 

23/11/1946 36 Game National Party Communi Comm party protest no radio broadcast allowed 

23/11/1946 33 Game National Party Lab+Nat Propaganda to JForce is Lab red Herring 

23/11/1946 55 Game Local Candidate Labour CM-2 cands at CM 

23/11/1946 105 Game National Leader Labour CM- Rotorua 

23/11/1946 44 Game Regional Party National On Bretton Woods Agreement 

23/11/1946 36 Game Regional Candidate Labour CM- lively meeting 

23/11/1946 55 Game lg Regional Candidate Labour CM- imports 

23/11/1946 60 Game 2c Local Candidate Labour CM 

23/11/1946 19 Game Local Party Labour 
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23/11/1946 168 Game National Candidate National Passpo Ngata broadcast on radio 

23/11/1946 41 Game Local Candidate Labour CM 

23/11/1946 33 Game Regional Candidate National CM 

23/11/1946 Party Labour Cartoon laughs @Lab, Socialism+Nationalisation of Banks 

23/11/1946 63 Game 3h Local Party National 

23/11/1946 80 Game lh Local Candidate National CM- State petrol 

23/11/1946 146 Game 3b National Interest Group Fed Farmers pleased with Holland's polls 

23/11/1946 330 Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab ad 

25/11/1946 330 3g Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab ad- Women 

25/11/1946 330 Leader National Photo Advertisement Holland Broadcast 

25/11/1946 94 Editorial critical of Nash 

25/11/1946 149 Game National Newspaper Photo Voting on Ship,photo of couple voting 

25/11/1946 170 Game National Newspaper Maori Seats election tomorrow 

25/11/1946 47 Game National Newspaper Results no longer screened by herald, on radio instea 

25/11/1946 60 Game Regional Party Lab+Nat Northern Maori cand. accuses Lab of propaganda 

25/11/1946 36 Game Regional Candidate National CM- Opotiki 

25/11/1946 28 Game 2c National Minister Labour CM- Nash 

25/11/1946 209 Game National Leader National Hollands final speeches 

25/11/1946 39 Game Local Candidate National cand. campaigns from air 

25/11/1946 96 Game National Party National 

25/11/1946 72 Game 3b National Leader National CM- Nelson 

25/11/1946 77 Game National Leader Labour 

25/11/1946 223 Game National Leader National CM- Wgtn 

25/11/1946 179 Game Local Party Labour Carica Opinion Poll Lab supports march down Queen St, 2photos 

25/11/1946 50 Game Regional Party LabNat&ot Gathering of Maori at Port Waikato 

25/11/1946 99 Game 3e Regional Party Labour CM- cand for Nrtrn Maori 

25/11/1946 85 Game National Leader Labour CM- Rotorua 

26/11/1946 330 Party National Photo Advertisement Vote Nat ad- photo of Holland 

26/11/1946 261 Editorial Nat=stimulation+individual liberty,Lab=political seve 

26/11/1946 179 Game National Newspaper Maori Election Day 

26/11/1946 198 Game National Leader National Final Speech 

26/11/1946 91 Game National Leader National Final Speech 

26/11/1946 292 Game ln National Leader National Final Speech 

26/11/1946 27 Game Local Party Labour 
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26/11/1946 91 Game National Leader National CM- Oamaru 

26/11/1946 69 Game Local Candidate National CM 

26/11/1946 58 Game National Party Labour 

26/11/1946 22 Game National Leader Lab+Nat Rival Meetings 

26/11/1946 22 Game National Party LabNat&ot radio Broadcasts ( +Communist Party) 

26/11/1946 206 Game National Leader Labour CM- Palmerston North 

26/11/1946 44 Game National Party Lab+other non party electors (Dem lab+Indep.) 

26/11/1946 165 Game Local Party Lab+Nat 

26/11/1946 88 Game National Party Lab+Nat 

26/11/1946 121 Game Local Candidate Lab+Nat CM's 

26/11/1946 55 Game National Leader Labour 

26/11/1946 58 Game National Party Lab+Nat 

26/11/1946 17 Game Local Party National 

26/11/1946 330 Party Labour Advertisement Vote Lab- 40 Hr Week 

26/11/1946 1499 Background List of Polling Places 

16/11/1946 52 Substance le National Party Labour 




